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A Study of the Market Valuation of Antique Chinese Ceramics: TC Foster, BA(Hons) 

ABSTRACT 

This research describes an attempt to postulate a grounded theoretical understanding of the valuation of 
objects described as art and antiques. 

The approach adopted is fundamentally inductive and inter-disciplinary. It begins with a 
discriminating synthesis of the relevant literature from the disciplines of Art Flistory, Sociology, 
Anthropology, Economics and Psychology. Financial value is strongly correlated with aesthetic value, 
which is created partially through the process of exchange itself, but largely through the ascribing of 
'meaning' to objects through social and historical mechanisms. These mechanisms are examined using 
consumer behaviour paradigms. The economic notion of 'artistic capital stock' is assessed for its wider 
applicability. 

The study focuses on the creation of perceptions of cultural and financial worth, and valuation, of 
antique Chinese ceramics, which, through their inter-cultural complexity, are seen as illuminating a 
breadth of generalisable phenomena. Ile creation of perceptions is viewed on both the level of 
encircling cultural predispositions, and on a level of more specific interactions between the consumer 
and what are viewed as marketing inputs. 

The methodology adopted is one of cross-reference between qualitatively described observations 
derived from participation in the market, and a quantitative behavioural analysis of a database compiled 
from the auction sales of Sotheby's and Christie's over a five year period. 

The results indicate that consumers of 'art' are behaviourally similar to generic consumers of any good. 
Further, they are risk-reducing seekers of autonomy through affiliation, which appears to compete in 
the fulfilment of their higher order psychological needs. Culturally established mechanisms for the 
ascription of 'meaning' to 'art' objects are shown to correlate functionally with the creation of brand 
perceptions through the marketing of fast moving consumer goods. 

The specific inputs, which contribute to the perception of value, are identified and modelled. 
Recommendations arc made regarding a fuller examination of the 'valuation' process and the 
appropriateness of further examination of the 'art market' by consumer behaviourists. 
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A Study of the Market Valuation of Antique Chinese 

Ceramics. 

"Worthless things receive a value when they are made 

the offerings ofrespect, esteem and gratitude. " 

Locke 
'Essays on human understanding' 

(Dedicatory Epistle) 
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Chapter I 

Setting the Frame of Reference 

"We know that the tail must wag the dog, for the horse is drawn 

by the cart, but the devil whoops, as he whooped of old, "Its 

clever, but is it art? " 

Rudyard Vipling (1865-1936) 

From 'The Conundrum of the Workshops' 



1.1 Introducfion: Aims and Purpose 

1.1.1 The volume of literature 

1.1.2 The problem of non-cognisance 

1.2 The phflosophy adopted 

1.3 'Me Art Historical context 
1.3.1 The limitations of an Art History approach 

1.3.2 The cultural bias 

1.3.3 The Art Establishment as reference group 

1.4 The selection of Chinese ceramics 

1.5 The Economic Perspective 

1.5.1 Broad Apphcations 

1.5.2 Specific Applications 

1.5.2.1 'Consensus Approval' 

1.5.2.2 'Price' as a measure of Perception 

1.6 Consumer Behaviour - Ihe psychological frame of reference 

1.7 Conclusions - The Methodology 
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Chapter 1 SE=G THE FRAME OF REFERENCE 

1.1 Introduction 

The aims of this chapter are to set out the philosophical, theoretical and 

methodological foundations on which this thesis is based. 

In the absence of an academic discipline devoted to, or inclusive of, the examination of 

the specific phenomena of the financial 'valuation' of 'art objects', the research lacked 

an evolved, yet distinct and established, frame of reference within which it could be 

contextualised or from which it could be extrapolated. This allowed considerable 
freedom in the selection of an approach to the question, but this freedom was tempered 
by the need to justify most carefully the development of a model that sought to counter 

the phenomena of explaining what many believe is "the inherently subjective nature of 

research" in this area. This thesis can only be viewed, therefore, as, at best, one step 

towards the unravelling of what is a complex, multi-disciplinary and highly illuminating 

aspect of collecting and 'antique valuatiotV as an example of human behaviour. 

To imply that this thesis is the first step would of course be ludicrously grandiose. 
There are countless writers from numerous disciplines whose work is relevant to the 

problem. However, this is the first systematic attempt made to reconcile these various 

perspectives with a view to producing a synthesis aimed specifically at the question of 
I valuatioW. Many related questions have been asked and many related theories have 

been put forward but other writers have not addressed the same problem. 

The fact remains that, as the present study shows, Sotheby's and Christie's, who are 

widely regarded as perhaps the worlds' foremost experts in the financial valuation of 

art objects' are a long way from achieving anything more than a "ball park" degree of 

accuracy in predicting the realisable value of artefacts. This is not intended as a 

criticism of such establishments, but is indicative of how far away we are from the 
development of applicable theories of 'valuation'. 
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The sheer breadth of relevant literature, which ranges from the broad philosophies of 
Simmel (1907) and Marx (1887) through to more recent statistical analysis of 

cognitive dissonance (Akerloff and Dickens; 1982) or quantal choice theories 

(McFaddon; 1976), immediately presented two fundamental problems of the quantity 

and relevance of prior related studies. 

1.1.1 The Volume of Literature 

The problem presented was simply one of the time available. The cumulative nature of 
developmental research inevitably meant that each source pointed to other sources and 

thence down innumerable, mainly blind, alleys: some of which occasionally shed some 
light on the question. Literally every human related discipline appeared relevant, 

whether it was abstract philosophy, anthropology, psychology, sociology or 

economics. 

Such an observation is of course obvious and no doubt in a hundred years time with 
development of information technology such as hyperstacks and relational databases, 

human knoA ledge maybe approaching some form of integration or synthesis. The 

increasing amount of inter-disciplinary research clearly points in this direction. The 

observation does not assist, however, in the achievement of a well-grounded and 

comprehensible thesis. Its function here is by way of an apologia, in advance, of 

ornissions ftom or the traducing of those disciplines that are covered or touched upon. 
If, for example, some aspect of the work of a particular Art I-Estorian is deliberately 

omitted this should be seen as significant, as the fundamental approach being adopted 
is socio-psychological, in that the heart of the thesis is based on observable behaviour 

and data collected by the author. 

If this sounds as if the present research is on a 'hiding to nothing' this is emphatically 

not the case. The problem of subjectivity in the formulation and process of research is 

recognised by non-positivists and objectivity is nowhere more compromised than in 

research carried out within the confines of a discipline where theoretical dogma and 
boundaries are already constructed and broadly shared. While the absence of an 
established framework is problematic for the present study, this is also, paradoxically, 
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its strength in that it affords an unrivalled opportunity to make a significant and 

original contribution to knowledge. 

By focusing entirely on the phenomena being studied, and in the absence of other 

specific attempts to approach exactly the same question, the breadth of bearing 

literature can be approached ruthlessly and without the need to 'engage! fully with the 

received learning that form its accepted boundaries. Some academic purists might 

argue that this might weaken the credibility of the work, in reality, however, while it 

does not remove inherent subjectivity it does add inductive strength. 

To take an entirely pure inductive approach, on the other hand, would be to deny the 

validity of the thoughts and findings of other research even if it were in itself inductive. 

While this may be appropriate in the study of some social phenomena, in the case of 

such a broad issue as the valuation of art it would quite frankly be wasteful. The value 

of a focused search for specifically appropriate theoretical and methodological 'ideas' 

was viewed as fundamental. 

In using the term 'ideas' to contextualise the findings of others and in the use of 

subjectively conceived, empirically observed, qualitative and quantitative statistical 

data, the study embodies a fundamentally inductive approach. In the use of the ideas 

of others for selective guidance and in the extrapolated examination of such ideas 

against the findings of the study the research is also, in part, deductive. 

It must be stressed that by no means all of the bearing theories are examined. To 

engage fully, for example, with the theories of the critical tradition, functionalism, and 

material culture would represent a study in itself and would have two significant 
disadvantages. Firstly, it would not be consistent with the valuation focus of the 

present study. Secondly, it would inevitably lead to the adoption of inappropriate 

received knowledge. 
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The Problem of Non-Cognisance 

The perceived advantage of increased objectivity brought about through not being a 

member of the cognoscenti of a defined and bordered discipline is explained above, as 
is the concomitant danger of the study not achieving acceptance in any one field, 

(except perhaps the currently non-existent field of valuation theory). If one can ignore 

the difficulty of acceptance one cannot, however, ignore certain more tangible 

problems that arise from an extra-disciplinary approach. 

In practical terms there are clear difficulties presented by the use of complex 

mathematical equations and formulae in certain psychological and economic studies. 
For the most part, however, such studies are of peripheral rather than central relevance 

and the overall argument is in the majority of cases discernible from the text. 

Where non-cognisance reveals itself as a more substantial problem is in the different 

nuances of meaning ascribed by the disciplines addressed to various forms of 
terminology. Key Words such as 'value', 'art' and 'culture' can be ascribed various 
discipline-specific meanings and contexts, as can the word 'meaning' itself. Objects 

themselves can be defined, serniotically or otherwise, in a variety of ways. Even in the 

notional discipline of Antique Valuation, where some degree of cognisance can be 

ascribed, the problem is, if anything, compounded in that the description of an object 
as 'an antique' has, in common parlance, become so readily used as to be virtually 

meaningless in terms of definition or delineation. Neither the traditionally held view 
that an object might qualify through being more than a hundred years old nor the more 
theoretical definition offered by Rosenstein (1987) can, in any meaningful way, be 

applied. 

Where problems of meaning occur, an attempt at definition is made within the text as 

ambiguities arise. Where such attempts fall short of the expectations of adherents of 

specific disciplines all that can be offered is again an apologia. The fundamentally 

inductive approach to what is seen as an entirely socio-psychological phenomenon 

must again be cited in defence of the avoidance of full entanglement with broadly 

associated deductive theory. 
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This is far from the first study to encounter problems of language but, as Nancy Fariss 

put it in the foreword to the inter-disciplinary Yhe Social Life of 7hings. Commodities 

in Cultural Perspective. (Appadurai ed. Cambridge 1986): 

"... there is little point in dialogue if we all speak with the same voice. " (p. xi) 

This study is also by no means Original in its attempt to make some contribution to 

other debates through an approach from a different perspective. Its success or failure 

can be subjectively judged. 

1.2 The Philosophy Adopted 

In the absence of an established disciplinary framework for the approach to the 

question, but in the presence of so much that appeared relevant it was clear that one of 

the central issues for the study would be the establishment of the frame of reference 
itself 

Since the study is in essence an examination not of Chinese Ceramics but of the way in 

which they are perceived and 'valued, there was, however, a body of work that could 

clearly pro%ide a theoretical, and to some extent methodological, starting point. 

Amongst much inter-disciplinary work in recent years there have been considerable 

strides made in the way objects and 'commodities' are examined in all facets of their 

social context. Bourdieu (1984,1991)', Appadurai ed. (1986), Clifford (1988), 

Becker (1982) and Clunas (1991) to name a few. 

'The editions referred to are the first available translations. The volumes were first 
published in France in 1979 and 1969 respectively. 
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As Clunas (199 1) puts it: 

"'Things' have recently been judged to be too important to be left to curators and have 

increasingly attracted the attention of scholars working from within the broader 

disciplines of history and anthropology. " (p. 1) 

In his studied use of the term 'Things', however, Clunas illustrates the need to make 
terminological deliniations that, to some extent, differentiate as well as contextualize, 

the present study, from and within the studies named above. 

In Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (London 1984) the 

sociologist Bourdieu examines statistically the 'consumption' of 'things' ranging from 

choices of food through to preferred singers. In this, the focus of the present study on 

a very specifically defined group of objects, clearly differs. In his discussion of 'art', 

however, and in his attempt to define the status differentiating social processes relating 

to the expression of 'taste' he clearly to some extent includes. 

The difficulties posed to any inter-disciplinary study by the variance of terminological 

parameters is perhaps more problematically encountered in Appadurai ed. (1986). 
This is an inter-disciplinary volume in itself, but its anthropological bias leads to a 
recurrent theme concerning the theoretical nature of the 'commodity' and changes in 

the nature of'Things'as they move in and out of'commodityhood'. Thismaywellbe 

of significance in the examination of man in a truly varied multi-cultural context and 
where 'commodities' are defined as objects, services or even people. Nevertheless, it 
does mitigate against the full theoretical engagement of a study focused on an object 
that has always been a 'commodity' and its place in a society that is, to all intents and 
purposes, entirely commoditised. 

On the other hand the problems presented by variations in focus should not be 

overstated and the central thesis of the volume, which is that commodities have 

evolving politicised social lives in which 'value' is created by economic exchange, is of 

2 Contributors include five anthropologists, three historians and an archaeologist. 
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fundamental import to the present study and forms part of the basis for the approach to 

historical contextualisation and the exan-ýination of the exchange process. 

Bearing in n-dnd always the subjectivity of the chosen approach, it is important to take 

as a starting point an explanation of what the study is not. It is not in any sense an 

attempt to engage with art historical theory. As sociologists, ethnographers and 

anthropologists would testify, the discipline is essentially historically and culturally 

relative. Its theories and canons may be said to apply to this time and to this culture 
but cannot meaningfully be extrapolated to apply to what is a broad question of human 

behaviour. 

In reality of course this study is also to some extent historically and culturally relative 
in itself. Since its observations are based in large part on behaviour in contemporary 

Britain, the socio-psychological context of the perceptions examined is, as will be 

shown, fundamentally subject to the influence of the canons and mores of Art History 

and the attendant institutional doctrines and practices. Some level of engagement is, 

therefore, necessary but the model for the engagement is that of the sociologists, 

anthropologists and ethnographers of art, rather than the historians. As Becker (1982) 

put it: 

"The existence of art worlds, as well as the way their existence affects both the 

production and consumption of art works, suggests a sociological approach to the 

arts. " 

Influences on production do not bear on the present study but influences on 

consumption are of course fundamental. While the thesis focuses on the specific 'art 

world' surrounding Chinese porcelain, the Chinese 'art world' cannot be observed 

except as part of the cultural whole. The dominant art culture not only encompasses 
but also contextualises Chinese art. In so doing it plays a significant role in the 

unwitting but very real formulation of the perception of its 'value'. 
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What is observed, therefore, is not the theory but the practice ofthe western art world 

and its part in what Hauser (1982) called: 

"a particular, historically and socially conditioned point of view .... which fonn[s] a 

spiral and a circle around the object which is being viewed. " (pp. xvii-xviii) 

The limitations of art history are discussed below with emphasis on the very real 
impact that the established doctrines have had on broadly shared perceptions of 
'worth', and the way in which these are manifested in market prices. The influence is 

both culturally relative and fundamental. The simple act of designating an object as 

I art'serves to consecrate and endow with'value. This'value'may be seen as quasi- 

religious by those whom Bourdieu (199 1) would call the fundamentalists' but, in 

reality, when the object finds itself in the context of the marketplace %value' is reflected 

in value. 

Almost by definition, therefore, it follows that the study in no way attempts to engage 

with theories of aesthetics. The extent to which any such judgements are linked to 

established practice and are also entirely relative is shown by Becker (1982). He 

clearly illustrates the way in which 'art' can be transformed, through essentially 

sociological phenomena, into 'craft', and 'craft' can similarly become 'art'. 

Becker's discussion is of art in the broadest sense and also encompasses the production 

and performance of both music and literature. A more directly appropriate 

examination of the process of perceptual change is offered by Clifford (198 8) who 

provides a detailed analysis of the "art-culture system" and describes the processes by 

which he considers that 'authenticity' and thence 'value! are both created and 

subsequently altered. 

3 Rheims (1960) is amongst others who have used religious metaphor to describe the 
veneration of 'art'. Seepp. 38-39. 
4 For the purposes of this study the term value means realisable market value. Where a 
more philosophical meaning is alluded to the word is parenthesised. Unless otherwise 
stated the assumption can be made that the parenthesised 'value' in any case relates to 
value. 
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As an ethnographer, Clifford's concern is primarily, with inter-cultural functions of 
defining authority but his model serves equally for Western treatment of its own 

products. Moreover, his use of the term 'authenticity' closely correlates with 
Bourdieu's (1984) use of 'legitimacy' to describe the socially differentiating definition 

of 'legitimate' culture within western societies. Thus, while Clifford describes the 

manner in which, what he sees as dominant western cultures, define what is 'authentic' 

or 'legitimate' art from amongst the national collections of "exotic" objects, Bourdieu 

describes the way in which, what he sees as a dominant cultural group within western 

cultures, defines what is 'authentic! or 'legitimate' from amongst the potentially 
'artistic' objects of domestic production5. 

The focus of ethnographers and sociologists is different and the above unauthorised 

correlations are a valuation-focused synthesis/simplification of only one aspect of far 

reaching and complex works. The arguments, however, have not been altered in 

meaning and, for the relevance of this study at least, their findings are essentially the 

same: That is, that both societies and sections within societies, create through social 

mechanisms and for social reasons their own definitions of the aesthetic. These 

notions are substantially reinforced by other works, in particular Clunas (199 1) and 

Appadurai ed. (1986). The extent to which these ideas can be verified, and the process 

of perceptual change illuminated, by the case of the Chinese ceramic market, forms a 

significant thread of the deductive aspect of the thesis. 

The stance is adopted, therefore, that there is no such thing as a usable theory of 

aesthetics (only aestheticians). In this sense the study engages with aesthetics only in 

applying the universalist judgement, that aesthetics is fundamentally subjective and 

cannot, certainly vAth our current level of psychological understanding, be assigned an 

absolute hierarchy. 

sNotions which are reflected in awider body of work related to the role of museums in 
societies. See in particular Coombes (1988) and Pearce (1992). 
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To throw some light on the question of subjective perceptions of the aesthetic by 

advancing psychological knowledge of the valuation process is of course the central 

theme of the thesis. In this, the value of the research should be judged, at least in part, 

on its potential to stimulate further work on the question, that is focused specifically 

on the perceptual and behavioural influences that lie behind the formation of exchange 

decisions, and in particular the subjective formulation of 'price'. 

It is accepted that both 'price' and 'value' are terminologically emotive. Aspects of 

pricing theory are not addressed specifically, rather the price paid is, in the field of 

antiques where price equilibriums are determined by individual consumers, taken as a 

measure of what Woodruff (1997) and others refer to as the 'perception of customer 

value'. 
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13 The Art Historical Context 

Since the study is effectively an examination of the financial valuation of what can be 

loosely termed objects of art, and is intended to apply, at least in extrapolation, to 

pieces currently defined as Fine Art, it is important to exan-dne the applicability of what 

should be the intrinsically relevant disciplines of Art History and Economics. 

These are the obvious areas in which to seek guidance, and the analysis of the former 

as a social construct is, as has been said, highly significant in the establishment of the 

overall psychological context of the study. While the theories and intellectual output 

of art history are, as will be shown and has already been implied, of extremely limited 

use in the present context, an overview of the functions and assumptive tenets and the 

effects of the diaspora of received perceptions that have been fostered by the discipline 

and the integrally associated 'Art Establishment' is of key importance. Thesocially 

observed function of the overall art establishment forms essential background to 

Chapter 3 in which the function of the Chinese 'art world' is examined. 

1.3.1 The Limitations of Art History 

At the risk of offending adherents of the discipline, it is fair to say that, to a large 

extent, Art History is excluded from relevance to this study of the valuation process. 
There are two reasons for this: 

a. ) The first of these is that art historians fail to discuss fully the very serious nature of 

the relationship between 'art' and money6. They do not seek to answer the question. 
It is true that the work of the economist Montiae has sparked some debate about the 

art market and that The Burlington Magazine recently sponsored a conference titled 

'77ie History of The Art Market in Europe 1500-1900s. Such moves have produced 

6If this is considered an erroneous perception all that can be said in its defence is that it 
is a view shared by very many people, amongst them academics whose credibility is not 
open to doubt. 
7Montias (1982) 
sHeld at The National Gallery, 9th-10th December 1994. 
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related findings that are of some use? and there is much work on the nature of 

patronage and collecting. Essentially, however, the contribution is limited by the 

relatively narrow focus of the debates. In the rare cases where prices are mentioned 

they are not fiuitfully examined. The question ofexactly why someone in the 

contemporary marketplace should be prepared to pay X for a Van Gogh but only Y for 

a Constable is simply not on the central agendalo' The 'value' of a painting is at this 

point still discussed in other terms. 

If the objection that 'art' is not about money were to be raised at this point then the 

case for the marginalisation of art history in the debate on financial valuation could be 

rested. This is not to say that the objection could not to some extent be agreed with. 
There is undoubtedly a degree of spiritual elevation that can be gained from an 

encounter with a work of art but such, literally breathtaking, events are, for most 

people, rare and are in any case supremely subjective. The nature of such experiences 

might be subjected to deductive theoretical analysis but they certainly cannot be 

adequately measured or quantified. Arguably, the closest we can get to actually 

measuring the impact of a work of art on an individual is in the level of economic 

sacrifice they are prepared to make in order to possess an object"- This could be said 

to make the lack of attention paid by art historians to the quantifiable workings of the 

market little short of surprising. The quantified examination of price and the purchase 
decision as a measure of the psychological perception of 'art' is a key area in which the 

present study differs from almost all previous work. 

b. ) The second reason for the disappointing contribution of art history can also be 

linked to the narrowness of its focus. Work by art historians has been overwhelmingly 

"For example Benedict, P., 'Towards the comparative study of the popular market for 
art, 'Past and Present, vol 109, pp. 100-117. See also Fiddell-Beaufort (1982) and 
McAllister (1986). 
"It is accepted that approaches to 'consumption' as an art historical concept may be 
fast approaching this. 
"Other behavioural manifestations, such as the act of travelling to see, conserving, 
copying, commissioning and even being buried with objects, might be viewed as 
manifestations of 'valuing' but are neither as universally applicable or as specifically 
quantifiable. 
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concerned with what the art world has called the 'Fine Arts', these are essentially 

painting, sculpture and architecture 12 to the defined exclusion as 'less' or'minor' of 

almost all other forms of human production. This is a matter of cultural selectivity that 

has no real basis in human experience outside our own culture and, frankly, little basis 

in common sense even within it. Another fact which is increasingly achieving wide 

acceptance. 

Figure 1 shows a porcelain dish that continues to provide the present author with a 
degree of 'spiritual elevation'. Yet although it has this effect, and although it was 

painted with more direct spontaneity than a carefully composed 'Constable', and 

although one could read much into the semiotic context, structure and execution of the 

picture 13 it could not, by any commonly held Western criteria be described as a work 

of fine art. It is 'less'. This is not the sound of a personal axe being ground. It is a 

common human experience. Nor can it simply be argued away as a matter of taste, it 

is a matter of definition. 

There are two principal causal reasons behind these perceived limitations of art history 

as a discipline whose theories could be useful to the present study. These are the 
inherent cultural focus and the function of the discipline as a 'reference group'. They 
both have their origins in basic human psychology and they form a fundamental 

philosophical underpinning to the unravelling of the phenomena of valuation. 

12 In related studies the defined Fine Arts can canonically include music, literature and 
performance arts. 
13 Indeed sinologists could undoubtedly, if they were inclined, expend as much thought 
on the stylistic, historical and philosophical 'meaning' of the picture as Western art historians have expended on The Primavera. 
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Figure I 

A Chinese Blue and White porcelain Dish c. 1630 
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13.2 The Cultural Bias 

That different cultures evolve and maintain their own system of values, in the broadest 

sense, is a given. It follows that Western art historians should adopt and foster the 

established traditions and canons of Western art. It does not follow that they are 

necessarily right in doing so and it does not follow that their behaviour can throw light 

on the nature of art as a global experience. Anyone born into a Western culture is, to a 

greater or lesser extent, from the moment they achieve consciousness, subjected to a 

continuous stream of inputs through media and education that decisively influence their 

perceptions about art. As the work of Bourdieu (1984) implies, some degree of 

sophistication in the education of an individual may be needed before they adopt the 

notion of sculpture and architecture as art, or before a socially elevating 'taste' can be 

acquired, but even the most uneducated would be unlikely to grow up in a western 

society and escape the basic tenet that 'paintings are what art is all about'. The terms 

I artist' and 'paintee are, in common parlance, almost synonymous. 

The above paragraph is of course a simplification of a complex process and could no 

doubt be discussed at great length but such a discussion would not alter its basic 

validity. Western art historians, on the whole, examine and discuss Western art and its 

relationship with Westerners. They do not, as a rule, discuss art and its relationship 

with the human condition. Even if they think that they do, they cannot avoid their 

cultural programming. This is of course only natural but the cultural bias inevitably 

clouds the perception of the whole. 

As an example, one in every five humans is Chinese but how many 'Art I-Estorians' 

have made a study of the Chinese understanding of the nature of art 14 
. In the much 

lauded and cited Yhe Story ofArt (1994), Gombrich devotes fourteen pages to the art 

of Islam and China (pp. 143-156). Seventeenth century Holland, on the other hand, 

alone warrants twenty-two pages (pp. 413-434). In what purports to be a History of 
Art (not a history of Western art) this is cultural bias on a massive scale. This might in 

'4There are only four full-time lecturers in Chinese art in Britain. 
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itself be more easily forgiven if he did not completely traduce Chinese art. He 

discusses painting and sculpture and makes no mention of calligraphy. Yet calligraphy 

ranks highest amongst the canons of Chinese art and sculpture is in no way perceived 

as 'art', but as the work of artisans. He, like many others, ascribes his own 'values! to 

the work of others. If this is, in psychological terms, quite natural, it is in 

contemporary academic terms increasingly unforgivable. 

In his defence, it can be pointed out that Gombrich wrote the book more than forty- 

five years ago, since when more information has become available from China, and his 

ideas have also evolved". The work, however, is now in its sixteenth edition and 

remains required reading for students of art history. In the preface to the latest edition 
he proudly announces that his amendments allow him to illustrate and discuss the 

whole of the Ghent altarpiece, but he still does not feel the need to modify his 

treatment of 'othee cultural value systems. It is a very influential piece of work that 

may be the only book on the subject ever read by the less cognate, can this amended 

edition really have been published fourteen years after Said's Orientalism (1978). 

This cultural bias is so programmed into us as to permeate not just academic learning 

but all other forms of media. In a sense, it then becomes a self-fulfilling and self- 

reinforcing prophecy. The more we are told by the likes of the broadcaster Sister 

Wendy that paintings are great art the more likely we are to experience and believe this 

and the more likely we are to propagate the belief What is created, in the terms of 

those who propagate Fast-Moving Consumer Goods, is predisposition. 

The principle is exactly the same. While it may be true that one brand of Cola is better 

than the others it does not follow that this is necessarily true. Similarly while it may be 

true that certain forms of art are superior to others this equally may not be. 

The predisposition created by cultural bias has a fundamental effect on the macro- 

psychological context of the valuation process and does not need to be theoretically 

151n "Topics of Our Time" (1991) p. 39 Gombrich even espoused the Popperian notion 
that we may be wrong in our interpretation of other cultures. 
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examined. It is a fact that stares us in the face. The highest price ever paid at auction 

for a piece of ceramic is 0.4m. The highest price paid for a painting is $82.5M16. 

Thus, the most important piece of ceramic ever to reach the market is 'worth! the same 

as a fairly ordinary painting. Most people would not dream of questioning this truism. 

It is culturally in-built. 

The influence of cultural bias is examined below in the context of the present study. It 

is not a simple matter. 'Cultural' values, for example, are shown to be at least partially 
interchangeable and, what can be called, n-&ro-cultures, groups of people with shared 

value' systems but which cross the boundaries between the more easily defined 

national cultures, develop. This of course is an example of an issue that the present 

study does not intend to encompass fully. The thesis examines this particular 

phenomenon only in the specific context of the valuation of Chinese ceramics. In the 

broader sense, but still only within the confines of the art market, its effects can of 

course be illustrated by the fact that many of the highest prices achieved for European 

paintings in recent years have in fact been paid by Japanese buyers. 

1.3.3 The Art Establishment as a Reference Group 

The term Micro-culture is inexact and presents us with potential ambiguity. For the 

purposes of the present thesis it can be replaced with the term 'Reference group' as it is 

used in psychological studies of consumer behaviour. Foxall (1994) cites Sprott 

(1958) as defining such a group as: 

"a plurality of persons who interact with one another in a given context more than they 
interact with anyone else. The basic notion is relatively exclusive interaction in a 

certain context" 17. 

16The argument that paintings are unique rather than mass produced does not 
withstand even basic scrutiny. 
"Foxall and Goldsn-dth (1994) pp. 193-194. 
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The desire to maintain and, if possible elevate their position within the reference group, 

places constraints and predictable characteristics on the behaviour of individuals, in 

that to step outside the accepted modes of practice can diminish position or even 

exclude altogether. 

The functions of reference groups related specifically to Chinese ceramics are 
discussed in detail below. The purposes of outlining here the function of the art 

establishment as a reference group are twofold. Firstly, it concludes the explanation of 

the rationale for the marginalisation of art history theories in the present study. 
Secondly, and more importantly it illustrates the relationship between the power of the 

reference group and its ability to influence heavily perceptions of monetary value. This 

form of power, which goes beyond the macro effect of cultural bias, is mirrored in 

varying forms within those reference groups that are specific to Chinese ceramics and, 
inasmuch as it influences the process of valuation, is a central tenet of the thesis. 

The art establishment in which one would include curators, critics, dealers and 

consumers of art, as well as historians, is, like any reference group, essentially an 
inward looking autonomous grouping that has its own, excluding, agenda and 
language. While members of the group may not agree with each other, they can at 
least disagree in terms and from positions that are mutually respected and understood. 
They interact with each other in ways that they tend not to do with people outside the 

group. 

What this means in academic terms to the 'outsidee is that it is, in effect, extremely 
difficult and unrewarding to engage seriously with art history unless one actually is an 
Art Historian and accepts the established canons and mores". What this means to the 
'insider' is that it is very difficult to break away from the most fundamental deductive 

constructions of the discipline and still maintain a position of credibility. A fact which 

was illustrated by the difficulty which the 'new art history' faced in achieving 

"Becker (1982) alludes to this in stating that "only aesthetics developed in connection 
with the operations of art worlds are likely to have much influence in them. " p. 145 
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acceptance and which can still be detected in the otherwise significant contributions of 

writers such as Pearce (1992). This of course is true of other academic disciplines but 

few are quite as concept based and subject to cultural bias as art history. 

To be fair of course Gombrich and the established canons that he represents have in 

theory been debunked by the 'new art history' (after considerable conservative 

reaction) and the 1995 conference of The Association of Art 11istorians19 showed a 

clear willingness to discuss truly broad issues. There are clearly. art historians who are 
increasingly and rapidly taking a wider view over such issues as consumption. Writers 

like Bourdieu (1984) from other disciplines are being increasingly engaged with2O* The 

fact remains; however, that none of the one hundred and sixty-nine papers presented 

appeared, from the fairly detailed summaries given in the programme, to discuss money 

or any of its implications. The emphasis was still on deductive theory rather than 
inductive fact. 

Even the session convened on 'Psychological Aesthetics: Contemporary Trends and 
Issues' failed to fulfil the expectations of a budding consumer behaviourist because the 

papers were still too grounded in the established theories and notions of what art is and 

what it is about"" As Clunas (1991) put it in his attempt to broaden the discussion 

about objects- 

"... despite claims to reject the whole notion of an established canon, the majority of 
recent work remains centred on the same types of artistic practice as does the work it 

seeks to supplant. " (p. 3) 

19'Objects, Histories and Interpretations' Association of Art Historians 21st Annual 
Conference. Held at the Victoria and Albert Museum, 7th - 9th April 1995. 
20ft could of course be argued that there had long been a body of inter-disciplinary 
work. 
21 Gerald C. Cupchik's paper'Whose interpretation is it anyway! Tbeing a notable 
exception. 
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The 'new art historyhas not fundamentally changed the focus of the discipline. 

Cultural bias, which is compounded by the nature of the reference group, remains a 

powerful force in the focussing of the art historical debate. 

This is not intended to negate the value of art history, merely to explain the avoidance 

of engagement with it's theories in this particular study. In practice the nature of much 

current work does make the drawing of a line difficult and much of what has been said 

above is already inferred in deconstructionist art historical thinking. There still, 
however, appears to be an underlying concern with maintaining the current 
homeostasis, if only because true acceptance of cultural nihilism would render many 
working lives as meaningless. Pearce (1992), for example, speaking as an interested 

party, admits that the "the dead hand of history still has a stranglehold on our daily 
lives and prospects. " p. 255. and concludes with a final chapter in which she urges: 

"curators and their kin to try to find not just emotional, but also conceptual 
justifications for our museum efforts" p. 255 

Her aims are valid but in continuing to seek to establish ways of constructing 
'legitimate meaning' for objects, she still fails to resolve the dilemma posed by the use 

of'power' to influence subjective perceptions of'things'. Basically, what she proposes 
is that it should be done more carefully with the justification of new theoretical 

constructs2z 

Whilst subjectively the present author shares some of the concerns over the onset of 

cultural anarchy, the present thesis is based on the premise that all man-made objects 

are, culturally influenced, subjective creations, whose 'meaning' is also subjective, and 
that the interpretation of those objects is a, culturally influenced, process of subjective 

perception. What the thesis examines, therefore, is not the object but the actual 

22Essentially Popper (1979), and Collingwood (1946). 
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behaviour around it. Any attempt to interfere with the process of perception amounts 

to manipulation and the fostering of illusions. Whilst in the case of museums and art 

historians this manipulation may be 'well' motivated, it is currently true that museums 

are part of the same art establishment reference group that includes in its power 

structure commercial interests whose ability to manipulate is arguably more potent and 

potentially less 'well' motivated. 

Leaving aside the question of ethics, which is not the focus of this study, what is 

significant is that as an art historian, albeit one who reflects the positive changes in the 

discipline and whose focus is on the practical, Pearce still ultimately fails to break the 

constraints of the reference group. 

If this argument appears polemic, its only intention is to emphasise the power of 

cultural bias and the psychology of the reference group, both of which are fundamental 

to understanding the contextual parameters within which the process of valuation is 

based23' If it is felt that art history could have been omitted, rather than risk traducing 

it, then it must be remembered that the discipline has traditionally included itself in the 

debate by categorising Chinese ceramics, along with many other forms of human 

production as 'merely' decorative art and thus, albeit unwittingly and possibly 
justifiably, defining and delineating the relative limits of their 'value'. 

Ironically the 1995 conference included a session titled 'Predictions After Yhe End Of 

Value' , which discussed the death of normative, formal value and stable appraisal 

systems in the face of Modernism, Pluralism, Universalism and Relativism so perhaps 

this study has already, unwittingly, engaged in the debate. (! ) Currently it is felt that, 

while some things have changed, much has not. 

23Anyone seeking a truly polemic attack on the work of art historians should read the 
introduction to Arnheim (1956), in particular p. x. 
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1.3.4 'Authority': The Power Structure of the Reference Group and its 
Influence 

Whatever the state ofthe debate in art history the power of the establishment to 

influence the realisable value of an object has in no way been diminished and the fact 

remains that, in reality, current perceptions of value are still based on traditional 

canons. 

The Art Establishment is a complex interrelated system incorporating what can be 

described as a power structure. This power structure is, as with any reference group, 
itself complex, dispersed and constantly evolving. The power is manifested through 

the actions of individuals but in acting from within the group, such actions carry with 
them the authority of the group as a whole. The extent to which given individuals can 

operate with the authority of the group obviously varies, and is subject to the same 

self-regulating creations and mechanisms of consensus which confine the group and 
delineate its actions. 

In simple terms the degree of relative power which can be exercised by individuals, 

henceforth referred to as *authority'is related to two key factors. These are, position' 

and 'reputation. 

1.3.4.1 'Position and 'Reputation' 

Individuals gain a measure of authority in the academic sectors of the 'artworld' 

through the tenure of a formal position such as a curatorship, a chair or any other tied 

teaching or research post. The degree of authority is influenced by the consensus 

perception of the status of the institution, department or even the specific post. At the 
lower end of the scale an unpublished lecturer in a minor university has the power to 
influence the perceptions of a number of students, at the upper end of the scale the 

curator, especially the widely published curator, of a national collection has the power 
to influence national and even international perceptions. A fact which is well 
understood in much of the contemporary thinking we have already touched upon 
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particularly in the field of Museum Studies. See Pearce (1992) and Coombes (1988) 

who discusses the role of museums in the "formation of National and Cultural 

Identitiee'. 

This formalised power structure is also present in the commercial sectors of the 

artworld'. At the lower end of the scale a local antique dealer will be considered an 

authority' in his town or village and at the upper end of the scale a Head of 
Department at Sotheby's or Christie's will be considered an 'authority' on an 
international level. 

This formalised power is either enhanced or diminished by the much less tangible 

matter of personal 'reputation. This is applied to the individual and is based in large 

part on the perceived quality of the individual's output or expertise. As we are all 

aware it is also influenced by the social and self-promotional skills, or lack of them, of 

the subject. In just the same way as objects and institutions, people also have a' circle 

and spiral' around them which influences perceptions about them and contributes to the 

level of authority they can exert. 

Less formally structured but no less real is the power held by media critics, by dint of 

their circulation 24 
, and collectors by dint of their degree of wealth. All members of the 

artworld exercise varying forms and degrees of power which wittingly or unwittingly 
influence the perception of others and thence the price. 

The extents to which all members of the reference group interact and the ways in which 

they do so have been well enumerated by sociologists. Rheims (1960) suggests that 
"Dealers and the trade in general impose their will upon amateur buyers" p. 15 1. and 
Becker (1982), as part of a detailed analysis, rather more dispassionately, cites Moulin 

as stating: 

24See Raslan (1994) for a pcrtincnt mcntion of this. 
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"The revaluation of certain styles and certain genres is not independent of the efforts of 

specialists, historians or museum curators ... [There is an] involuntary collaboration 
between intellectual research and commercial initiatives in the rediscovery and 
launching of artistic values of the past" p. 142 

Marquis (199 1) delivers a sustained and almost vitriolic attack on the 'Art Biz! in 

which "anything goes: secret deals, undisclosed prices, concealed partnerships, furtive 

financing. " and "an intricate relationship exists between dealers in contemporary art 

and museums. " p. 3. Bourdieu (1991) goes as far as to imply a social conspiracy 
beginning at the level ot education: 

"The unnatural idea of a culture given at birth ... supposes and produces a blindness to 

the functions of the institution which ensures the profitability of the cultural 
inheritance, and legitimates its transmission by hiding the fact that it fulfils this 
function. " (p. 111) 

Much journalistic work, notably that of Watson (1987 (3), 1989,1990,1992) and 
Buck and Dodd (1991) is also concerned with exposing what it views as the 'realitý of 

the art establishment. 

Some of these views are undoubtedly extreme but there is no doubt that the power 

structure exists. On one level art historians have, whatever the motive, created the 

overall cultural norm by which objects are valued and continue to influence the market 

through what Haskell (1976), himself an eminent art historian, would call 
'Rediscoveries' and by continuing to exercise power by expressing their privileged 

opinions. On another level influential auctioneers, dealers and critics can create 

markets and 'make' artists. 

Any artist would find it very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve recognition and 
thence a monetary value for their work unless their work is recognised and promoted 
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from within the reference group. This applies equally to contemporary and, as Haskell 

recognised, historical artists. 

This is not unique to western culture, Moeran (1990) found that in Japan the power of 

established critique was such that potters felt positively constrained in what they could 

create. Nor is it something about which moral or ethical judgements need to be made. 

It is simply a fact of human behaviour. 

This study aims only to throw light on the way in which 'the circle and spiral around 

the object' interacts with the human mind to produce a perception of value. The above 
is merely part of the context. The processes are examined as they apply to the market 
for Chinese ceramics. 

1.4 The Selection of Chinese Ceramics 

There were several reasons for the selection of the market for Chinese ceramics as the 

focus of the study. 

Although it is anticipated that the psychological processes of valuation will prove to be 

broadly similar for all types of 'antique', whether they are currently defined as 'Fine 

Art', *Decorative Art' or merely as 'Collectable' it would in no way have been practical 

to examine the totality'5* It was considered essential to select a field which could be 

examined empirically, in detail, and which embodied characteristics that would not 

only shed as much light on the broad range of issues involved but would also, in so 
doing, allow realistic extrapolation of the findings as the basis for further work. 

As a well defined field which is, in Britain, London centric and dominated, albeit not 

monopolised, by the cohesive sales seasons of Sotheby's and Christie's and by a 

relatively small body of specialised dealers, Chinese ceramics fulfilled the basic criteria 

25'Thesaurus', the commercial search agency listed some sixteen million objects passing 
through auctions in 1996. 
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of a field which could be examined with some degree of empiricism. There are of 

course other such fields. 

As a long established field of collecting there was scope to examine the development of 

'taste!, academic learning and the market through a wide variety of secondary sources 

which, due to the marginal rather than mainstream academic nature of the field, were 

of manageable proportions and could again be covered with some degree of 

empiricism. Again, there are other such fields. 

The detailed characteristics of the field are discussed in depth below but, in short, 

where Chinese ceramics appeared to 'stand out from the crowd' in terms of its richness 

as a source is as follows: 

a. ) Due to the widespread nature of historical trade in the pieces it is one of the few 

fields which is collected on a truly international basis. There are strong markets in 

most European countries, North and South America, South Affica, Japan, The Middle 

East and the whole Chinese Diaspora of South East Asia. 

Although a cohesive field in itself it incorporates two distinct 'taste' sub-groups; 

Chinese Taste and Export Wares. Within these two groupings there are further 

specific types which hold particular value for collectors in the various geographical 

areas listed above. To some extent it can be generalised that collectors of a certain 

culture have most interest in those pieces originally manufactured for their forbears. 

The qualifications of this generalisation as they relate to the London market are 

examined and allow the examination of 'taste' as an inter-cultural phenomenon. 

b. ) There are large numbers of 'fresh' pieces arriving on the market through the 

recovery of shipwrecks and direct from China through the outlet of Hong Kong. This 

allows not only the opportunity to examine the process of market creation in a 

contemporary context; as with 'The Nanking Cargo', its predecessor 'The Hatcher 

Junle and its Successors the Wung Tau' and 'Diana, but also the impact of the un- 

marketed increase in the supply of burial wares. 
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c. ) It is a good example of an object type which has been culturally redefined by the 
West and is now starting to undergo further redefinition under the influence of 

emerged and emerging economies with a more 'authentic' cultural relationship to the 

pieces. This is exemplified by the historically rooted reception of Chinese Taste wares 
in the West and the growth of new markets for the hitherto ignored Straits porcelain. 

All these factors, along with uncertain 'knowledge' concerning some sub-groups and 
difficulties of confident attribution in many areas, combine to produce an almost 

uniquely complex field of collecting with a wealth of variables and broad scope for 

extrapolation. The field is complexyet manageable. 

1.5 The Economic Perspective 

Where principles of economics relate to the quantitative methodology adopted in the 

empirical aspects of the study they are discussed as they arise. What we are interested 

in at this point are the findings and methodologies of economists as a whole and more 

specifically those who have carried out work related to the question of valuation in the 
I art'market. The specifically related literature, which is of course heavily influenced in 

focus by the cultural canons of art history, is nevertheless more useful and several are 

cited within the thesis, notably Grampp (1989), Singer (1978), Reitlinger 

(1961,1963,1970), Frey and Pommerehne (1989), and Baumol (1986). Specific 

applications are discussed below (para 1.5.2) but generally speaking, its use to us is 
limited by three tendencies. These are: 

a. ) The concentration on the question of the viability of 'art' as an investment, there 

can only be capital returns and subjective foregone return. 

b. ) The concentration on the examýination of 'Fine' art to the exclusion of other forms. 

Economists accept without question the cultural hierarchy of 'value' at least in part 
because these are the pieces with significant value in investment terms. 
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c. ) The concentration on the role ofgovernmental funding of the (predominantly 

though not exclusively Perfom-dng) Arts, the measurement of public utility and the 

creation of a distorted market mechanism. 

Clearly none of these tendencies should be viewed as shortcomings they simply reflect 

the primary concerns of economists who see investment behaviour as purely a rational 

investment decision. 

1.5.1 Broad Applications 

As a general rule it is fair to say that economists as a whole have paid little attention to 

the question of the private valuation of 'antiques' and 'art' for the simple reason that 

the markets for such items appear to defy any real economic logic. To some extent, 

this is changing with the growth of cultural and psychological economics but the 

limitations listed above still tend to apply. 

In terms of broad economic theory Smith (1776) put forward a sensible criteria for 

calculating the economic value of "different commodities at all times, and at all places" 
through the quantification of the'laboue involved in production. Marx (1867) refined 
this notion by defining the 'man houe but the concept, logical as a starting point 
though it is, simply does not apply to antiques. 

If this criteriawere to be followed through it would of course necessitate the 

quantification of different levels of skill applied to each of the 'man hours'. Thistoo 

remains logical", if problematic, but the reality is that, amongst a host of other 
% considerations' which humans currently apply to the perception of value, the' art' 

culture, by whatever process, has superimposed the notion of artistic 'genius' as a 

multiplier to 'value'which far transcends anything as humble as craftsmanship. A 

multiplier, which is seen by most, as completely beyond quantification and which 

changes constantly as 'artists' and 'schools' are re-evaluated. 

2'Indeed Reitlinger (1963) would argue that prior to 1914 the cost of an 'objet d'art' 
was in deed related to the cost of producing a replacement. (p. 11) 
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As an economist, but also as a collector of, amongst other things, Chinese ceramics, 
Reitlinger (1963) discusses the conflict between genius and craftsmanship, and, 
interestingly, observes that the notion of 'genius', rather than skill, being especially 
I valuable' has historically only been the case this century. Even if we set 'art' aside 
from the discussion, however, and focus only on the decorative arts, which do not 

generally incorporate notions of genius, there is still only a remote correlation between 

the amount of work or skill originally put into the production of an object and its 

current value to collectors. A transfer printed eighteenth century English Tea bowl 

and saucer in, inferior, soft paste porcelain will still fetch more money than the painted, 
hard paste, Chinese piece which it copies. 

Nor is this a matter of limited supply, for the 'antique' market is littered with cases 

where rarity plays no part in increasing value and often has exactly the opposite effect. 
Examples of this in the Chinese ceramics market are discussed below. Simple matters 

of supply and demand are not remotely simple. 

Similarly, the law of diminishing marginal utility could only very problematically be 

applied. The acquisition of a second, identical, vase for example could be said to offer 

more utility than the first as it completes a pair, similarly a sixth chair or plate would 

complete usable sets. Collections as a whole could be said to increase in total 'utility, 

as the acquisition of more pieces makes them more representative. The latter point 

could of course be addressed by pointing out that in most cases the expansion of a 

collection involves the acquisition of variant rather than identical pieces. If this 

argument were used, then the law could be applied. This would mean, however, that 
the law could not then be applied, as it is, to clothes, since they too are variant rather 
than identical. 

Economic issues cannot be avoided in a study such as this, 'utility' as a basic notion 

must be fundamental but, as economists recognise, their methods do not generally 
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allow the measurement of 'interpersonal comparisons of utility27. This is currently a 

matter of psychology and only an understanding of subjective evaluations will bring us 

any closer to the long term formulation of theories for the determination of an 
I equilibrium' price structure. 

The study, however, will suggest that, since the perception of art and 'antique' is 

fundamentally 'elastic' then economists might more readily apply their principles than is 

currently the case. At present their work is hindered by the fact that, when they are 
bold enough to approach the 'value of art', they are culturally and logically obliged to 

study the 'valuable' fine arts. Frey and Pornmerehne (1989), for example are hindered 

by the premis that "Art is subject to scarcity" p. 6. As they themselves point out it is 

not the role of economists to question the underlying assumptions. Since the supply of 

such 'valuable' works is relatively inelastic then the market for such items will 
inevitably break the rules. 

The 'art' market will possibly never make complete sense in economic terms but it 

might make at least a little more sense if we could remove the hierarchy of cultural 
definitions and it could be generally accepted that, in reality, a painting is no more than 

a mere 'antique' in the same way as is a Georgian footstool and that a picture by 

Rembrandt can be closely associated in 'aesthetic' to a bra worn by Madonna. The 

supply of 'art' would then be truly elastic(! ) and an economic study might then be made 
from a more cognate basis than that of the current author. Singer (1978) might 

provide a good model for such a stud YN. Singer's work might well be synthesised 

with the more recent work of Becker (1992) in the extension of traditional rational 

choice theory. 

27 See Gottheil (1996) p. 114 
2'This study breaks the mould of most economic approaches in that it examines the 
market for a wide range of creative products. It goes beyond the cognition of the 
present author in terms of its mathematical complexity but appears flawed by the need 
to make imprecise generalisations about the operation of the market in order to 
accommodate its theoretical approach. 
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Some considerable support for this notion, from the discipline of economics, can be 

gained from the work of Grampp (1989) and Baumol (1986). Baumol points out that 

supply can be elastic when painters are 'rediscovered'(p. 10). Grampp argues that there 
is a direct link between the market price of a painting and its aesthetic value. He 

defines aesthetic value as being simply that which is subjectively perceived by the 
buyer. Although neither makes the connection themselves, probably at least in part as 

a result of their acceptance of the cultural norm, the arguments can easily be 

extrapolated to apply to the mass of 'rediscovered" antiques, of which Madonna's bra 

is but one example. Whilst recognising the subjectivy of art Grampp still, unfortunately 

sees the aesthetic value as stemming from the object. As he puts it: 

"The satisfaction [utflity) can be aesthetic in the narrowest or in the widest sense; it can 
be moral or didactic or heuristic ... subjective or objective... Its essential feature is that 
it comes from the object itself. " p. 39 

Where the approach of this thesis differs is only in that the utility is seen as stemming 

not from the object but from the perception of the individual. The distinction is subtle 
but fundamental. 

1.5.2 Specific Applications 

Whilst the contribution of economists is thus positive, the principal weakness of their 

approach to date can be found in the paradox that whilst they share the view that 'art, 

is not absolute they nonetheless find themselves focussing on the very art forms that 

are defined as absolute. This is, as has been said, perhaps culturally inevitable. 

Nevertheless, taking into account the limitations described above; there are extremely 
useful extrapolations which can be made. 

1.5.2.1 'Consensus Approval' 

In tenns which are specific to the present study, there is general support for the 

assertion that perceptions of value are created by social mechanisms, Baumol (1986), 
for example, suggests that, in terms of investment: 
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"Only those critics who have succeeded as instruments for the redirection of general 

tastes seem really to have been in a position to profit from their judgement. " p. 14. 

There is, it follows, also work which throws light on the 'circle and spiral, around 

objects with which we are centrally interested. Bongard (1974), also with investment 

in mind, developed a system whereby the 'importance' of contemporary artists was 

given a numerical value based on the accumulation of points awarded for the number 

of works exhibited, the number of mentions in journals and so forth. The aim was to 

see if there were any artists whose relative 'importance' was not yet reflected in the 

price of their work and were, therefore, bargains. Although his work was much 
derided, the truth is he was probably ahead of his time. 

Grampp (1989), as part of his overall argument, followed up Bongard's work by 

carrying out a regression analysis on his figures and found that there was indeed a 

correlation between price and the ranking system. This measure of 'artistic capital 

stock'was further refined by Frey and Pommerehne (1989) who also address the issues 

of supply and demand in the formulation of prices for contemporary art. 

The basic premise, ofquantifying positive indications of consensus approval, such as 
inclusions in journals or exhibitions, in order to determine aesthetic (hence economic) 

value is sound, in that such contributions to the creation of predisposition are 

undoubtedly one aspect of the valuation process. It is also consistent with the 

sociological finding that the utility of art lies as much in what its ownership will 

communicate to others as in what it communicates to the owner. The economist 
Singer (1978) makes this connection in pointing out that: 

".. the buyer will seek insurance against acquiring a new issue of inferior aesthetic 

quality, by present and future establishment standards, which may cause him 

embarrassment (disutility) if hung on his walls" (p. 22) 
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Such 'positive indications of consensus approval' can be seen in terms of psychological 

inputs. They undoubtedly contribute to the formulation of predisposition regarding the 

relative merits of buying one 'artist's' work as against another. 

As a complete methodology for the valuation process, however, it has five principal 

weaknesses: 

a. ) It can only be quantifiably applied in a field where such inputs can be empirically 

observed. Whilst it may be possible to cover all the significant journals and exhibitions 

relating to contemporary artists over a ten year period it would be much less feasible to 

empirically cover fields in which the number of relevant publications and exhibitions is 

much greater and the time scale over which predisposition has been created is much 
longer. Thus to quantify the 'artistic capital' of a new field of collectables would be 

possible, and indeed illuminating, but to quantify the artistic capital of Van Gogh or 

Thomas Chippendale would be extremely problematic. 

b. ) Once quantified there is no certainty that the consumer has in fact been subjected to 

the relevant inputs. Again, this will vary according to the field. It might be assumed 
that collectors of contemporary art would be in receipt of most information concerning 
the subject and it could certainly be assumed that collectors of Macdonalds Happy 

Meal toys will have seen at least the first edition of the manual29 , but the lack of 

perfect knowledge in the market as a whole is a given. Some degree of aggregation 

might be assumed but this carries with it the dangers inherent in all assumptions. 

c. ) There is an inevitable degree of subjectivity in the assigning of a points system in 

which the relative importance of one exhibition or publication is gauged against others. 
To achieve an objective scale would necessitate a detailed study in itself 

d. ) The methodology would be extremely difficult to apply in the broad fields of 
decorative arts where the majority of objects do not have a provenance label which 
forms the parameters of its value. 
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e. ) Most significantly of all, this particular aspect of the creation of predisposition is 

only one part of the *circle and spiral'. As this study shows, inputs to the perceptual 

process consist of much more than what might be termed 'received knowledge'. 

Having said this, ifthe above problems could be addressed, further work in line with 

the basic methodology above could be extremely useful. The studies do, in any case, 

provide useful 'ideas'. 

1.5.2.2 'Price' as a Measure of Perception 

In terms which are also specific to the present study Grampp's (1989) association of 

aesthetic 'value' with real value has already been mentioned and is widely shared. 

Most significantly, amongst economists, by Reitlinger who uses price as the "yardstick 

of taste" ( 1961 P. Xi). 30. With the notable exception of Reitlinger, 'price' as a 

quantifiable measure of the human perception of value in art is a much under-used 

resource. Art historians, as we have said, scarcely touch on the matter and such 

serious studies as have been made by economists (discussed above) are, as we have 

also said, hindered in their scope by the focus on what art historians call 'art' and on 

the analysis of investment potential. 

There are clearly problems with assigning too much weight to the measure, since the 

level of economic sacrifice indicated varies according to the circumstances of the buyer 

(and, to some extent and in some cases, the seller)31. If we allow it, however, and it is 

a fundamental tenet of this thesis that in broad terms it is highly indicative and we 

must, then it enables us to make factual observations which 'cut through' much of the 

obscurity currently surrounding our understanding of what we actually value in art. 

"Henriques and Duvall, McDonalds Collectibles 1997 
30 See also Frey and Pommerehne (1989) p. 83 
3 'There are also technical difficulties with the meaningful extrapolation of historical 
prices into contemporary terms. See Reitlinger (1961) pp. xi-xvi. for a thorough 
discussion. 
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We have already used this measure to illustrate the difference in perception between 

'fine arts' and the 'lessee mediums [See above para 1.3.2]. It can, however, be used in 

a variety of ways. Goodman (1992), for example, quotes Saarinen: 

11 the most tantalising question of all: If a fake is so expert that even after the most 

thorough and trustworthy examination its authenticity is still open to doubt, is it or is it 

not as satisfactory a work of art as if it were unequivocally genuine T' (p. 505) 

As an art historian Goodman then discusses the question at considerable length and 

concludes that "what is wanted now is a fundamental and thoroughgoing inquiry into 

the nature and function of notation in the arts... " (p. 51 1). There may well be some 

value in what Goodman says but if we allow 'price' then the answer to Saarinen's 

question is simple: 

'Of course not, because nobody in their right mind would pay anything like as much for 

something that was even possibly a fake as they would for an accepted original'. 

This is not crass, it is fact 32 
. The differing degrees of certainty in attribution are 

carefully laid out by the auction houses and fundamentally influence price expectation. 

Since 'price' allows us to know this we can go further. If the value of a painting is so 

fundamentally influenced by attribution, as anyone who has fallen foul of the 

Amsterdam based inquiry into Rembrandt's work is only too aware, then its value lies, 

primarily, not in any 'aesthetic' quality of the work itself but simply in its association 

with a 'genius. More specifically, in its association with a person who is currently 

considered a genius. Most of the utility, therefore, lies not in the ownership of a good 

picture but in the ownership of 'a Rembrandt' or whoever. In exactly the same way, 

the utility of owning Madonna's bra lies not in the bra but in the fact that it belonged to 

32 Faith (1985) p. 27 offers a very subjective analysis of this facet of the art consumees 
behaviour, suggesting that "the basic quest for beauty (is abandoned) in favour of 
snobbery, price consciousness, a whole slew of unworthy motives". 
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Madonn2'. Likewise, Jackie Kennedýs earrings or the box Jimi Hendrix used to keep 

his drugs in. 

Thus, in tenns of the economic, or 'real', aesthetic, Madonnac s function is exactly the 

same as Rembrandt's. The scale is different, for the sociologically defining reasons 

described by B ourdieu (1979) through which the ownership of a Rembrandt confers 

considerably more status in 'important' circles than would ownership of a possession of 

the former, but the function is, in terms of the psychological input to a perception of 

utility, the same. 

What 'pnce' unequivocally shows, in this instance, is that 'Provenance 34' is an 

important factor in the process by which perceptions of value are arrived at. A fact 

which is, of course, instinctively understood at all levels of the antique business (in this 

we include 'art'), whatever the medium or nature of the object. 

If this is seen as stating the obvious, which of course it is, then it should also be 

obvious that the advertising industry uses a similar (if not identical) 'provenance' 

mechanism in establishing that 'Reeboks' are * worth! more than 'othee training shoes. 

Perception is influenced and illusion is created in much the same way. In terms of the 

psychology of the market place 'Rembrandt' is essentially a brand and' Picasso' is a 

competitor. Eighteenth century Worcester porcelains'and Caughley porcelains of the 

same period can also be seen as competitors. The validity of this extrapolative 

argument is tested, as one aspect of the quantitative analysis of the thesis. 

Provenance is, of course, only one facet of the valuation process, and the' circle and 

spiral'which surround the objects in the antique market place is not, as yet, anything 

like as straightforward or transparent in its motives as the advertising industry. Nor is 

it by any means established that the motives of the collector can be fully equated with 

the motives of the 'shopper'. It nonetheless remains logical, in light of the assertions 

33 No doubt enhanced by the name of the bra's designer. 
34 The term is used in the context of its dictionary meaning. 
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above, to examine the market, at least in part, from the perspective of the consumer 
behaviourist. 

As Danto (1992) put it, in his discussion of the way the artworld had been forced to 

adapt its theories to allow for Impressionism: 

"Art-historical complexities must yield before the exigencies of logical exposition,... " 

(p. 427). 

1.6 Consumer Behaviour -The Psychological Frame of Reference 

As a branch of psychology, Consumer Behaviour is a field in which a great deal of 
inter-disciplinary synthesis is already taking place; the long evolved deductive theories 

and approaches of psychology are entwined with economic, sociological and business 

perspectives and methodologies. It combines a flexible approach to methodology with 

a consistent focus on those factors which constitute and influence consumer perception 

and behaviour. As such it provides a useful terminological framework and a very 

applicable theoretical framework for the present study. The 'Reference group', for 

example, has already been applied in both contexts. 

In terms of directly applicable theory, there have as yet been no empirical studies of 

consumer behaviour in the antique market. The field is in general terms very much 
biased towards questions related to the marketing of Fast Moving Consumer Goods. 
As we have already suggested, however, the dividing line between attitudes towards 

such objects and attitudes towards antiques is at best blurred and may well be only 
. culturally' apparent. Whilst the field is thus clear for an entirely inductive approach to 
the consumer of antiques, of which the present study is but one possible example, there 
is also real scope for the development of a deductive contribution to the body of 
theory. 

Moreover, McCracken (1990) states that consumer behavioural theories fail to give a 
"systematic account of how culture intersects with the many factors that impinge upon 
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consumer behaviour (p. 4). He suggests that this is primarily due to the lack of 

attention given to 'meaning' and discusses processes of 'meaning transfee as they can 
be induced in the consumer through advertising. Although McCracken does not cite 
Clifford, he is essentially discussing much the same process. There are other such 
discussions of culture and the consumer, most notably Belk (1988), but the term 

% culture' is essentially used in the sense of age, gender and class groups within 
(Western) society and the intention is primarily to throw light on FMCG and service 

categories. The conceptual sin-dlarity between the anthropological and consumer 
behavioural perspectives is nevertheless illustrated very clearly by the remarkable 

sin-dlarities in Clifford's model of meaning transfer for the art-culture system and 
Foxall's model of the market for jeans. (See Figures 2 (a) and 2 (b)). 

In empirically examining the consumer's interaction with an object type whose only 
function is, arguably, to embody 'meaning', and in examining such objects from the 

perspective of 'culture' on an inter-societal level, in the tradition of cultural 

anthropologists, the study will, as part of its outcome, hope to make a contribution to 

the synthesis already taking place. 

Since the study is in essence examining the ultimately subjective formulation of' price', 
in a market where the only real structure for price equilibrium is determined by the sum 

of such subjective perceptions, there is potential for the contribution to be significant. 
In examining the processes by which the consumer arrives at "inter-personal 

comparisons of utility", generalisations, if found, would be pertinent. 
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Figure 2A 

The Art Culture System. (Clifford 1988 p. 224) 
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Such steps as have already been made in the broader psychological studies of the 

collector, well summarised in Olmsted (199 1) and Formanek (199 1), are part of a 
deductive tradition with a specific focus which is not entirely consistent with the 

present study. In a sense the categorisation and differentiation of 'collectors' as a 

psychological 'otheeis a pren-dse which the universalisation of the market appears to 
increasingly deny. The findings of such work nevertheless provide useful 'ideas' and 
the concept of differentiation is examined for what it tells us of the dividing line 

between the consumer in the 'antique' market and the marketplace as a whole. Such 

findings are thus synthesised along with auction related socio-psychological studies 

such as Glancy (1988,1990), Turner and Stewart (1974), Brockner (1978) and Clark 

and Halford, (1978). 

In the absence of specific studies, the work is, in consumer behavioural terms, 

essentially inductive. The models for the deductive comparisons of the findings, are 
taken from the current undergraduate texts provided by Chisnall (1995) and Foxall and 
Goldsmith (1994). These works can be fairly said to represent the summarised 
findings of the field to date. Other studies, notably the approach by Phillips and 
Bradshaw (1993) to interaction at the point of sale, are also drawn upon where 
appropriate. 

1.7 Conclusions -The Methodology 

The answer to the 'valuation' question, will not be arrived at through a single piece of 

work. Any subjective attempt to objectively model the subjective can only produce 
tentative findings. In casting a wide disciplinary net, however, the intention is in part 
to draw strength from the findings of others but more significantly, since the study is 

not the work of a polymath, to stimulate debate amongst those more cognate, should 
the interest in the central question be shared. In putting forward a structured 

methodology, which could be applied, to almost any 'antique' field, it at least offers a 
suggested framework for those already interested in the field to attack or build upon. 
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Two fundamental premises are adopted. Firstly, that the answer lies not in any form of 
I object' theory, but quite squarely in the psychological processes by which those 

objects are interpreted. Secondly that generalisable traits of buying behaviour and 

perceptions of utility, where shown, can be taken not just as indicators of motive but 

also as measures of the process of meaning creation or transfer. 

Inasmuch as a theoretical model exists, Hausees basic notion of a 'circle and spiral', 
denoting the cultural and sociological inputs to the perception of objects, is tested and 
developed. This is exan-dned in the context of the process of 'meaning transfer' 
(Clifford 1988 and McCracken 1990). Meaning transfer as a concept is itself viewed 

as a facet of the objects 'social life' (Appadurai 1986), which leads to the , creation of 

artistic capital stocle (Bongard 1974, Grampp 1989 and Frey and Pommerehne 1989). 

The overall aim of the thesis is not to deductively engage with these theoretical 

constructs but to adopt such interdisciplinary 'ideas' as a framework for the inductive 

examination of the buyer of antique Chinese ceramics as a consumer. 
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Chapter 2 

The "Expected' Aesthetic and The Economic Aesthetic 

"What is aught but as 'tis valued? " 

William Shakespeare 

Troilus and Cressida (Act 2 Scene ii) 
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2.1 Aim 

2.2 The 'Authentic' Cultural Context of Chinese Ceramics 

2.3 The Current Economic Aesthetic 

2.4 Implications 

2.4.1 Orientalism 

2.4.2 'Exchange Creates Value' 
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Chapter 2 THE 'EXPECTED' AESTHETIC AND THE ECONOMIC 

AESTHETIC 

2.1 Aim 

The aim of this chapter is to set out what we can state that we 'knoW 3'aboutthe 

I expected cultural value' of Chinese ceramics and contrast this with what we 'knov/ 

about the current economic perceptions of utility (economic aesthetic) in the market 

place. In other words to attempt to measure the degree of meaning transfer, or 
I trajectory' as Appadurai (1986) would call it, that has taken place between the original 

production of Chinese ceramics and their current aesthetic meaning in the market 

place. 

This is achieved through the process of outlining the current acaden& consensus 

regarding their contextual 'value' in terms of Chinese cultural production and then 

using 'price' to examine their actual current value. 

These findings are then discussed in terms of their application to consumer behaviour 

theory. 

2.2 The 'Authentic' Cultural Context of Chinese Ceramics 

One must first of all point out that our understanding of the nature of Chinese art is 

questionable. We have already touched on the way that the essence of art itself is the 

subject of ongoing debate. The question is all the more complex when we are looking 

at perceptions of art in what is essentially an alien culture. The history of Chinese 

studies in the West (especially in Europe) has recently been the subject of fairly 

substantial criticism in works such as Barrett (1989) and, in more general terms, 
though not less telling, in the work of Said (1978). It is not, therefore, against the tide 

"This, of course, is inasmuch as we can'knoW anything. Philosophical debates about 
the nature of 'knowledge' are acknowledged but not engaged with. Wolf (1970) offers 
an economists' examination of the way in which the 'reality' of the past can be 
changed by 'reinterpretation'. 
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of debate to point out that the view held in the West of The Far East and its cultures is, 

now more than ever, in a state of flux. 

Nevertheless, it is possible to define the current position. For the purpose of thus 

defining the hierarchy of Chinese arts it is more than satisfactory to accept the 

consensus of opinion as expressed in the writings of the British Museum (Rawson et 

al. 1992) and The Victoria and Albert Museum (Kerr et al. 1991). In the context of 

the present study, it is also useful to supplement these volumes with the further work 

of Clunas (1991). 

In the absence of University research and publication 36 
, the museums are 

unquestionably regarded as the authorities on the subject in this country and, since this 

study is focused on the London trade, it is fair to say that, from a cultural and historical 

point of view, theirs is the opinion of most significance, irrespective of the extent to 

which their view changes in the light of future discoveries. In other words it does not 

matter whether they are right or wrong, all that matters for our purposes is that in the 

space and time covered by this study they are viewed as, and effectively therefore, are 

right. 

This position is strengthened by the fact that the writings of the two effectively reveal a 
broad consensus around the basic premise that the Chinese do not view their arts in a 

way which is easily understood or reconciled in occidental terms. Indeed early 
Western scholars seemed to have completely missed the significance of the most 
important of all Chinese arts - calligraphy (Kerr et al. 1991 p. 217). 

Calligraphy is significant not only as an art form where the power, precision and style 

of the individual brush strokes are admired (or not) but also for its role in the 

communication and maintenance of the strict social hierarchies and systems of 

36 There is only one University in the U. K. which teaches a BA in Chinese Art (SOAS). 
Most published material is produced by the staff of the national museum departments. 
The only notable exception being the work emanating from The Percival David 
Foundation which is allied with SOAS. Overall views are consistent. 
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patronage on which Chinese society was based. Social status and position were 

closely linked to progression through public examinations that essentially required a 

thorough grounding in the Chinese classics, notably Confucian, and the ability to write. 
It was the manner of writing, calligraphically with a brush and ink, which developed, 

from the Song dynasty (960-1279 AD) onwards, into the only other genre which can 

be related hierarchically and socially to fine art in Western terms, that of landscape 

painting in ink (Rawson et al. 1992 p. 102). 

Since the materials and techniques used in this form of painting were identical to those 

used in calligraphy and official writing it followed, almost by definition, that only a 

scholar, a 'literati', could be an 'artist' in the Western sense of the word as delineated 

by The Royal Academy. More significantly, it was considered that, leaving aside 

mechanical skills, only a scholar would possess the spiritual qualifications to 

communicate through this medium 37 
. 

All other forms of painting; decorative, religious, 

portraiture, have been traditionally viewed as the work of artisans (Rawson et al. 1992 

p. 26). As has sculpture (ibid pp 134-5). Thus the fine art traditions of China and the 

West have little in common and are in fact virtually mutually incomprehensible. This 

complete lack of a shared aesthetic must be held in mind as one considers the cross- 

cultural reception of objeCtS38. 

In defining the hierarchy of the Chinese decorative (as opposed to fine) arts, one is 

again confronted, not surprisingly, by the significance of the role of the objects in 

social terms. Items manufactured from bronze and jade were used for religious and 

ceremonial purposes from very early times (c. 1650 BC and c. 4500 BC respectively) 
(ibid p. 44) and have long been held as the most prestigious of decorative arts. They 

have been collected and appreciated in China from the time of the Song dynasty (Kerr 

et al. 1991 p. 117). Gold and silver on the other hand were not widely used in China 

until c. 400 AD and, although their shapes were copied in cheaper materials and the 

37 Sullivan (1961) pp. 98-99, discusses the Six Principles for thejudgement of a painter 
and the importance of Ch'i [life force/cosmic energy] to an artist. 39 See Beurdeley (1996) for a brief discussion and Sullivan (1989) for a fuller 
exposition. 
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materials remained sought after for the utilitarian wares of the wealthy, they never 
39 

achieved the connoisseurial status ofjade or bronze 

There are of course a plethora of other forms of decorative art, which have varying 

positions on the rising and falling scale of cultural meaning. The position of an object 

on this scale varies only in part according to the material and method of manufacture 

and not all pieces ofjade and bronze would rank highly by any means. The form, style 

of decoration and quality are also key factors in the evaluation of a piece, as is the 

status of the individual carrying out the work. Whilst the majority of decorative pieces 

were produced by artisans there were many pieces produced by craftsmen to imperial 

or near imperial standards, and a literati might also turfihis hand to any number of 

simple techniques (lacquer painting, bamboo carving, gourd moulding even the carving 

of designs onto Yixing stoneware). (See Kerr et al. 1991 p. 22 Fig. 2). Since the 

literati would have the necessary spiritual qualities then an item produced by such 

individuals could qualify as pieces of true 'art' irrespective of the medium (Rawson et 

al. 1992 p. 13 5). Clearly the categorisation of Chinese decorative arts is not 

straightforward and is subject to a variety of complex tenets of quality and provenance. 

The field of ceramics must be viewed as one such decorative art, it is undoubtedly a 

very significant one, Rawson et al. (1992 p. 214) describe it as 'one of the most 

enduring and varied craft industries the world has ever known'. The quality of the 

pieces varies tremendously and obviously reflects the status of the intended user, with 

the better pieces being produced under imperial patronage as luxury or utilitarian items 

for use in court circles (ibid p. 242). Whether pieces were produced to the highest 

standards or for local domestic use the production techniques were essentially the 

same and have much more in common with an industrialised process than an artistic 

one. Even when superlative quality was achieved this was on the whole due to the 

close supervision and efficient organisation of the industry. The pieces are essentially 

mass-produced and very seldom, the product of one man's labour. Early accounts in 

fact suggest that a piece might pass through the hands of up to seventy men along a 

"This traditional view must be tempered by the fact that gold and silver objects are 
increasingly being excavated from prestigious sites such as pagoda foundations. 
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well structured production line (Rawson et al. 1992 pp. 212-214). Such objects could 

not be said to fulfil any criteria, which might qualify them for consideration as art, 

either in China or in the West. 

There are, of course, exceptions to this rule, of which by far the most significant is 

Yixing stoneware which has been produced and signed by individuals, some of them 

considered as 'masters', since the Nfing period (13 68-1644 AD) 40 
. The production and 

collection of these pieces, which are predominantly teapots, is a tradition which has 

survived to this day (ibid p. 246 and Kerr et al. 1991 p. 182). The high esteem in which 

they are held, and any claim they may have to being described as works of art, is both 

illustrated by, and must have been increased by, the early 19th century vogue, started 

by Chen Mansheng, for literati to carve poetry and landscapes onto otherwise finished 

pieceel. Yet, Yixing pieces, some Cizhou pillows and some Fujian pieces are virtually 

the only pieces of Chinese ceramic ever to have been signed and they represent a tiny 

proportion of overall production. 

Despite this. ceramics in China have in fact been appreciated and widely collected 

amongst the scholar class since at least the Mng Dynasty (Kerr et al. 1991 p-228). 

Tregear (1980), amongst others, goes as far as to suggest that the decoration of some 
(mass produced) ceramics of the late 17th century reflect a Wang Hsi style' derived 

from, or at least similar to, contemporary landscape painting, and became collectable 

to those with 'academic taste' (p. 179). This clearly implies a degree of 

connoisseurship and there are numerous pieces which reflect the calligraphic tradition, 

but it should not be taken to imply that the pieces were viewed as in any way *artistic' 

at the time. The overall pattern of ceramic appreciation in China has always included 

antiquity as a pre-requisite, just as with other decorative arts, thus during the early 
Mng period Song pieces were collected, whilst by the latter part of the Ming dynasty 

early NEng pieces were appreciated. The other important pre-requisite was that the 

piece should embody a degree of meaning as defined by the arbiters of taste, the 

40 Clunas (1991) suggests that Yixing teapots 'produced by individually named and 
ranked artisans' were, in the late Ming period, the most expensive of contemporary 
ceramics. p. 132. 
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literat i42 . Thus, pieces manufactured for export, which were numerous, could, 

irrespective of quality, never be considered as 'worthy'. With the exception of Yixing, 

ceramics have never been held in high regard at their time of manufacture (Rawson et 

at. 1992 p. 246 and Kerr et al. 1991 p. 228). 

In addition to age the Chinese collector of ceramics has also traditionally sought 

meaning in pieces with imperial provenance i. e. pieces manufactured for use by the 

court or, better still, by the Emperor himself. The most sought after of ceramics have, 

since Ming times, been the 'Classic' wares of the Song dynasty (Ding, Ru, Jun, Guan 

and Ge) all of which have at one time been ascribed an imperial provenance (rightly or 

wrongly) (Rawson et al. 1992 pp. 242-6) and thus possessed both pre-requisites. 

The extent to which certain ceranýcs and other 'decorative' arts thus experienced an 

elevation in their meaning within their native context is tentatively illustrated by Clunas 

(1991). In discussing prices paid by Ming connoisseurs he states that: 

"the three major categories of three-dimensional antiquity, bronzes, jades and ceramics, 

were also very high in price relative to [what would be expected ofl pictures. " (p. 126) 

It is important to note that although certain objects have thus undergone a transfer in 

their meaning, their cultural status relative to each other, and in particular to 

calligraphy, remains unchanged. 

Unfortunately it is well beyond the competence of the present author to trace the 

'biography' of ceramics through the Qing dynasty (I 644-c. 1911 AD). This has not yet 

been done and would involve the study of primary Chinese sources. There is no 

reason, however, to believe that the fundamental tenets changed significantly, on the 

contrary the tendency to repeat the aesthetic criteria of earlier generations through the 

citing and re-publication of earlier treatises would mitigate against such major changes 

41LO (1986) p. 97. 
42 Doucai wares of the Chenghua period (1465-1487 AD) represent an example of such 
elevated pieces from the late Ming period onwards. 
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in perception". Notwithstanding the social contextual difficulties of making object 
based generalisations highlighted by Clunas (1991 pp. 72-74) it is possible to conclude 

with the following observations regarding the domestic cultural context of ceramics up 

until at least the beginning of this century: 

a. ) That Chinese ceramics were, at the time of manufacture, at best considered as 
luxury items, and almost never as having qualities worthy of connoisseurship. 

b. ) That specific types were later re-evaluated and endowed with exactly such qualities 
by succeeding generations, most crucially by the literati. 

c. ) That the degree of aesthetic quality ascribed to a piece or genre depends largely on 

an interpretation of the following criteria: 
i. Provenance. 

ii. Period of manufacture. 

d. ) That in general terms of aesthetic canons they ranked a long way below calligraphy, 

some way below paintings and with rare exceptions some way below bronzes and 
jades. 

2.3 The Current Economic Aesthetic 

Some of these general cultural tenets are observable in the modern market place. 
Classic Song ceramics fetch relatively high prices and imperial provenance will reliably 
increase the value of a piece by up to a factor of ten or much more if the provenance 
can be traced directly to an emperor 44 

. The extent to which this can be ascribed to the 

meaning system as created in China, however, is highly debatable. 

43 Clunas (1991) cites the example of the, perhaps notional, jade carver Lu Zigang 
whose reputation can be traced from Ming treatises all the way through to the modem 
market place through just such a process. p. 64. 
"The recently developed market for the pieces ordered by Hongxian (1916) illustrates 
this in general terms, whilst Lot 211 (C. CT. 061294) which fetched Y. 30,000 against its 
estimate of 15-7,000 despite extensive damage is a good example of a 'close' imperial 
association. 
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In the first instance, the biography of the above types, as reflected in the market, shows 

that, for much of the present century they were by no means highly regarded (See 

below). Secondly, even if we allow for the improved scholastic understanding of the 

I culturally original meaning! ascribed to the pieces, they are still not endowed with 

their 'expected' value. Other'typee of ceramic, such as early blue and white and Tang 

burial pieces still regularly fetch higher prices. Furthermore an examination of the 

market for Chinese cultural products as a whole shows that 'meaning transfer' has, in 

fact, taken place on a very considerable scale. 

Even a cursory look at prices shows that not only Nfing but also Qing bronzes are, 

relative to comparable pieces of porcelain, markedly inexpensive. Even for an archaic 
bronze, the highest price ever paid at auction is 11,459,45945 . This contrasts 

poignantly with the record 0,400,000 paid for a Tang pottery figure of a horse. 

This, of course, is not logical. We have already seen that bronzes rank more highly in 

the, historically and currently accepted, order of Chinese decorative arts than 

everything with the possible exception ofjades. Even allowing for the difficulties of 

confidently dating bronze s47 they should, in theory at least, be valued significantly 

more highly than ceramics. The record price for a piece ofjade carving stands at 

1700,254. This too is, in terms of the price relationship one would culturally expect, 
illogically cheap. Whilst we cite extreme examples it must be stressed that any degree 

of familiarity with the market place shows that, other factors of comparison being 

equal, ceramics are, at all levels, perceived as aesthetically superior to all other forms 

of Chinese decorative medium. 

What is more, study of prices across the different genres of Chinese arts as a whole, 

shows that the pricing structure, inasmuch as one exists, is virtually upside down. One 

45A Shang dynasty buffalo form Zun on 0 1128 8 at Christie's in New York. [double 
check] 
46At Sotheby's in London on 121289. 
4'Kerr (1990) pp. 13-30 and pp. 68-80, provides an excellent overview of the 
complexities of bronze production. 
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can easily pay considerably more for a piece of porcelain than for a really good work 

of calligraphy or literati painting4'. Undoubtedly a contributing factor in this is, as with 
bronzes but more so, the difficulty of proper attribution. Even allowing for this, 

however, the reality is simply remarkable. To put it into a Western context it is the 

equivalent of a piece of Chelsea or even Newhall porcelain costing more than a 
Constable with a question mark over it's attribution. 

Not surprisingly, our knowledge of the history of the market for Chinese objects shows 

that there has seldom been even a vague relationship between the prices fetched for 

items on the market and their 'expected cultural value'. Reitlinger's data reveals a 

catalogue of illogicality over the last two centuries. 

To mention only extreme examples: 

a. ) In 1899 he records the Bushell bowl, a bronze of considerable importance9, selling 
for 180'0 whilst four years earlier a pair of 'mandarin jars and covers' sold for the not 

unusual price of L1,12351 

b. ) In 1823 he records ajade sceptre which had been given to George the Third by 

Emperor Qianlong selling for 118 18S52 whilst in the same year a pair of powder-blue 

48The highest auction price for a traditional Chinese painting being 11,080,394 and for 
a piece of calligraphy being a mere 1311,408. (Christie's New York 010689 and 
Sotheby's New York 310589 respectively). 
49Jt was only after the V and A had acquired the bowl that doubts about its 
'importance' were raised. See Kerr (1990) pp. 73-74. 
50vol 2 (1963) p. 341 
51ibid p. 334. It is difficult to say exactly what these vases were but judging from the 
descriptions of the other pieces in this category (one of Reitlingees own) they would at 
best have been Yongzheng export pieces, were most probably late eighteenth century, 
and could possibly have been what we would call 'Cantonese' of the nineteenth 
century. 
52 ibid p. 347. This would almost certainly have been a ruyi of solid jade and would 
clearly have been of exemplary quality. 
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rouleau vases fetched 112 12s and a'pair of mandarin vases from Portugal, illustrating 

the manufactory of porcelain' sold for 1131 5s" 

There can be no doubting the fact that Chinese cultural objects have undergone a 

considerable transformation in their aesthetic meaning and that there is little correlation 

between what is academically understood about them and their current value. In 

particular, that ceramics have, by some mechanism, achieved an illogical precedence of 

status and that calligraphy has been almost completely traduced. 

If one were looking at a Euro-centric domestic market, with no Chinese purchasers 

and no prospect of selling on to Chinese purchasers, one could simply say that Chinese 

art is not appreciated and the prices are a reflection of cultural selectivity. This is 

clearly not an adequate answer. 

Amongst a host of other objections, it can be pointed out that both the major auction 
houses hold sales in Hong Kong, where the revised aesthetic is reflected by Chinese 
buyers. Even in mainland China where auction houses are rapidly springing up this is 

also the case. In any case, this study shows below that even the London sales are 
becoming increasingly attended, if not dominated, by buyers of ethnic Chinese origin 
(see below para. 5.9.1.1). 

The extent to which Chinese buyers have, historically, participated in the market, 
however, is less clear. 

Reitlinger suggests that the Chinese buyer and his differing perceptions of value may 
have been a factor in the prices realised in the market at least as early as the eighteenth 

53 ibid p. 322 and 333. The vases depicting porcelain manufacture are relatively rare but 
the rouleau vases are of an unmistakable and common Kangxi export type. Even 
allowing for the relative antiquity of the latter, which is extremely unlikely to have been 
appreciated at the time in any case, there is simply no comparison between the three 
pieces on any model of authentic value. 
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century but his argument is tenuoUS54. It would be difficult to prove the exact 

historical extent of Chinese influence in the European market without a separate and 

detailed study. Especially as this influence will undoubtedly have fluctuated 

considerably over any given period. " 

16 
There is, however, increasing suggestion , that the emergence of stronger economies 

containing a high proportion of ethnic Chinese is now carrying with it an increased 

influence on aesthetic values. Whilst in strictly proven academic terms we make this 

assertion tentatively, it would to many, particularly those in the trade, be seen as 

glaringly obvious. After all it happened to the market for Japanese and Korean objects 

and there is ample evidence that Western interests are rapidly -cultivating the Chinese, 

and indeed Asian, buyer 57 

We are at this point in danger of digressing. The purpose of the last paragraph is 

simply to emphasise, what might be construed as a 'given', which is that where there is 

the means of exchange, which in the contemporary world means money, there is art. 

From this we tentatively draw the conclusion, in opposition to Reitlinger, that certainly 

during the last century and to a decreasing extent this century the influence of the 

54( pp. 192-194. ) He speculates that the high prices fetched for the items deemed 
suitable for ormolu mounting in the French Pompadourian style (principally 

monochromes) may have been due to the fact that these items were also sought after 
by wealthy Chinese. Such items being'Till the present century ..... the only ground on 
which the tastes of Europe and the austere tastes of the Chinese official classes met'. 
55Reitlingees only real evidence is in fact a quotation from Marryatt's 1834 memoirs of 
the Marquise de Crequy [1710 -1803] ..... It is moreover a habitual trade among the 
Dutch brocanteurs, who are always good judges of chinoiserie and who, as soon as 
they have bought a curious piece put it on one side in order to ship it back to China 
and this makes them a profit of from 300 to 400 per cent. 'This could easily have 
stemmed from the exaggerated boasts or selling technique of a single dealer, and in 
itself proves nothing. 
5'Journalistic reports as early as Salem (1989) reflect this trend. 
17 The major auction rooms have added to their Hong Kong presence by opening 
offices in mainland China. Singapore is also a focus of interest, Christie's have now 
held three sales there and the catalogue for the 1995 'Tresoe fair was aimed 
specifically at raising the awareness of 'local' buyers of western art forms. Whetherthe 
latter enterprise achieves success on the scale of the Japanese interest in impressionists 
remains to be seen. 
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Chinese in the market place for their own products has not been as great as that of 
Western buyers. 

It is accepted that there is much evidence that might be used to argue the case more 
directly but it is not considered a particularly contentious issue and would, as we have 

said, in itself involve a focussed study. It is, arguably; manifestly obvious from the fact 

that Chinese aesthetic canons have been so thoroughly traduced. The extent to which, 
in some respects at least, they have not in fact been entirely traduced is one of the 

fascinating complexities of the issue and is addressed in the next chapter. 

The fact is that, if we take artistic canons as our measure of what constitutes 'art' the 
'best' piece of Chinese 'fine' art, i. e. calligraphy, to have reached the market in recent 

years is worth roughly two hundred times less than its equivalent in Western art. On 

the other hand, the 'best' piece of Chinese ceramic to have reached the market in 

recent years is worth many times more than the 'best' piece of European ceramic. 
Clearly meaning transfer has occurred on a massive scale. 

2.4 Implications. 

The underlying phenomena would appear to be that of cultural misappropriation by 

what Clifford (1988) would call the'art-culture system'of the West. But can the 

matter really be that simple if contemporary Chinese, with just as much economic 

power as their Western competitors, are themselves subscribing to the redeployed 

value system. Furthermore, why has the West not simply super-imposed its own 

artistic hierarchy onto the objects? 

These questions and the many concomitant psychological implications are amongst 
those addressed in detail below. The former question is discussed presently, the latter 

in Chapter 3. At this stage, we restrict ourselves to suggesting only what can be 

adequately supported by the evidence above. 
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At the most basic level, there is clearly a market. The first stage of Foxall's four stage 

description of the consumption process 'the development and perception of a want or 

need' (p. 25) is fulfilled. The nature of the want or need is not clear but the amounts of 

money involved, even allowing for the lack of evidence regarding individual economic 

sacrifice, would certainly suggest that the need is quite considerable or is at least 

perceived as significant. 

Since value, and hence price, is subjectively formulated, the consistency of the overall 

pattern, whereby Chinese fine art is perceived as being worth considerably less than 

European fine art, would appear to have significant implications regarding opinion 

leadership and reference group theory in the art market. 

It would, after all, only take, literally, two or three wealthy individuals to arrive at the 

conclusion that Chinese painting or calligraphy was 'worth having, for the prices at 

auction, for the better examples, to have escalated rapidly. Examples regularly appear 

in the top salerooms and thus enter the sphere of what Appadurai (1986) would call 

'The tournament of value' (p. 21). Even allowing for the lack of detailed academic 

work which makes attribution less certain even than for European paintings, and the 

cultural difficulty of interpretation, it is surprising that this has not happened. The 

consumer is, after all, in at least some cases believed to be innovative and to "give their 

attention to those things that are novel, interesting.. " (Foxall p. 69) 

'Chinese' is clearly not perceived as a worthwhile 'brand' of fine art. Since, as 

consumer behaviourists recognise, perceptions are dependent on stimuli, it is clear that 

the power of the Western art opinion leaders is not only blinkered but is also absolutely 

profound. Virtually no stimuli which could lead to the formulation of the perception 

that 'Chinese' is worthwhile 'art' can have been given out. One is not talking, as 

consumer behaviourists normally do, in terms of creating widely held perceptions for a 
FMCG, but of influencing a mere handful. The perception is indeed so far from 

I realisation' that it does not appear to have, as yet, reached the attention of the, 

normally inquisitive, speculative investor. 
I 
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There is sufficient strength in this argument to, at least, suggest, (and we do examine it 

further) that, in the art market, opinion leadership is sufficiently strong as to render 

entire national cultures into single reference groups. 

Furthermore, it can be implied that 'art' opinion leaders function in almost exactly the 

same way as the marketing mechanism for FMCG in terms of the creation of 

perception. This is entirely consistent with the sociological findings of Bourdieu 

(1984) and, significantly, Clunas (1991) suggests that the power of the Literati in Ming 

China runs a close parallel. 

These suggestions are also in no way inconsistent with consumer behaviour theories. 

Following McCracken's (1990) concern with the lack of attention paid to 'culture' in 

models of consumer behaviour we could in fact amend Chisnall's Model of Consumer 

Buying Behaviour (1994 p. 3 00) to apply to the art market by simply expanding the 

'Cultural' box to surround the whole model, deleting 'Advertising' and inserting in its 

place 'Artworld Output'. (See Figure 3) 

This of course does not answer the crucial question of why Chinese consumers appear 
to subscribe to the same re-defined value system. After all, there are more than two or 
three wealthy Chinese collectors in the world. It in fact brings the question very much 
to the fore. 
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Figure 3 

Advertising influence integrated with consumer buying 

behaviour (Chisnall 1994 p. 300) 
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2.4.1 Orientalism 

The 'Orientalist' view, as put forward by Said (1978), would be a straightforward way 

of accounting for the Chinese acceptance of the Western redefinition of their art in 

relatively simple terms. It would be argued that the 'other', in this case China, had 

been so marginalised and defined by the West as to be incapable of defining itself. In 

fact, although he makes little specific reference to China", Said would probably cite 
the current market state as being further evidence for his thesis. This, as we hope to 

show, may be part of the truth but is a long way from being all of it. 

The most basic flaw in the 'orientalist' argument is the fact that it is essentially partisan. 
In effect, it is Said himself who defines East and West as being 'apart'. He ascribes a 
form of Western conspiracy to categorise, taxonomise and exclude the East as if this 

were some flaw in the Western institutional character. There are undoubtedly flaws in 

the nature of Western institutions, as we have already implied, but if one were to put 
the, currently unfashionable, other side of the argument, it could be posited that, 

whatever injustices were done by the misguided West, at least the West was interested 

in the East. 

Certain sectors of Western society, most notably the 'academic and art culture 

establishment' may have at times disdained the East and its art. The fact is, however, 

that a vast array of Eastern techniques and decorative motifs have been adopted, 
adapted, interpreted and absorbed into Western aesthetic culture. Taking only 
ceramics as an example Godden (1979 p. 339) estimates that more than fifty per cent of 
all British ceramic output, through to the present day, shows the influence of oriental 
styles. 

"In fact he specifically excludes India, China and Japan from his study on the grounds 
of scale, though not of context. p. 17. 
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This may of course be seen as an example of 'Imperialist conquest' and appropriation 

of Eastern design but could it not also be seen as a de facto conquest of Western 

aesthetics by the East. 

In marked contrast to this, the Chinese at least have until very recently remained 

almost completely impervious to Western products and design influences. Some 

Western techniques have been reproduced", some Western items have been collected 60 

and occasionally Western designs have been toyed with out of noveltYý'. But the 
imbalance of trade in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was such that almost all 
the European merchants could offer the Chinese in return for the flood of imports was 

silver and later opium. Leaving aside the market place, Chinese aesthetic and artistic 

canons have, with the exception of the partial adoption of chiaroscuro under the 
influence of the Jesuits, been fundamentally untouched by contact with the West. 

The countries of the Far East have in fact historically ignored Western culture 62 

regarding it, however justifiably, as simply unworthy and barbaric. Westerners have 

seldom been more than tolerated for reasons of financial expediency. If the West has 

displayed xenophobic tendencies towards the East, the feeling has certainly been 

mutual. 

It is in the mutuality of human behaviour that the simplistic nature of an orientalist 

explanation of the current state of the market for Chinese art would break down. It is 

also to the universal, mutual aspects of human behaviour that any cross-cultural 
examination of consumption should address itself. However bad, behaviour may with 

59Limoges enamelling for example has been imitated as a technique since the reign of 
Kangxi (1662-1722 AD). 
60The Emperor Qianlong collected Western clocks. Such technical and astrological 
items being among the very few Western products which were ever sought by the 
Chinese. 
"See for example the Western image on the piece produced for the court of Qianlong 
(1736-1795 AD) in the Percival David Foundation (PDF A818). 
62 The impact of the Jesuits, as a result of their exceptional scientific abilities, being the 
only, limited, exception. 
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hindsight be seen to be, it is not new and it is not confined to Westerners; it is simply 

natural. 

This criticism of Said's approach is not new by any means, Clifford (1988) argues it 

forcibly and himself says of Said: 

'Critiques Re Said's are caught in the double ethnographic movement I have been 

evoking. Locally based and politically engaged, they must resonate globally; while 
they engage pervasive postcolonial processes, they do so without overview, from a 
blatantly partial perspective. ' (p. 11) 

Whilst we seek to provide an 'overviev/ of what is a very specific cultural exchange; 

the valuation of Chinese ceramics, we clearly need to seek to avoid losing authenticity 

through the same inevitable partisanship by which Said's work suffers. We need to 

achieve this through careffil qualification of observations and by reliance wherever 

possible on quantitative data. 

What is clear thus far is that we cannot underestimate the resistance of the Chinese 

culture to Western colonialism and that we need to focus on the universal aspects of 

the market rather than on the emphasis of differences. Somehow the Chinese appear 
to have lost touch with at least some of their own canons of artistic meaning and yet it 

also appears clear that, historically, their aesthetic sensibility has proved extremely 

resilient. Whilst they may not spend much money on their own art they spend virtually 

nothing on Western art and show no interest in purchasing the porcelains they 

produced in Western taste for export. 

Could it be that they simply don't have much money, or at least that they don't have 

much 'spare' money and that even the relatively wealthy are still engaged with 

satisfying 'needs' further down Maslow's table? In contemporary terms, this is a 

speculative statement, which is losing validity rapidly, as it has been for at least twenty 

years. In historical terms it is, however, a given that, as we show below, the Western 
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collectors have been much stronger in terms of disposable wealth and have dominated 

prices. This leads us to offer a hypothesis. 

2.4.2 'Exchange creates Value' 

Appadurai takes as the starting point for his study the notion of Simmel (1907) that it 

is not demand for an object which endows it with value but the process of exchange 
itself which creates the demand. In other words that an object becomes desirable once 
it has already been the subject of transaction, that "exchange is not the by-product of 
the mutual valuation of objects but its source ioO . 

'Valuation' is not Appadurai's central concern so he takes Simmel's observation in 

"quite another direction" (p. 4). Taken at face value, however, it would suggest, quite 

simply, that the 'value' of Chinese art, such as it is, has been determined by the 

exchanges of which it has been the subject. Predominantly exchanges involving 

Western collectors. 

Taking the universalist approach to the consumer it would be entirely natural, under 

current understanding of consumer behaviour, for the Chinese consumer, to respond to 

the stimuli already evident in the market, in the formation of perceptions related to 

. pre-purchase planning and decision making. '6' This of course would be, in a sense, 

consistent with the notion of 'consensus approval' which we identified in Chapter one 
from the findings of the economists. Furthermore, all we would be suggesting in 

consumer behavioural terms is that the Chinese buyers are part of the same reference 

group as the Western buyers and that the reference group, therefore, crosses the 

national cultural 'division'. 

63 Appadurai (1986) pp. 2-3. 
"Foxall and Goldsmith's second stage of the consumption process. p. 25. 
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Thus, whilst the orientalist argument undoubtedly plays a part, in that the Chinese 

consumer may be currently unable to define himself, his perception is, at this time, 
inevitably influenced by the established system of valuesýs. 

In order to overcome the paradox of the, at least partial, Chinese acceptance of the 

meaning transfer which has taken place, we need to suspend our innate belief in the 
divisions of what ethnography would call the 'serious fiction of culture 46 

. The 

amendment suggested to Chisnall's model would thus already appear to be disproved, 

at least in as much as the all-enclosing nature of the cultural circle. As we shall show, 
however, we are currently examining an unsettled and atypical market. There are 
inter-cultural differences of perception and they are addressed below, most specifically 
in the quantitative aspect of the study. What we need to focus on, first of all, are the 

universal aspects of the market rather than on the emphasis of differences. In other 

words to look at the way in which the individual consumers, of whatever cultural 
background, construct agreement for their own system of meaning, and therefore 

value, for objects. 

In the context of the present study, this is initially approached in the analysis of the 

way in which the value perception of Chinese ceramics has been created in the West. 

For whilst 'Chinese' is not a good 'brand' of art it is most certainly a good 'brand' of 

ceramics. An attempt to rationalise the process by which ceramics, of all the Chinese 

cultural products, have been singled out and 'elevated'by the west offers an 

opportunity to throw light on several aspects of the formation of perception in the 

consumer of antiques. 

'65The question of how the emerging collectors of the Chinese diaspora, will use their 
wealth to re-define the current hierarchy of values is a moot point but does not 
concern us in this particular study. 66 Clifford (198 8) p. 10. 
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Chapter 3 

"Chinese" cerarnics: The Creation of Western "Brand" 

Perception. 

"The works of art, by beingpublicly exhibited and offeredfor 

sale, are becoming articles of trade, following as such the 

unreasoning laws of markets andfashion; andpublic and even 

private patronage is swayed by their tyrannical influence. " 

Prince Albert (1819-61) 

Referring to the Great Exhibition. 

Speech, Royal Academy Dinner, 3 May 1851 
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Chapter 3 'CHINESE' CERAMICS - THE CREATION OF WESTERN 

'BRAND' PERCEPTION' 

3.1 Aim 

The aim of this chapter is to examine the 'biography' of Chinese ceran-dcs in the West 
in order to attempt to establish the sociological, historical and 'cultural' events and 
mechanisms that have led to the currently held perceptual predispositions of their 

relative value. 

Whilst current perceptions can be seen as illogical, in terms of their juxtaposition vvith 

perceptions of Chinese 'art, the fact that this is the case is not, in itself, inexplicable. 

Rather it can be seen as simply one example of the phenomena of meaning transfer 
illustrated by Becker, Clifford and Appadurai. In other words of natural human 

behaviour. 

We need to answer the question of why the West did not simply impose its own artistic 
hierarchy onto the Chinese genres. 

3.2 The 'Brand' Launch 

Although linked to the lack of understanding of China and its culture as a whole, the 
specific lack of an accurate contextual perception of Chinese ceramics could possibly 

stem from the reception accorded to the very first pieces to arrive in the West. These 

almost certainly arrived through the focal point of the Middle East having been traded 
by sea or overland along the silk routes. They arrived in small numbers. 

According To Lunsingh Scheurleer, the earliest extant piece of Chinese porcelain to 

arrive in Europe was the Tonthill Vase' now in the museum of Dublir ý7. Since this 
dated from the first half of the fourteenth century this piece was in Europe at least one 
hundred and fifty years before direct trading links with China were established by the 

67Lunsingh Scheurleer (1966) p209. This remains a much cited work to this day. 
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Portuguese in 1514. It was hardly surprising that the mundane nature of such items in 

the context of their manufacture was not understood. When one remembers that there 

was no material in Europe which could in any way be related to the nature of 

porcelain, it is even less surprising that the very few pieces to arrive in Europe were 
highly revered and highly prized. Pieces were often mounted in silver and were traded 

amongst the aristocracy and the wealthiest families of Europe. These of course were 

pieces which, as export items destined initially for the Middle East, would not even 
have been considered as good porcelain within the Chinese perspective limits of the 

medium itseles. 

The key to the success of the product almost certainly lies, justifiably, in its technical 
brilliance. This might then be magnified by the mystery surrounding its origins. 
Appadurai (1986 p. 41) in fact suggests that the distance between the production of the 

commodity and its consumption increases the 'tension between knowledge and 
ignorance [and] becomes itself a critical determinant of the flow of commodities. ' In 

the case of Chinese ceramics there is both geographical and cultural 'distance' of great 
magnitude. 

Whatever the reasons, however, it is a matter of historical fact that by the end of the 

seventeenth century whole rooms were set aside for, indeed designed around, the 
display of aristocratic collections of Chinese (and to a lesser extent Japanese) 

porcelain. By this time, the volume of the trade was considerable and in the eighteenth 
century, it was to increase yet further. By the middle of the eighteenth century, if not 
earlier, exposure to Chinese porcelain would have been an integral part of daily 

experience for large social groups in several European countries. Furthermore it is of 
some significance that, of all the other Chinese artistic products, nothing was imported 
in anything like the volume of porcelain all the way through to the nineteenth 

9 
century' . 

6ORawson et al. (1992) p. 256. point out that in fact neither culture ever really saw or at 
any rate had the opportunity to acquire those objects which were highly regarded on 
the domestic market. 
"See Godden (1979) for an accessible survey of the nature and extent of the trade 
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It was not until the eighteenth century that Europeans were able to produce any sort of 

porcelain in quantity, let alone porcelain which could compare favourably with the 

quality of the Chinese. It could thus be argued that the origins of the high regard 

which the West has come to have for Chinese ceramics might well be rooted in the 

several centuries prior to the latter half of the nineteenth century. 

This could imply that the cultural misappropriation of the genre was, at least in part, 
the result of innocent widespread adn-dration for a product which was passed down 

through generations. This may be a fanciful notion, and would certainly be hard to 

prove, but the fact remains that, to this day, even the most uneducated 'man in the 

street' would ascribe a degree of quality to 'Chinese' porcelain more than he would 
'English' porcelain. The 'Ming vase' remains proverbial. In a sense what we are 

suggesting here is that 'Chinese' may have entered into the Western oral cultural 

tradition as adding 'brand' value to porcelain from an early stage. The high status of 

the early consumers, and its high exchange value 70 would certainly mitigate in favour 

of this argument. 

Irrespective of the staggering success of the 'brand' launch, however, the history of 
I taste', most comprehensively illustrated by Reitlinger, shows that this by no means 

guarantees continued success. Indeed Reitlinger (1963 p. 189) suggests that during the 

first half of the nineteenth century anything connected with the Far East was 'badly out 

of fashion', a statement entirely in keeping with our knowledge of the history of the 

trade and echoed by Watson (1992 p. 110). The early reception accorded to the 

objects can only be treated, therefore, as speculative background. We clearly need to 
look at the next stages in the product life. 

7'Augustus the Strong is reputed to have exchanged seven regiments of dragoons for a 
collection of Chinese porcelain. 
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3.3 The Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries 

3.3.1 The Cultural 'Circle' 

Before we approach the 'spiral' around the objects, which is formed by the specific 

'Chinese art reference group' it is important to outline the overall cultural perspective 

which delineated the boundaries of perception. 

Unsurprisingly the general picture is one of consistent subservience to the Graeco- 

Roman and 'Fine Art' traditions of the West. This is most succinctly surnmarised by 

the following three pieces of evidence: 

a. ) In 1804, John Barrow stated that: 

"With regard to painting, they [the Chinese] can be considered in no other light than as 
01 

miserable daubers.. 

b. ) In 1906, over a hundred years later, the director of the Metropolitan Museum, Sir 

Purdon Clark, declared that: 

"It is all nonsense to attempt to distinguish between Chinese and Japanese art of . 
72 

c. ) It was not until 1930 that any formal teaching in Chinese art was made available in 

Britain, and even then, it was the result of the private initiative of a wealthy collector7'. 

Aside from the general attitude towards Chinese art which has delineated the 

boundaries for its value through to the present day, there is, however, perhaps a 

71 Clunas (1994) p. 323 from whom this is cited suggests that this is ".. indicative of 
widely held views". 
'72Gray (1973) p. 21. 
73CIunas (1994) p. 341. 
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contributing factor to the elevation of Chinese ceramics which can be gleaned from one 

aspect of the approach of the established 'cultural circle'. 

3.3.1.1 The Cultural Circle Around Ceramics 

The British approach to ceramics is in many respects similar to the Chinese approach 

outlined above. The vast majority of British ceramic pieces were viewed at their time 

of manufacture as purely decorative or functional and yet with the passage of time the 

same pieces have come to be treated as collectable and worthy of connoisseurship. 
Remembering that both the history of collecting and the history of porcellaneous 

ceramics in Britain is very much shorter than in China, one can more clearly see the 

way in which factories or periods have gradually become 'worthy'. In the nineteenth 
century only Chelsea amongst the English eighteenth century producers was ranked 

alongside the sought after European names such as Sevres and Meissen. By 1928, 

however, Honey considers that all the main 18th century factories merit a chapter to 

themselves74 whilst slightly later factories such as Newhall, Minton and Spode are 

grouped together under the generic term 'Staffordshire 75 
. Today all these latter 

manufacturers are the subjects of several complete volumes. Similarly Victorian 

factories, which until relatively recently would not have been considered as having any 

real virtue, are commonplace in the top fairs and auctions. Clearly, therefore, there are 
basic similarities in the original and changeable status of ceramics in both cultures. 

There is, however, one significant difference, which emerges from the exceptions to 

the rule. Whilst some pieces of Yixing, as we saw above, can justly make some claim 

at being 'art' there is no real parallel in China for the movement in Victorian England 

towards the blurring of the division between art and design based on the epithet that 
'All the arts aspire to be as one'. The intellectual upheavals of the second half of the 

nineteenth century, spearheaded by the designer William Morris, were to lead artists, in 

the elevated sense of the word, such as Walter Crane into the design of ceran-dcs 

74 Honey, W., English Porcelain London, 1928. 
75 ibid Ch. 15. 
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(amongst other things)76 and the potter William De Morgan to openly aspire to 

produce ceramics, such as the Cantagalli Apoflo charger, with the status of fine art. 

We do not need to concern ourselves with the extent to which De Morgan achieved 

this goal, nor with the fact that 'the designer' could achieve the status of artist, the 

significant point for this study is that the rhetoric was in place for the growth of an art 

pottery culture and for ceramics to achieve the status of 'art'77. This is exemplified by 

the considerable numbers of studio potteries in Britain and the number of potters 

whose status ranges from that of 'artist' (Bernard Leach, Lucie Rie etc. ) to complete 

unknown. This picture of the potter as 'Artist' is confirmed by the provenance (brand) 

based price framework which applies in the market for contemporary ceramics. The 

auction and retail value of a piece being based not on the aesthetic qualities of the item 

but on the established precedents for the named potter". 

For the purposes of this study the most significant consequence of the 'pottery as art' 

rhetoric, and the Arts and Crafts movement as a whole, is that it is quite likely to have 

contributed significantly to the widespread misinterpretation of Chinese craft products 
by the Western culture. 

Bernard Rackham! s discussion of Chinese ceramics in 1935 79 perfectly exemplifies the 

extent to which Western scholarship came to superimpose this strand of 'art' value 
judgements onto the genre. He actually compares the favourable accessibility of 
I pottery' for the student of art to the difficult access afforded by architecture and 

sculpture and painting". This comparison of Chinese ceramics with the arts perceived 
in the West as 'fine' could well be seen as symptomatic, if not causal, in the culturally 

76 Spencer, I., Walter Crane New York, 1975. 
77Clunas (1994) p. 335 highlights the philosophical impact of Bergson, and Jung in the 
framing of discourse at this time. 
78 In fact there is a similar movement now under way in China where the Jiangxi 
Research Institute is attempting to establish a 'tradition' for Cyanic Folk Art. SeeBi 
Keguan (1987). 
79Rackham et al. (193 5) 
80ibid p. 28. 
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selective elevation of the Chinese craft to a status which can at best be described as 

extremely tenuous in terms of authentic cultural definition. 

There is indeed considerable evidence to support this argument that can be drawn from 

what we know of the market. This is in the form of the specific types of ceramic that 

have come to be 'elevated. For it is not the case that Chinese ceran-tics 'per se' have 

been thus treated. 

3.3.1.2 Type Specific Mevation' 

Whilst the Chinese have, with what can be argued as cultural authority, given high 

regard, and therefore value, to pieces with imperial provenance and of 'true' quality the 
West has often come to favour pieces which can make no such claims for 

I authenticity'. 

The most obvious example of this tendency are the Tang dynasty (618-906 AD) 

funerary wares which were produced by the Chinese in large numbers to be buried and 

used in the after-life. To a Chinese collector these items hold no artistic or intrinsic 

qualities and would on the contrary have been viewed as rather morbid". Yet these 

figures, in particular the horses, were, for a large part of the twentieth century, 

amongst the most valuable of all Chinese cerarnics82 There is no tangible explanation 
for this but Simon Kwan, one of the most influential of the contemporary Chinese 

collectors, suggested, very plausibly, that this was directly related to the Western 

I sculptural art' tradition". 

"There are exceptions amongst traditional collectors such as T. T. Tsui and in the 
modem market but, as we have suggested, these are an example of how the Western 
influence has come to be mýirrored in the Chinese themselves. 
'2The highest price paid for any Chinese ceramic on the modem market 13.4m was for 
a Tang horse. 
83 Interview Dr Simon Kwan in Hong Kong 230894. See also Gray (1973) p. 24 for the 
suggestion that Chinese 'sculpture' enjoyed aesthetic appreciation at least up until 
1914. 
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The post First World War rise in the prices for early, particularly Song dynasty, 

Chinese ceramics has been traditionally ascribed to the increased supply brought about 

through the excavations associated with the building of railways in China. The tone of 
Fry, an influential critic, in describing pieces from the Song dynasty clearly reflects the 

% pottery as art' rhetoric, however, and suggests that contemporary culture, rather than 

simply an increase in supply, could well have played a significant part in the increased 

perception of utility: 

"suppose we are looking at a Sung bowl ..... we realise that the precise thickness of the 

wall is consistent with the particular kind of matter of which it is made, its appearance 

of density and resistance ..... the pot is the expression of an idea in the artist's mind. oM 

The broad impact of such thinking can be seen in not only the derivative work of 

I studio pottery' ever since but also in the manufacture of Chinese styles by the earlier 
I art pottery' factories such as Doulton, Burmanstoft and Ruskin. 

Finally Whistler, who despite his fascination with Japanese art had no such interest in 

the Chinese, could be said to have added an 'artistic' stamp to Kangxi blue and white 

pieces, most specifically the *blue and white hawthom(see fig. 4) Although Reitlinger 
disputes the notion that Whistler actually created the craze for blue and 

94Cited from Gray (1973) pp. 26-7. 
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white piecess5and even casts doubt on the almost legendary 11,200 paid by Orrock 

shortly before 1879 for a hawthorn jar there is no doubting the impact that Whistler 

had on popular perceptions. One simply has to look at the vast number of 

reproduction 'hawthorns'that have survived from the period 86 
. 

Whatever later research shows to be the 'ins and outs' of the debate there is one thing 

that appears to be clear. That is, that in examining the role of the Western 'Chinese art 

reference group' (the spiral) in the formation of perceptions, the role of the overall 

cultural circle, is not only encompassing but is also intricately, though selectively, 
intrusive. 

3.3.2 The Chinese Art Reference Group 

3.3.2.1 Sources 

In keeping with the marginal nature of Chinese art in Western studies, the secondary 

source material from which we can draw is limited. Of these by far the most useful is 

Clunas (1994) which provides an authoritative, if slightly 'orientalist', overview of the 
institutional and academic 'marketing' of the Chinese genres over the whole period in 

question. 

This is supplemented by other reviews of 'taste in Chinese art' such as Gray (1973), 

Pope (1972) and Lee (1973) and by the studies of Reitlinger and Saarinen (1958) 

which are modified and re-iterated in the general market orientated surveys such as 
Watson (1992), Faith (1985) and Chanin (1990). 

"Reitlinger (1963) pp. 2024. 
"They are indeed so common that to use a 'trade' colloquialism 'you can't give them 
away'. (Given their symbolic association in Chinese culture with the coming of spring 
and the fact that they are mostly nearly a hundred years old this ought to make them of 
interest to the speculative investor! ) 
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The host of primary evidence available from early auction catalogues is not approached 
for reasons of scale 97 rather the evidence 'selected' from these sources by Reitlinger 

has been tentatively relied uponss. Other, early publications, which, by dint of their 

historicity, can be considered as primary sources were also examined. 

In principle, the discussion below must also be seen as indicative rather than by any 
means empirically proven. 

3.3.2.2 General Description 

Perhaps the most significant abiding feature of the Chinese art reference group is that it 

is small. Individuals, given the same criteria of position and reputation as apply to any 

reference group, have exerted considerable influence over the formation of ideas and 

priorities. This has been greatly exacerbated by the tight integration "through personal 

and professional networks"89. Whether collector, dealer or curator received ideas are 

quickly circulated and, given the nature of any reference group, such ideas have often 

not been seriously questioned. 

The Oriental Ceramic Society (OCS), for example, the very name of which is 

significant given that all Far Eastern arts are included, was formed in 1921 with only 

twelve members. Any group of this size will inevitably influence each other's thoughts 

and, given the fact that three of the members were employed by national museums and 

that the other nine were predominantly wealthy collectors, their influence could be felt 

97 A detailed study of the early market using such sources is desirable but this will have 
to come under the heading of 'further work'. Contemporary auction data was 
considered far more suitable for the current thesis. 
"Whilst this is done with a degree of reservation we are by no means alone in this. 
Reitlingees data has been used as the basis of many economic studies of investment 
and was reputedly used for the development of purchasing strategy for the British Rail 
Pension Fund. 
"Quoted from Clunas (1994) p. 321 who is referring specifically to the nineteenth 
century, but the reference group remains 'close-knit' to this day. 
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both institutionally and in the market place. Indeed several of them were later 

instrumental in the formulation of the great exhibition of 193590. - 

The processes by which shared perceptions are arrived at are, of course, not new to 

consumer behaviourists. Chisnall (1995 pp. 104 and 109) highlights the role of the 

% sharing and transmitting' of beliefs and Foxall (1994 p. 26), drawing on Peters (198 8), 

suggests that such behaviour is likely to be more evident in the case of objects such as 

antiques: 

".. in the case of a fairly expensive, infrequently bought item, he or she will seek 

information from ftiends, neighbours or relatives about the relative merit of different 

brands. " 

Furthermore the work of Sirsi et al. (1996) suggests that 'experts', which the members 

of the OCS and subsequent opinion leaders within the reference group might 

reasonably be considered to be, are significantly more prone to the sharing of beliefs 

than no%iccs 

In moving on to discuss the role of the institutions, the dealers and the collectors as 

separate entities in the formation of the overall perceptions, it must be remembered 

that in reality there was, and still is, tremendous interplay between them. It is a small 

world indeed. 

3.3.2.3 Institutional Perspectives 

If the primary institutions can be said to have played a role in the formation of 

perceptions of Chinese art it is more the result of what they have failed to do rather 

than what they have done. The taxonomic obsession9' and the politically imbued 

nature of museum collections of objects from 'other' cultures has mitigated against, if 

9OGray (1973) pp. 28-9. and Clunas (1994) pp. 33940. Who differ slightly but not 
significantly in the detail. 
91A phrase borrowed from the title of Earle (1986) 
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not precluded, the pursuit not only of the 'true' understanding of originally intended 

I meanings'but also against any form of favourable comparative evaluation with 
Western genres. 

It is not surprising, therefore, to learn that in the British Museum in the mid-nineteenth 
century: 

"works of China and Japan were crammed into "five paltry cases" among a "collection 

of articles illustrative of the manners and customs of nations lying at a distance from 

our own, as well as of rude and ancient races"". 92 

Nor is it surprising that in the nineteenth century Chinese and Japanese paintings in the 

same establishment were administratively categorised alongside the 'lessee European 

art forms of 'Prints and Drawings'. 

What may be seen as surprising, however, is that in 1933 Chinese and Japanese 

paintings were effectively removed from the sphere of 'art' altogether by inclusion in 

the newly formed Department of Oriental Antiquities and Ethnography, and that at the 

South Kensington Museum (The V& A) it was not until 1970 that the collections of 
Chinese and Japanese objects were finally collated. Even then, it was only into the 
broadly defined Far Eastern Department. 

These facts, not the comments, are drawn from Clunas (1994), who, as we have said, 
has provided the only specifically related account. It is with only slight hesitation, 

therefore, that we quote extensively Clunas' (1994)9' own explanation of the effect 
that such treatment had on the development of the understanding of Chinese arts in 

terms of institutional output: 

92CIunas (1994) p. 327. citing Masson The British Museum. Hisorical and Descriptiv 
(1850). 
9'Clunas was himself a member of staff at the V and A. and his work in this field is 
reputable. 
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"Throughout those six and a half decades [ 1897-1970] the fragmentation of the 
Chinese collections meant that "Chinese art" (as opposed to "Chinese woven textiles" 

or "Chinese porcelain") was rarely raised as an issue at a formal level within the 

museum and that the degree of interest shown in various aspects of it tended to 

fluctuate within the departments, depending on the interest of individual curators, 
hardly any of whom were specialists in material of East Asian origin. This had the 

effect of creating a hierarchy based not so much on explicit notions of "fine art" versus 
"decorative art", or of the relative positions of different art forms, as on the degree of 
interest and activity generated in different parts of the museum. " 

What this quite forcibly suggests is that in terms of opinion leadership the Cultural 

Institutions failed to offer any forin of coherent hegemonically defined hierarchy for the 
Chinese arts. Rather this was left to "powerful discriminations made at particular 

momentSoo94 and by particular individuals. 

This is in stark contrast to the 'value' system so conclusively established, over the same 

period, for European genres by the overall 'Art Establishment'. The effect of the 

absence of a hegemony, it is suggested, was that "powerful discriminations" could be 

made not only by those in a formal position but also by those whose 'authority' 

stemmed only from their power as consumers. That is the collector. 

3.3.2.4 The Influence of Collectors 

That the consumer 'chose' to elevate ceramics could have been the result of any or a 

combination of all of the following inputs: 

a. ) The lasting effect of the successful 'brand' launch. (See above 3.2). 

b. ) The presence of a rhetoric whereby pottery could be viewed as 'art'. (Seeabove 

3.3.1.1-2) 

94 Clifford (1988) p. 221. 
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c. ) The fact that aesthetic sensibilities regarding paintings were already learned and did 

not conform with Chinese painting, which to this day remains elusive to the Western 

eye. 

This of course is to some extent a 'chicken and egg' situation in that the lack of 

understanding of Chinese fine art must at least be partially the result of the fact that in 

Britain it has not been properly studied. The fact that the record prices for both 

calligraphy and painting, cited above, were achieved in New York cannot be 

coincidence given the historical fact that Asian scholars were 'included' from a 

relatively early date in North American institutions. 

Gray's (1973 p. 29) suggestion that one reason for the dominance of ceramics could be 

the fact that: 

"in this area alone could the scholar hope to establish certain criteria for dating.. " 

very much puts the egg before the chicken. 

d. ) The fact that the learned aesthetic sensibilities regarding ceramics had been heavily 

influenced by the Chinese products in the first place. 

We again cite Godden's statement that fifty per-cent of European ceramic production 
has been influenced by Chinese products. Although it is true that before the Art 
Pottery movement most of the influence came from export ceramics and that export 
ceramics are not, and have not for some time been, the currently 'elevated' type, at the 
turn of the century it was indeed Export ceramics which fetched the highest prices. 
The Hawthorn jar is one such example, discussed above, but the prices achieved for 

the export pieces of the Famille Verte genre in the period from 1914-16 were, 
according to Reitlinger, the highest prices ever achieved for porcelair? '. 

95Reitlinger (1963) p. 328. These prices have in fact been superseded since but even if 
we doubt the reliability of some of Reitlinger's sources there is no doubt that 
decorative Qing export ceramics were at this time very highly sought after. 
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e. ) The fact that ceramics were accessible and available, and above all that they are 

simply decorative. Reitlinger argues that throughout the nineteenth century the highest 

prices paid for the porcelains were arrived at on the basis of ostentatious and 
decorative criteria alone. Notably the mounted monochromes of the 'Pompadourian! 

taste or the large but new 'Mandarin! vases? 6. Of the later fashion for Blue and White, 

he also suggests that: 

11so long as K'ang Hsi blue-and-white fitted in with the fashionable forms of interior 

decoration, it was proof against historical comparisons with the more vital periods of 
Chinese porcelain. , 97 

f) Finally it might be suggested that after the publication of Jaquemart (1862)91 'Brand 

Labels! were available with which collectors could later come to identify their' taste'. 

The almost phenomenal vogue for Famille Verte, which was to take shape around the 

turn of the century could hardly have been so profound had it not been for the 

availability of such a neat 'differentiation'. 

Only a complex detailed study of the period from 1850 to 1921 could hope to 

empirically prove exactly why the collectors of Chinese art chose to identify it with 
porcelain. That they did so is not in doubt and with the founding of the Oriental 

Ceramic Society (OCS) this "powerful discrimination" became virtually written in 

stone. 

Whatever the reasons, however, it is clear that the wealthy collectors exerted a 

powerful influence, not only on the formation of popular taste", but also on their 
institutional acquaintances. 

96Reitlinger (1963) pp. 196-8. 
97 ibid p. 206. 
"Jacquemart's work divided Chinese ceramics into distinct taxonomised categories. "We noted above the number of Blue-and-white 'Hawthorre jars which were produced 
at the time, there are also nearly as many 'reproduction' pieces of Fan-fflle Verte from 
the period currently on the market. The vast majority of these are of extremely 
indifferent quality and were clearly produced to satisfy a very broad demand. 
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As Clunas (1994 p. 340) points out: 

"From its inception the OCS [predominantly made up of collectors] was involved in 

setting the agenda for public institutional display of Chinese art.. " 

and as Gray (1973 p. 30) tells us, there was no expert in Chinese painting on the 

executive committee for the very influential exhibition of 193 S. 

Clunas and Gray clearly recognise that the collectors were influential in the formation 

of ideas about Chinese art after the formation of the OCS in 1921. It can be strongly 

suggested, however, that the collectors were in fact more responsible than the 

institutions for the overall framing of Chinese art some time before this. 

Laurence Binyon at the British museum had after all published The Painting of the Fa 

East in 1908 and it was not until 1933 that Chinese pictorial art lost the administrative 
I seniority' to the decorative genres that it had held during the nineteenth century. Gray 

(1973 p. 24) in fact suggests that as late as 1914: 

"Chinese art for the general connoisseur meant only painting or possibly sculpture.. " 

Yet, for some reason the rapidly prevailing Western cultural value system for art, 

which coincided in some degree with the 'authentic' canons of Chinese art, did not 

come to be applied. The only logical explanation for this seems to be that it was the 

market and not institutional considerations which was doing the leading, not only after 
1921 but also long before. In the absence of an imposed academic hegemony, the 

collectors, for whatever reason, appear to have made the choice, and the academics, 

who were both metaphorically and literally also consumers, followed, as part of the 

same close-knit reference group which constituted the opinion leaders in the field. 
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We cannot state this categorically to be the case since, as we have said, more work 

needs to be done on this area, but if we are to believe the data currently available, 

essentially Reitlinger's, the prices for Chinese ceramics, had been by far the highest 

paid for any form of 'oriental' art since at least 189 1. If we accept the notion that 

exchange creates value' then it can be postulated that the high prices paid by the 

collectors was in effect increasing the 'artistic capital stocle of the ceramics. There is 

no evidence whatsoever (or at least Reitlinger does not offer any) that Gray's assertion 

regarding the 'general connoisseue was in any way reflected in the market, rather the 

contrary. 

The specific types of ceramic which were most highly prized may later have changed, 

and indeed still are changing, but the 'value' of ceramics per se was established and 

must have been further entrenched by the rash of major private collections which were 

later to be 'institutionalised'. 

Whilst we may have slight reservations about some of Reitlinger's evidence, and the 

degree of emphasis which he might have subjectively imposed through selectivity in his 

data gathering, there appears to be no reason to doubt the overall trends. Certainly 

Faith (1985) Watson (1992) and many others have found his data adequate. 

In suggesting that the collectors were in effect the opinion leaders, however, we otnit a 

crucial element of the reference group. 

3.3.2.5 The Dealers 

The role of the dealer in the creation of perceptions of value is examined empirically in 

a contemporary context in Chapter 4. At this point, it is sufficient to take inferences 

from arguably the most questionable examples of Reitlinger's and indeed Saarinerfs 

(1958) data. 

These are the prices purported to have been fetched in exchanges involving the 
'legendary' dealer Duveen, and those reported in contemporary editions of 'American 
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These are the prices purported to have been fetched in exchanges involving the 

'legendary' dealer Duveen, and those reported in contemporary editions of 'American 

Art News'. Almost all of the very highest prices fetched for Qing porcelain during the 

1890-1920 period fall into one of these two categories. There are plenty of examples 

taken from Christie's sales which can reliably support the overall trend but the prices in 

the two former categories are very significantly higher'00. 

It might easily be argued that the exaggeration of such prices would have served the 

interests of both Duveen and the competing 'millionaire! collectors who were almost 
invariably involved"'. In all likelihood, some of them were exaggerated and some of 

them were not. 

The main inference is simply that the power of the dealer in terms of the manipulation 

of perception was considerable. Even if claims were exaggerated, they were perceived 

as real prices. 

It might also be significant, however, that all of the pieces for which the highest prices 

were achieved came from well-known collections and thus had what might be called 
I provenance'. Pierpoint Morgan, for example, acquired the Garland collection in 1902 

and the Morgan collection was subsequently sold to Widener, Rockefeller, and Frick. 

One of the highest prices achieved from the Morgan collection was for a vase which 
had originally come from the Salting collection 102 

. 

Clearly 'provenances', or at least value, came to be attached to quite specific pieces, 
indeed many of the pieces actually became endowed with names: The Red Hawthorn 

Vase, The Exeter Vases and The Jabach garniture for example. Indeed the hawthorn 

jar in Figure 4 is still known as 'The Huth Jar' and was 'christened' at this time. 

"'See Reitlinger (1963) pp. 326-328. 
10'And of course the editors of *American Art news'for whom such prices would be 
I good copy. 
102 Duveen acted as the intermediate buyer in all these sales. 
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Whilst we are only discussing a small sector of the whole market it was clearly the 

opinion leading sector and it certainly appears that the 'Brand Labels' created by 

laquemart were supplemented by more detailed provenance labels. The elevation of 

such specific pieces certainly suggests that extremely connoisseurial differentiations 

were being made about the pieces. Very much in line with Aesthetic Movement 

principles, but given the true nature of the pieces, extremely illusory and most likely to 

be more a function of marketing than 'connoisseurship'. 

3.4 Implications 

The overall context of the 'national' culture has, through its nature as essentially a 

large reference group, clearly influenced the 'value' perception of Chinese art through 

marginalising it and avoiding full 'engagement' with matters relating to its authentic 

cultural meaning. This has effectively created a vacuum of hegemony by which the 

process 'meaning transfee has been facilitated. It is also quite possible that the 

% national' culture, has also contributed to the elevation of Chinese ceramics through the 

transmission of early perceptions and more significantly through the 'art pottery, 

rhetoric of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

Given the fact, however, that perceptions of the relative value of Chinese artistic 

output have to a significant extent crossed 'national' boundaries and are now accepted 

by the Chinese themselves it is clear that the specific perceptions are created within the 

I spiral'rather than by the'circle', which provides only broad parameters. In other 

words within the influence sphere of the Chinese art world reference group of which 
Chinese consumers are also members. This is contextualised by McCracken (1990 

103 
p. 5)) who, amongst others suggests that if we view consumer goods as the 'vehicles 

of cultural meanings' then the consumer can apply subjective interpretations, and thus 

create a world in which the cultural meaning of objects is not fixed but fluid. 

In suggesting above that collectors may have had a key role in the direction of the 
'fluid' meaning through their purchase decisions Simmel's notion that exchange creates 

103 This is a view clearly shared in the main thrust of Bourdieu, (1979). 
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value gains considerable credence. In also suggesting that the dealer himself can play a 

significant part in the formulation of value perceptions it becomes clear that the actual 

process of exchange and the variety of inputs received at the point of sale itself must 
interact significantly, if not decisively, with the predispositions already created. 

We need to examine, therefore, the very end of the spiral surrounding the objects. The 

point at which predispositions and personality manifest themselves in behaviour related 

to the purchase decision. 
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Chapter 4 

0 Perception at the Point of Sale -A Qualitative Assessment 

Young collector addressing a sage antique dealer: 

" nat is it exactly? " 

The reply: 
"Well my boy, its whatever you want it to be! 

Apocryphal 
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Chapter 4 PERCEPTION AT THE POINT OF SALE -A QUALITATIVE 

ASSESSMENT 

4.1 Aim 

The aim of this chapter is to attempt to identify broad behavioural characteristics 

relating to the purchase process for Chinese ceramics in contemporary retail and 

auction outlets. These characteristics are extrapolated with the purpose of identifying 

inputs likely to interact with predispositions and influence cognitive perceptions of 

value. 

4.2 Methodological Context 

The work of consumer behaviourists suggesting the limitations of an approach to 
buying behaviour focussed entirely on the creation of disposition is well surnmarised in 

Phillips and Bradshaw (1993) where a case for the interactional approach is argued. 
The consumer is considered to be: 

".. in a continuous state of interaction with their environment. A significant element of 
this is the interaction between the pre-disposition to purchase and the point of 

purchase, which continues right up to the moment of product selection. " (p. 58). 

The validity of this notion as it pertains to the purchasing of *antiques' is very much 

strengthened by the observation that such processes are likely to be more prevalent in 

areas of unplanned consumption 104 
. Although there as yet appear to be no studies 

quantifying the levels of planned and unplanned purchasing in the field of antiques it 

must be arguable that, given the almost limitless variety of objects available and the 

absence of established price structures, an extremely high proportion of antique 

purchases must, by definition, be unplanned. The cases where are a collector seeks a 

wholly specific object or a 'decoratoe has a wholly specific notion of the piece of 
furniture they require do exist but they are rare. Even the collector of a very specific 
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'brand' such as Tamille Verte' is potentially faced with an array of variations at an 

array of different prices. 

Furthermore the empirical recognition by professional valuers that a given object will 
have a variable value for insurance purposes dependant upon the insured's most likely 

point of replacement purchase or actual point of original purchase suggests, if not 

proves, that the 'price' of an object is structurally linked to the point of sale. This 

variation is not, as yet, empirically measurable but it is nevertheless very real. 

The point of sale is thus considered a key factor in the perception of value of antiques. 
The variety of types of sale point is considerable. In terms of the psychological 

processes to which the potential buyer is subjected it is clearly necessary to distinguish, 

at least initially, between the auction and retail outlets. Retail outlets are examined 
first and the added inputs of auctions are then superimposed. 

The relevance of the point of sale and the interactional premise being accepted the 

problem remained of how to examine the process in operation. In this, Phillips and 

Bradshaw (1993) suggest the traditional approach of'observation research'. This is 

the technique used by Glancy (1988,1990) and Clark and Halford (1978) for their 

studies of the auction process. It is a basic anthropological technique and was 

considered the most suitable in the present context. 

4.2.1 Participant Observation 

Participant Observation (PO) as a form of empirical research has a wide literature and 

offers immense flexibility in terms of available techniques. The difficulties and 
limitations imposed by the techniques are well understood and enunciated in the 
literature'". Not surprisingly there are no known PO studies which are directly 

104 Phillips and Bradshaw (1993) p. 58. 
'O'See for example Shipman (1988). 
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concerned with the examination of the retail Point of Sale for 'antiques'106 but the work 

of Moeran (1990) in the field of Japanese ceramics is at least quite closely related. 

Japan has a long cultural tradition in the treatment of ceramic craft as 'art'. So much 

so that department stores frequently hold selling exhibitions of contemporary pottery 

and occasionally of antique ceramics. In "Making an exhibition of oneself. the 

anthropologist as potter in Japan" 107 Moeran adds to his research into the marketing 

and aesthetic appraisal of ceramics by staging such a selling exhibition of his own 

work. Clearly the contextual and cultural framework of a sale of contemporary 

ceramics in a department store is at some variance with this study but the fundamental 

principles are appropriate. 

In particular Moeran's aims and his engagement with Bourdieu (1984) make it a useful 

precedent into what motivates consumers of non-functional ceramics. 

Moeran's intention was to gain a clearer understanding of the marketing of aesthetics 
by actually doing it himself As his friend, the pottery dealer Miyamoto Reisuke put it: 

"It's easy to criticise from the outside, but what you really need to do as an 

anthropologist is experience what it's like being a potter yourself I'm not saying you're 

wrong in your conclusions. But you need to understand things with your belly, not 

your head. Why don't you hold your own exhibition? That way you'd really begin to 

appreciate some of the paradoxes potters find themselves to be caught up in. " 

(Moeran 1990 p. 117-8) 

Thýis is sound advice and loses none of its veracity when the words "buyer" or "dealer" 

are substituted for "potter". Although Moeran was already an accomplished potter, he 

had not previously attempted to sell his work. As the present author has been a 

"'There are some studies of behaviour at auctions. These are examined presently. We 
focus here on retail outlets. 107 Moeran and Ben-Ari (1990). 
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collector of Chinese ceramics since 1980, and a part-time dealer since 1984 the present 

study had a distinct advantage over Moeran in that some of the "belly" understanding 

of the paradoxes of the valuation process was already in place. The question was how 

to convert those notions into an 'understanding of the head'. 

The main pitfall with PO techniques is the process of the subconscious filtering of data. 

Moeran, unfortunately, does not specifically describe his methodology or address the 

problem of subconscious filtering in the text. Whilst his use of price and purchase data 

and the valuation focused nature of the study give the work great strength it would 
have been useful to know how he had addressed the problem. By its very nature, it is a 

very difficult process to avoid. 

Since the whole thrust of this thesis concerns the, at least partly subconscious, 

manipulation and illusory nature of cognitive processes it was decided that two basic 

principles needed to be observed in the collection and use of PO data: 

a. ) That whilst PO data could be used to add breadth to the study it could not be used 

as the basis for conclusions. 

b. ) That the established pattern of involvement in the market should be increased but 

not changed in any substantive way. In this way one could remain 'inside' the system 
being studied. The principle behavioural modification was in the conscious attempt to 

apply objective yet focussed cognitive processes to the minutiae of events. 

Given the first of these adopted principles the findings below should be viewed as 
authoritative, in terms of the amount of active participation engaged in (See below), 

yet highly subjective and tentative. The value of the observational research is fourfold: 

a. ) The identification of generalities regarding the structure of the market which might 

assist in the selection of the most appropriate format for a quantitative analysis and in 
its contextualisation. 
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b. ) The identification of broadly shared aesthetic generalities which might be used in 

the determination of the variables to be used in the quantitative analysis. These 

variables could be either classificatory, in terms of determining the appropriate sub- 

division of the overall field, or descriptive, in terms of identifying those intrinsic 

characteristics of each piece which might influence perceptions of relative value. 

c. ) The identification of behavioural generalities which might assist in the analysis 
through corroboration with the quantitative data. 

d. ) The enhancement of the "belly understanding" of the issues which might enhance 

the conclusions of the study as a whole. 

A summary of the participation in, and observation of, the market can be seen at 

Appendix A. We focus here on the findings of the research. 

43 Structural Generalities 

These essentially are characteristics which seem to provide an identifiable framework 

within which the consumer, whether dealer, collector or decorator, operates. 

The overriding observation is, unsurprisingly, that, as Moeran also found in the matter 

of pricing his art potterylos there appears to be no such thing as an objective standard. 
This of course is also bome out by the practice of professional valuers. 

The 'price' for similar pieces varies according to the exact circumstantial context which 

surrounds it. 

1"See Moeran (1990) p. 125 for a statement regarding the 'anarchy' whereby his pots 
could be priced at 130,1300 or even 0000. 
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43.1 Authority in a 'Closed World' 

Moeran (1990 p. 117) describes the contemporary ceramic art world in Japan as: "an 

extremely closed-in category of department store representatives, journalists, critics 

and eminent named potters". This is clearly a characteristic shared with the fine art 

establishment which we discussed in Chapter 1. In Chapter 3, we also discussed the 

nature and influence of the separate and specific reference group as it applies to the 

Chinese Art world. What we find in the participating study of the market is what 

appears to be a reference group of the 'market-interested' operating separately, but 

within, the Chinese Art reference group as a whole. 

Museum authorities and other writers clearly influence overall levels of interpretation 

and understanding. This has historically had a degree of influence on commercial 

value, as we saw in Chapter 3, and in all likelihood, it continues to be the case, to some 

extent. Clearly academic and archaeological understanding of the field as a whole 

continues to grow and, no doubt, many discoveries, which will have direct effect on 

commercial perceptions remain to be made. This is increasingly likely to be the case as 

researchers interact more and more with scientific methodologies'09 and as Mainland 

Chinese sources are increasingly examined. 

What appears to be the case, however, is that the influence of museum authorities on 

perceptions of market value is not as direct as it once was, certainly in terms of its 

effect on the market. This is clearly a contentious issue and one which would require 

much more work to establish empirically. We would have to establish, for example, 
that social links between academic and market interested parties were not as close as 

they once were. The observational data on which we base the notion is fundamentally 

subjective in its nature and cannot be much more than tentative. What is plain, 
however, is that Kerr's (1986) refutation of the validity of the concept of 'Chinese 

Taste'was written by one of the world's foremost museum authorities and yet it has 

patently had no discernible effect on market practice. Likewise, whatever the British 

109See Kerr, R., Later Chinese Bronzes (London 1990) for a good example of the 
combination of scholarly research making use of scientific analysis. 
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Museum might say on the significance of Yixing stoneware"O, this genre remains 

relatively 'undervalued'. 

Similarly, there does not appear to be as widespread a body of *critics' exerting 
influence over aesthetic perceptions as there is in the 'Art' world, in which we include 

MoeraWs field of study. This is also the case in many other decorative genres where 
there is no question of evaluating artistic genius. The critical approach to the 

evaluation of objects, which was present and influential in the first part of this century 

and led to the re-appraisal of the early pieces, is less prevalent. The tendency is more 
towards historical re-evaluation or market reporting. Such journalistic writing as there 
is on the subject of Chinese ceramics"' is more usually concerned with commenting on 

what has happened in the market rather than in creating opinion in itself Where it 

does contribute to perception it is almost invariably led by, rather than leading, those 

who are commercially interested. Further work on the possible influence of specialist 

magazines and the Transactions of Yhe Oriental Ceramic Society is clearly needed. 

In structural terms, the real arbiters of commercial value in the contemporary market, 
from the point of view of the dealer and collector, are those with direct market power. 

The dealers, the auctioneers and, in exceptional circumstances certain specialist and 

wealthy collectors. This power is manifested in three ways: 

a. ) In the ability to pronounce authoritatively on the authenticity of a piece' 12 

b. ) In the ability to pronounce authoritatively on the value of a piece. 

11ORawson et al. (1992) p. 246. Where it is described as "the Chinese collectors'ware 
I par excellence"'. 
111ATG, Saleroom reports etc. 
112The holders of formal 'non-market' positions such as curators are, at the highest 
level, consulted in matters of identification for rare items but are not used regularly 
enough or by enough people to be considered significant players in the assessment of 
the bulk of objects on the market. 
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c. ) In the ability to influence perceptions of value through a marketing process. 

These facets are linked but are not the same thing. 

In the case of (a), the power is fundamental in that, it is often very difficult to say with 

certainty when a piece was produced. To determine whether a piece is eighteenth or 

nineteenth century in date, for example is sometimes very troublesome, even for those 

at the very top of the field. In terms ok commercial value, however, such decisions are 

crucial. If a piece changes hands in the belief that it is eighteenth century it will fetch 

in the order of ten times more than if it is considered nineteenth century. In the case of 
determining whether a piece is Mark and Period the differential is even greater (see 

below). As one eminent dealer put it when discussing a powder blue and iron red 
baluster, "whether it is Kangxi or nineteenth century is like the difference between a 

painting and a print. " 

The verdict on any given piece boils down to a simple question of who 'believes it'. If 

somebody who is considered an authority believes it to be 'right'then it is. The market 

hinges on an informal and complex web of 'authority' which runs from the very top of 

the field to the very bottom, and subjective perceptions can be radically influenced by 

inputs from others. 

This in itself is probably in line with the situation in most other fields but what may be 

more interesting is the fact that one seldom feels one is getting the definitive answer. 
In terms of gauging authority it doesn't really matter how much someone actually 
knows; what matters is how much people think they know. This can be seen in the 

number of times a piece of Chinese export in a fair is labelled as Newhall or something 

eighteenth century is labelled as nineteenth century. An innocent inquiry as to how 

they can tell what it is, is invariably met with the honest reply that they showed it to a 
friend of theirs who is an 'expert in oriental'. In effect the local 'expert', though 

wrong, is wielding the same kind of authority as any 'expert'. 
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The reference grouping of market-interested Chinese ceramics authorities is not as 

closed a world as that of which Moeran speaks. In fact anyone can enter it simply by 

offering for sale a relevant stock. What is more difficult is to achieve authority 

amongst those members of the group who are part of the more closely defined 

London-centric participants. This takes time and the cultivation of a reputation, 
irrespective of the level of knowledge, but can be gained most quickly through the 

attainment of a highly regarded Point of Sale. '11ighly regarded'is again extremely 

relative. A Portobello dealer is 'highly regarded' by provincial fair dealers and yet not 
by a Kensington Church Street dealer. Even ýAthin Portobello itself there are 

perceived differences between those with established reputations and newer dealers, 

and between a dealer in Grays Market and one with a 'smartee point of sale on 
Westbourne Grove. And so on. 

Perceived authority is linked to the point of sale and to reputation and both are 

complex webs. What it facilitates is the power to charge what is colloquially termed 
'All the money. 

In reality, however, there is no such thing as 'All the money'. The only limit on the 

commercial value of an object is what an individual can be persuaded to pay for it at a 

given place and time"'. Perhaps the best documented example of this in recent years 
is Christie's sale of The Nanking Cargo in 1986 (see Appendix B for a case study). 
Any dealer with sufficient financial capital, however, can increase the perceived value 
of selected items or genres through the simple process of marketing. 

This is usually achieved through the gathering of stock with genre or theme 

associations and the holding of an exhibition accompanied by a, usually lavish and 

often erudite, catalogue and sometimes press coverage. In doing this, the dealer is able 
to endow the objects with 'importance' and can to a large extent set whatever price he 

113 Anyone with a knowledge of the market knows that pieces are frequently sold, 
normally to the non-cognate, for prices far in excess of the price for which they could 
easily be obtained elsewhere. The clearest example of this is the volume of completely 
modem 'Oriental' decorative pieces which change hands at 'Antique' outlets for many 
times the price they can be obtained for by the container load. 
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feels his customer base can afford. Such practice in most cases is limited to dealerships 

whose reputation is already well established' 14 and also possess authoritative 'capital' 

but this is not exclusively the case by any means"'. 

If we leave aside for the moment the conscious manipulation of value, however, the 

phrase 'all the money' in fact refers to the price which can be obtained for an object 

when it is in the surroundings which show it in it's 'very best light' to the very best 

clientele. In simple terms the closer any object gets to finding itself in such 
surroundings then the higher it's commercial value is likely to be. 

114For example Marchants exhibition of 'Blanc de Chine' and Moss's exhibition of 
'Scholars items'. 
115Peter Wain could be said to have built his reputation essentially through the 
development, through exhibitions, of the market for twentieth century Chinese 
ceramics. 
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4.3.2 The Point of Sale 

The factors which combine to produce such an environrnent can be divided as follows: 

a. ) Location 

By this, we refer to the geographical location. To a certain extent the overall cultural 
location can play a part in this respect. Certain types of early nineteenth century 
Export pieces"6, for example, are known to fetch more in the United States than in 

Europe. Similarly, Chinese Taste items are often sent, both by the auction rooms and 
by dealers, from London to be sold in Hong Kong. 

What the study of points of sale shows, however, is that of more significance to price 

than the national culture in which the object finds itself is the exact geographical 

location within that culture. Thus in Hong Kong higher prices may be fetched for 

Chinese Taste ceramics than in London but within Hong Kong there remains a more 

considerable price differential between the prices which can be charged in Hollywood 

Road and the prices which can be charged in the outlets located in the prestigious 

shopping complexes such as the Ocean Terminal in Kowloon. 

In the LJK the market is essentially London-centric and higher prices can be obtained at 

Portobello than at a provincial fair such as Shepton Mallet. Yet, within London there 

is again an even greater price differential between Portobello and the best retail 

locations such as Bond Street and Kensington Church Street. The geographical 
location is of great significance in the progression to the charging of' all the money' but 

it is arguably less significant than the next factor. 

b. ) 'Style point' 
A pair of 19th century hawthorn vases (similar to Figure4 but of later manufacture) of 

the most ordinary type which failed to sell at Portobello for L60 were to all intents and 

purposes identical to those which comfortably sit in Harrods' antique department 

priced at 1200. This is undoubtedly'all the moneyfor a pair of vases which virtually 

116B\W Nankin and Fitzhugh patterns to name two. 
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17 
none of the 'top' dealerships would currently deign to carry' . It can, however, be 

explained on the grounds that the vases, when purchased, would have a Harrods 

% provenance. We thus use the term *style point'because of the clear association that 

can be drawn with the function of the point of sale in fashion retailinglis. 

In a similar way the recognised top names amongst the specialist dealers can provide 

an item with a 'provenance' which cannot be equalled by less well-known dealers. 

Marchants, for example, can charge considerably more for a piece than Stockspring 

Antiques even though geographically they are only some few yards apart, in the same 

road. To some extent, this could be put down to the greater authority which 
Marchants are perceived to lend to the correct attribution of the piece. The truth, 
however, is that in the majority of cases Stockspring would be equally capable of 
making a completely safe attribution. 

In reality of course the fact is that Marchants has a long earned reputation which gives 

any item they sell a vastly superior 'brand' image. In effect the act ofMarchants 

selecting an item for their stock endows the item with commercial value in itself. Such 

an image is not easily earned and does endow such businesses with the power to set 

commercial value which we put forward at 4.3.1 (b) above. 

It is a feature of all points of sale that the closer to the top the piece goes the more 

selectively pieces are weeded out. Thus items which are considered quite worthy in the 

provincial fairs are deemed of little or no interest by London specialists. In the 

selection of fewer items the dealerships at the top end of the market invariably display 

such items in a manner which isolates them and adds to the impression of 'importance' 

with which they are perceived. 

117 Current trends, however, do indicate that this genre is entering into the realm of the 
'worthy'though not amongst the top dealers. Several examples were seen in central 
Amsterdam (070295) and they are increasingly finding a market in London where 
virtually none existed only a few years ago. "'See Phillips and Bradshaw (1993) p. 55. 
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These features of'provenance', in the sense of Fashion point or'brand' image, appear 
to be highly reflective of much broader marketing concepts where established brand 

images are applied to ever widening product ranges'19. They can be seen to operate at 

all levels of the market . Any dealer offering a specialist stock from a shop will be 

perceived as offering more authoritative provenance and a stronger 'image' than a 
dealer operating from a market stall or fair, and can expect to achieve better prices. 

We can speculate that the added commercial value offered by this structural 
provenance is, in part, related to the need to reduce risk on the part of the consumer. 
In the same way as Moeran (1990 p. 13 3) found that: 

" ... the department store, Tamaya - guaranteed a kind of 'pedigree' and offered the 
buyer a sense of security about my work that my name in itself could not afford. " 

The buyer of the vases in Harrods or from a famous dealership can take similar 

comfort. Of course in Chinese ceramics we are looking at objects which are to a large 

extent more quantifiable than the 'Art' which Moeran is selling. It is, therefore, safe to 

speculate that this 'security' is in our case supplemented by the baser instincts of social 

aspiration of which Bourdieu (1984) speaks and which might be referred to as a 

psychogenic need related to self esteem. So much nicer to have bought one's vases in 

Harrods than at a market after all or, for 'true' collectors, better still from an 
'important' exhibition by a famous dealer. The effect of provenance association with 

an established 'name' could after all be seen as a 'positive indication of consensus 

approval' (1.5.2.1) 

We begin to touch on behavioural generalities 

119For example fashion houses endorsing perfumes and Manchester United endorsing 
everything possible. 
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4.4 Behavioural Generalities 

4.4.1 The Collector 

For our purposes the collector is not defined in terms of a psychological sub-group, it 

is accepted that obsessional and other theories may well be valid and indeed such 
literature has indeed led to some degree of subjective questioning of the present 

authoesownmotivation. Such theories, however, are regarded as largely deductive 

and substantially 'received'. Rather the view is taken that 'collecting' maybe simply 

one manifestation of a widely held, if not universal, psychographic need. The 

apparently considerable growth in recent years of the numbers and types of collector, 

plausibly stimulated by, and also illustrated by, the mass media impact of 'The 

Antiques Roadshow' and its offshootS120 would support this notion. The view is of 

course controversial, especially as any form of instinct theory has been out of vogue 

since the 193 O'SM but the widely documented prevalence of collecting in what Blake 

would call the untainted child and the functional correlation made earlier between 

'Rembrandt' and 'Reebok! seem to argue strongly in favour of universalism. 

In some senses of course the notion is not controversial for much current research into 

collecting views it as potentially simply a form of leisure or possibly investment 122 

Whatever the truth of the matter, psychological studies of 'the collectol, clearly 

provide useU observations but the dissection of 'theie motives is not seen as 
fundamental to a study of valuation. The 'collector' is defined here, and has been 

observed as, simply as a consumer with a degree of knowledge regarding the 
identification of the ceramics and a subjectively informed perception of their value. 

The knowledge of the collector appears to be a source of self-esteem and is 

supplemented by self-perceived skills associated with finding desired pieces and 

120'The Antiques trail', 'Going, Going, Gone', 'The Antiques Show' etc. 12'Olmsted (1991) p. 289. 
"'See in particular Glancy (1988) and Olmsted (1991). 
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negotiating a good price. This has long been recognised as has the observed generality 

of the collectoescompetitive nature: 

"The main value of a collection consists in the fact that it symbolises successful 

competition and before others the fact of success, power, gratified ambition and 

heightened self esteem. " 123 

This was written in 1932 but it reads like the underlying message behind a vast 

plethora of contemporary advertising campaigns. The words 'a collection' could be 

substituted for virtually any consumer product from the 'Magnum' ice cream to a 
'Cheltenham and Gloucesteesavings account. The collector is a consumer and the 

consumer is a collector. 

The collector may be a relatively sophisticated consumer but the fact that there are so 

few collectors of Chinese painting and genres such as Yixing stoneware suggests that 

the collector is not in fact a well-informed consumer. Observation in fact shows that 

the commonplace is much easier to sell than the unusual or rare. We discuss 'rarity' as 

a variable below but the observed prevalence of changing fashions in determining the 

desirability of genres argues that the collector is at least as influenced by social as by 

academic leaming. 

4.4.2 The 'Decorator' 

By no means all purchases of Chinese ceran-dcs are made by collectors. The 

'decoratoe is here defined as a consumer who does not possess knowledge concerning 
the identification of the ceramics or about their relative value. Purchase decisions are 

made from a perception informed largely by subjective taste. A glance at almost any 
interior design magazine will reveal *collections' of 'blue and white' incorporating 

eighteenth century pieces juxtaposed with entirely modem and unrelated pieces. 

123 Olmsted (199 1) p. 289 cites Beaglehole (193 2) 
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In general such purchasers tend to be more influenced by the perceived style point and 

will, if prices in interior design outlets are actually realised, often pay considerably 

more for pieces than would be charged in equivalent specialist outlets (see above the 

example from Harrods). 

4.43 The Dealer 

It might be expected that dealers would calculate their purchase decisions purely on 

the basis of their anticipated profit margin. In the case of a purchase which offers a 

substantial or guaranteed profit this is normally the case but much less rational factors, 

come into play more often than most dealers would care to recognise. These factors 

have a competitive basis. I 

Dealers are, as we have already said, engaged in the pursuit of authority and they are 

conscious not only of their own position within the hierarchy but also of the position of 

any prospective seller. It appears that they will not willingly part with large sums of 

money to a dealer that they do not know or perceive to have the appropriate authority. 

Since their perception of their own status is most tangibly based on the status of their 

own point of sale, it is natural that their judgement of the prospective seller is, to a 
large extent, based on the same criteria. The behavioural manifestation of this 

tendency is, therefore, in the expectation of a profit margin which increases the lower 

down the perceived authority scale the exchange is to be made. 

Whilst a Kensington Church Street dealer would be prepared to make a purchase '. Nith 
a small profit margin from a dealer with a similar outlet, he would expect a higher 

margin if making the same purchase from a known Portobello dealer and a higher 

margin again if making the purchase from a provincial fair or, in the extreme, from a 
'house clearer' or a car-boot sale. This expectational process can be applied to dealers 

at all levels of the market and again it is a highly complex web which is full of 
personality variances and subtleties of perception. It could, however, be modelled 
thus: 
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Desired Exchange Price (A) = 
Expected Retail Price (X) Less 

Desired Profit Margin (Y) Less 

Perceived Authority Differentiation (Z) 

Clearly there is some justification for dealers making the adjustment Z, they are, after 

all only too aware of their own overhead costs in relation to cheaper points of sale. To 

a large extent, however, this is already taken into account by the higher value of X 

appropriate to their enhanced retail customer base. Furthermore it makes no difference 

to their usual profit margin (Y) and makes little sense in terms of straightforward 

economics. It appears to be effectively a competitive feature of behaviour which has 

the effect of reinforcing their own authority by maintaining expected price differentials. 

It can. additionally, be suggested, therefore, that the type of outlet being visited 'calls 

up'a predisposition regulating the anticipated price levels. 

4.4.4 The Pursuit of the 'Good Buy' 

The overriding generality which appears to apply to all consumers in the market is that 

they all seek to make *good'buys. For dealers the reasons for this are obvious and 

expected, the better the buy the greater the commercial profit. For the collector and 
decorator the motives are less clear and less easily enumerated. The 'profit'for the 

collector is much more subjectively based, with financial considerations being only one. 
Whatever the nature of the purchaser, however, it is apparent that competitiveness 
forms a significant element of the motivation behind a great many purchase decisions. 

The buyer sees his purchases as a reflection of his own skill, knowledge, insight and 
standing and needs to walk away from each transaction with the sense of having made 
a'good'buy. Since the seller also seeks to make a'good' sale this makes the process 
of exchange a subtle form of conflict. Since both parties in any transaction are, by 
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definition, willing it is clear that for both parties to sense they have' wo1v they must 

each have separate criteria, or at least differing scales of similar criteria, affecting their 

perception of the deal. The facilitating factor in the process is the multitude of 
different perspectives. Remembering that we are only making broad observations the 

following generalities can be applied to the various categories of participant. 

4.4.5 Stimuli to Perceptions of the 'Good Buy' 

The consumer of Chinese ceramics, of whatever nature, can undoubtedly be influenced 

in his perception of an object by factors which are either partially or completely 

unrelated to the object itself These influences take the form of sensory inputs only 

one of which is the perceived authority of the seller and the 'style' of the point of sale. 
Forming the focal point of Hauser's 'circle and spiral' around the object they can make 

a considerable difference to the decision to purchase or not and further emphasise the 
importance of the interactive processes identified by consumer behaviourists. They can 
be traced to elements of human competition. 

Aswell as further revealing the competitive nature of the buyer, however, the very 

significance of the role of non-object related inputs to the purchase decision indicates 

another personality trait in many buyers; that of a lack of real confidence in their own 
judgement. 

a. ) Yhe Activity Around Vie Object. 

All dealers know that one sale is often followed by another and another. Miyamoto 

Reisuke, who was the experienced dealer Moeran chose to assist him in the running of 
his exhibition, observed that: 

'Once people see somebody buying some of the more expensive works, they begin to 

want to do the same. It may sound ridiculous, but I can assure you that it is true. ' 

(Moeran 1990 p. 128) 
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The phenomenon is exactly the same in the purchase decisions of Chinese ceramics 

consumers, though the context is slightly different. Miyamoto's purchasers are 

attending specific exhibitions to see the work of individual potters but their perception 

and interpretation of the 'value! of the work can be significantly influenced by the 

actions of others. 

Consumers of Chinese ceramics are in contrast presented not so much with a variety of 

wares (as for the Japanese buyers above) but with a variety of dealers. When a dealer 

is seen to be selling pieces other buyers are led into believing that the dealer has 

objects which are both desirable and well priced: in simple terms their perception is, as 

psychologists and sociologists would expect, altered by the actions of others. 

It is often the case that the dealer does have worthwhile stock and there is no doubt 

that the dealer himself performs better as a 'sellee once his confidence and mood are 
improved by sales. There is also no doubt, however, that buyers are influenced by the 

I mood'. One only has to go to a car boot sale or a large fair to observe the way in 

which people gather in clusters around certain stalls for no other reason than because 

others have stopped to look. As Miyamoto put it: %Theyjust couldn't bear to be left 

out' (ibid p. 129). 

b. ) Yhe Treshness'of Yhe Objects. 

The tendency to cluster around the wares of a particular dealer is very much more 

pronounced when the dealer is new to a particular point of sale. A new shop will 

always attract consumers and a new dealer at a fair or market will have the same 

effect. So much so that the early buyers will gather round a new trader and remain 

whilst the stock is unpacked, to the almost total exclusion of the more established 
traders. The improved saleability of items which are 'fresh! to the market is a broadly 

accepted given in many fields of the art and antique business but the reason for it has 

yet to be fully enunciated. 

We examine the question below in the specific context of the auction rooms but 

observation of the general market operation indicates that again elements of 
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competition and lack of confidence, expressed by the exaggerated belief in the 

knowledge of others, are involved. 

The competitive element is easily understood in terms of the excitement of being the 

first to recognise and acquire a piece. The lack of confidence is evident from the fact 

that if a piece does not sell quickly, whether it is in a shop or a fair, the perception very 

rapidly develops that if nobody else has bought it yet then it obviously carft be worth 
buying. The subjective thinking is along the lines of 'My competitors didn't want it so 

neither do V In a field as full of uncertainty as that of oriental ceran-dcs this is a 
dubious cognitive process, yet the behaviour is both profoundly based and is evident at 

all levels of the market. 

c. ) Yhe Proveizance of Yhe Objects. 

The fundamental link between established provenance and value was discussed in 

Chapter I and is returned to below. In terms of the inputs received at the general 

points of sale discussed here, however, one is not necessarily dealing with the proven 

provenance required at the top end of the market but with a perceived provenance. A 

provenance which may or may not be true but which can be the deciding factor in a 

purchase decision through the manipulation of the consumer's cognitive process. 

In a sense, one is entering the realm of sharp practice on the part of some members of 
the trade but it is nonetheless illuminating of the consurner's decision and in any case, it 
is hardly a secret. What the seller seeks to create is the illusion that the item is both 

worthy of the prospective buyer and is also fresh to the market and, therefore, has not 
been turned down by countless competitors. Thus all the remotely oriental items in a 
dealership in Bournemouth came from Sway Folly (and have done for at least three 

years now) and all the stock of one of the dealers in Totnes market came from 'A 
doctor's house in Cornwall'. 

An item would never be described as having come from an auction since this would 
imply that many people had seen it (unless the seller felt the prospective buyer would 
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like to hear that it had come from Sotheby's or Christie's) but it would be described as 
having been obtained privately. 

Similarly a dealer hoping to clinch an exchange would never say 'I've had it for ages' 
(unless they were explaining a drastic reduction to a bargain price) but they would say 
'I haven't reafly taken it anywhere yef or 'It only came in yesterday. 

The widespread use of this type of manipulation by dealers is in itself proof of its 

success and as such is highly indicative of the processes by which the consumer 

perceives the 'good' buy. 

d. ) Yhe Paradox qfA uthority. 
Having explained above the importance of a dealer establishing the appropriate level of 
authority before expecting to achieve the best possible price there is, at the other end 

of the market, a paradox of such authority. 

Since the consumer is seeking the 'good' buy the perception of what appears to be an 
. authoritative point of sale, such as a shop or well presented stand, can be such that 
items will be expected to be expensive or at least priced correctly. By the same 
cognitive process items on sale at a market or car boot sale will be expected to be 

cheap. The truth is often the reverse but the perception can be deeply ingrained. 

In effect this paradox means that the dealer can be faced with the dilemma of needing 
to justify his prices and, at the same time, needing to give the impression that he may 
not fully understand the real commercial value of the piece. 

e. ) Me Paradox of Rarity. 
Perhaps the most surprising paradox that the patterns of market generalities throws UP, 
however, is that rarity, as we suggested above, rather than making an object more 
desirable can actually make it less so. Again this says much about the motives of the 
buyer. 
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At the top end of the market a rare example of a well-documented genre, whether it is 

an Export piece or Chinese Taste, will fetch a premium. As a rule, however, rarity has 

an adverse effect on commercial value. For technical reasons, for example, under- 

glaze red decorated pieces are much rarer than under-glaze blue decorated pieces. 
Yet, this means that there are fewer collectors of the former and prices are generally 
lower. 

This of course is a simplistic explanation of an important assertion and will be tested 

quantitatively. 

E) Yhe Price Reduction. 

It has long been the case that dealers have offered, often significant, reductions on the 

retail price for other members of the trade. The vastly increased number of 'traders' in 

recent years has led to a dilution of this practice to the point where in many places it 

has ceased to exist. All consumers now expect a price reduction, which is reasonable 
in what is effectively a bazaar market place, but it is now quite common for dealers to 
be unable to obtain anything more than the standard ten percent reduction offered to 

private buyers. 

This is, of course, also a result of the growth of multiple points of sale such as anti que 

markets where the buyer is conducting the deal with an intermediary but it negates a 

very significant aspect of the clinching of a sale which is the negotiation of the price 

reduction. It is important to the self-esteem of the buyer to achieve this and it almost 
does not matter what the original asking price is. What matters is the scale of the 

reduction. Thus, most dealers originally ask more than they will happily accept and 
those who initially state a price which is close to what they seek will often lose sales 
because they do not offer a significant enough reduction. Even if the stated price was 
low. The deal must pander to self-esteem. 

Again, the dealer, in reducing the asking price, could be said to be to be offering a 
Positive indication of consensus approval. In this case approval of the specific 
purchaser or subjugation to their bargaining skills. 
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4.5 Aesthetic Generalities 

Despite the almost chaotic nature of the market, certain aesthetic (value) generalities 

can nevertheless be made. We offer no explanations at this stage, the observations 

merely inform, and are, where possible, tested by, the quantitative analysis. 

a. ) Chinese Taste ceramics tend to fetch higher prices than Export pieces of similar 
'importance'. 

b. ) Provenance appears to increase value. 

c. ) Armorial and other Export pieces with European subject decoration attract a price 

premium over other Export pieces. 

d. ) 'Mark and Period'pieces of Chinese Taste fetch a considerable premium. 

e. ) Damaged pieces fetch considerably less than undamaged pieces, particularly if the 

piece is of Chinese Taste. 

f)A pair of pieces fetches considerably more than the price of two individual pieces. 

g. ) There appears to be a price *jump' for certain pieces of marginally better 'quality'. 
In the case of Chinese Taste pieces, this applies to pieces of often almost imperceptibly 

subtle differences of quality. In the case of Export pieces it applies primarily to the 
Tobacco leaf, Farnille Rose pieces. 

h-) Rarity can attract a price premium in some cases but not in others. 

124 Age can also attract a price premium in some cases but not in others . 

124Mathes (1987) interestingly finds that 'age' is a significant factor in the evaluation of 
an object by an antique dealer, but not in evaluation by a 'lay' subject. 
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Price structure, inasmuch as it exists, appears to be broadly related to a 
taxonomically based Werarchy of genres. 

4.6 The Auction Environment 

Various studies of the auction process have been made and it has been shown to differ 
in various significant aspects from the retail point of sale. The intervention of the 
auctioneer between the buyer and seller is seen to make the buying process 'triadic' 

rather than 'dyadic! (Clark and Halford 1978) and the auctioneer, since he needs to be 

seen to offer the 'best price' to both the other parties, has been studied in the context 
of role conflict theory (Turner and Stewart 1974). These concerns are not, however, 
central from the perspective of the present study. The buyer, whose behaviour is the 
focus of concern in this thesis, is under no illusion that the auctioneer is attempting to 
do anything other than achieve the highest possible prices, and the actual seller is, to all 
intents and purposes, both invisible and in most cases irrelevant'2'. 

As the participation in, and observation of, some forty auctions during the course of 
this study (Appendix A) has shown, by far the most significant element in 

differentiating the buying process at auction from the buying process at retail outlets is 

the presence, and behaviour of the others in attendance. This is very much in keeping 

with the general observations of Glancy (1988,1990) and Clark and Halford (1978). 

In specific terms the 'atmosphere', which auctioneers actively seek to generate, 
engenders a degree of non-rational behaviour in the buyers. As Glancy (1988 p. 142) 

puts it: ".. something comes over them which they cannot explain. " Psychologists 

examine this phenomenon in terms of entrapment in escalating conflicts; see in 

particular Brockner (1978) for an example of the more experimental techniques 
applied. 
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For a discussion of the specific inputs and nature of the auctions at Sotheby's and 
Christie's see below. The important point to note at this point is that notwithstanding 

the context of the escalating conflict, both the motivational generalities and the 

aesthetic utility generalities which were observed in behaviour at retail outlets, remain 

constant. The buyer still acts upon the same forms of predisposition towards certain 

categories of object, is still influenced by the style point of the specific auction, and still 

seeks to be seen to be making a 'good buy' according to the same criteria as described 

above (para4.4.5). What the auction 'atmosphere' appears to do is to magnify the 

same aspects of competitive self perception. This appears to be enacted through the 
focussing of the attention of all those in 'the room' on the two or three bidders 

engaged at any one time. The consumer is thus engaged in a much more public 

contest, which in terms of the present study is seen as one variation of the many fon-ns 

of 'activity around the object' (para 4.4.5. a). 

4.7 The Qualitative Model 

Thus far a subjective but inductive attempt has been made to examine and expose the 
behaviour of the consumer of Chinese ceramics. A generalised model, based on the 

combination of the observed data and the focussed deductive synthesis can be offered 
(Figure 5). The model suggests that the notion of the self, and the specific external 
inputs received, are integral to both the perceptual and interpretative processes and to 

the purchase decision. 

Given the subjectivity inherent in the qualitative forms of data gathering so far 

employed it is clear that the development and production of a more specific model 
should be based on triangulation with data which is both as objective and quantifiable 
as possible. 

To achieve this a substantial body of data, in which as many of the vast array of 
environmental variables discussed above are effectively neutralised, is required. 

125This of course is with the notable exceptions provided by those cases where the 
name of the vendor forms a significant provenance input; Princess Diana! s dresses. 
The nature of this provenance is discussed elsewhere and is far from the norm. 
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Figure 5 

Ell veliminary model of perception in the bu* yer of Chinese ceramics. 
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Chapter 5 

The Methodology For the Quantitative Assessment 

"Yhose who are enamoured ofpractice without science are like 

a pilot who goes into a ship without rudder or compass and 

never has any certainty where he is going. Practice should 

always he hased upon a sound knowledge of theory. " 

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) 

Artist, sculptor, architect, and engineer. 
The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci 
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Chapter 5 METHODOLOGY FOR THE QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT 

5.1 Aim 

The aim of this chapter is to establish the basis for the experimental quantification and 
to describe in detail the technique employed. 

5.2 Introduction 

The main problem encountered in an attempt to quantiflably analyse the valuation 

processes for a decorative art genre, such as Chinese cerarnics, is the absence of any 

established database or methodological precedent for the gathering of such a resource. 
The overcoming of this hurdle formed the most significant challenge to the present 

study. 

Paradoxically, there has been considerable interest in recent years in the use of 

computerised databases as an aid to the analysis of art market movements. This has 

occasionally been carried out for disinterested academic motiveS'26, more often, 
however, the motive has been of a commercial nature. The problem with the majority 

of such attempts is two-fold; firstly that they are concerned predominantly with 
Western fine art genres and secondly that they are concerned not with the analysis of 

underlying motivation but with the charting of prices as aids to comparison valuations 

and investment guides. There are three reasons which can be suggested for this bias: 

a. ) The overwhelming bias of Western culture towards the treatment of painting and 

sculpture as being dominant forms and thus more worthy of study and higher 

commercial value than the 'lessee decorative arts. This has focussed not only 

126 This is despite the assertion of the influential Art Historian Haskell that he does 
"... not believe very much of interest can be learned about taste from the tables of 
fluctuating prices. " (1976) p. 5 
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academic interest but also the interest of commercial enterprise into the narrow field of 

objects of most 'value. 

b. ) The almost universal acceptance of current artistic canons of value has led few to 

question the nature of such value. This, as has been demonstrated, may be changing, 
but so far price as an observable behavioural measure has yet to follow. 

c. ) The relative difficulty that exists in producing a meaningful taxonomy for 

decorative rather than fine art genres. The usefulness of collected data for the analysis 

of commercial value and the trends in such value changes is dependent upon a relevant 

and meaningful comparison. In the case of the fine arts, since the value of the piece is 

intrinsically linked to its attribution to a 'given artist' it is relatively straightforward to 

chart the movements in value for works attributed to them. Even though the works of 

an artist are in most cases unique 127 the 'brand' name of the artist provides clear 

reference prices or value limits by which meaningful comparison of their other work 

can be made 

To some extent, as was explained in Chapter 1 (1.5.2.2), some form of 'attribution 

bracketing' can be applied to some decorative genres, notably English and European 

ceramics (* Caughley', 'Worceste?, 'Meissen' etc. ). This has led to isolated examples of 

price guides"' but not so far to anything like the data banks on the scale of those for 

the fine arts. 

Thus far only three attempts have been made to quantiflably analyse the market for 

Chinese ceramics; Reitlinger (1963), Duthy (1978) and The Times-Sotheby Index. 

Only one attempt has been made to quantiflably analyse aspects of the valuation 

process; Frey and Pommerehne (1989). These are amongst those discussed below and 

all have significant limitations. 

127 Even prints and engravings vary according to condition and the stage of the imprint. 
128Antique Collectors Guides and others such as Lyles, NEllers, etc. 
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5.3 Academic Databases 

a. ) Reitlinger (1961-1970) 

Undoubtedly the most widely known academic data base is that compiled by Reitlinger 

for his 'Economics of Taste' (three Vols. 1961-1970). As might be expected 

Reitlingees initial interest (Vol. 1) was in the price of paintings but as a collector of 
decorative arts himsele29, he was well aware of the illogical value attached to 'fine 

arV 130 
. He begins his second volume (1963), which concentrates on what he calls 

I objets d'art', by pointing out that the currently accepted hierarchy of arts is, as was 

stated above, entirely historicist. He states, for example, that, as late as 1880,02,000 

was paid for a sixteenth century enamelled cup at a time when the highest price ever 

paid for a painting was still only 124,600. 

I-Es views have certainly received some criticism but he remains the only academic to 
have made a serious study of decorative art genres using price data. Indeed, as 
described earlier, his work for a long time retained seminal status not only amongst 

economists but also amongst serious investors in the market. 

However, whilst he provides a fascinating overview and a wealth of original 

observations, his work is of relatively limited use to a 'scientifie study of Valuation 131 

The simple reason for this lies in the sheer ambition of his work. He attempts in 

volume two to trace the history of taste, as reflected in economic value, over a period 

of some two hundred years. Thus, whilst he does provide a unique history of taste 
(price) changes for the Chinese ceramics market (Esp. Vol. 2 Ch. 7) he does so without 

sufficiently convincing evidence, citing discrete illustrative examples. As primary 

source material he cites in support of his arguments a total of 462 prices taken from 

1291ES collection of Chinese ceramics can now be seen in theAshmolean Museum in 
Oxford. 
1301n the first chapter of his second volume he puts forward a well supported argument 
that the value of paintings is created by little more than 'intellectual snobbery'. A 
phrase which he uses more than once. 131jt is accepted that it was not his intention to do this. 
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Christie's sales between 1748 and 1962. This may sound like a lot of data but in fact 

represents just over two price examples per year. In the supplementary volume three 

(1970) he re-examines the market through a study of prices in the 1960's and the ratio 

of price data per year is much higher. Again, however, he is looking at thirty different 

fields and his analysis of each is inevitably superficial and highly subjective. The data 

was not analysed it was simply drawn upon. 

Clearly, the examples of prices which he gives have been selected, and in extracting 

them from the archive he will inevitably have seen countless more examples. The 

problem lies quite simply in the danger of subconscious filtering. He cannot help but 

have been influenced by the secondary sources he had studied and by his own inherent 

prejudices acquired through the inputs he received as a significant collector in his own 

right. 

In simple terms, it must be arguable that if one were to take only two examples of 

prices from any given period of years it would be possible to prove almost anything. 
This is not to say that what Reitlinger says is wrong, it is simply to say that it is not 

proven and that his databank, whilst we have tentatively used it in the qualitative 

survey, is of little use to the quantitative aspect of the present study. 

Clearly vastly more data than Reitlinger provides needs to be used and the focus of the 

examination needs to be limited, as it is in the present study, to only one field of 

objects. 

b. ) Frey and Pommerehne (1989) 

The most significant academic analysis of auction data to date, however, is that of Frey 

and Pommerehne (1989). As economists their main focus was on the questions of 

public art consumption and whether art is a sound investment. When combined with 
their natural assumption that investment in art is synonymous with investment in 

painting these aims do limit the present usefulness of the work, but they do not negate 
it entirely. 
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In fact in chapter six, as a prelude to the question of investment (chapter seven) they 

ask 'Why is a Rauschenberg so ExpensiveT (pp. 8 1- 100). In so doing they come very 

close to addressing the fundamental question of valuation, 'how is value createdT 

Using an adaptation of Bongard's (1974) approach and data, their methodology is 

based on the multiple regression analysis of data to answer four hypotheses aimed at 

quantifying the 'aesthetic evaluation' of 100 modem artists. As such it is dependent on 

the system of provenance value for 'artists' and cannot be applied to the decorative 

arts. Their conclusions and possible adaptations of their methodology, however, are 

seen as potentially important for future work in the field of fine art valuation. As has 

been shown, the notion of 'artistic capital', which they draw from Bongard, has been 

extrapolated for use in this study (I. S. 2.1). 

5.4 Investment Databases 

a. ) Ae Times-Sotheby Itidex 

The Times-Sothcby Index of Fine Art Prices was first published in 1967 and covered 

twelve different fields: Impressionist paintings, Old Master prints, English silver, Old 

and Modern books, English glass, Old Master pictures, Twentieth-century paintings, 

French furniture, English pictures of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Old 

Master drawings, English porcelain and Oriental ceramics. 

Keen, who was the statistician employed by the Times to assist the Sotheby's experts in 

the development of a methodology, provided a description of the process (Keen 1971). 

Unfortunately, though perhaps predictably, she focuses entirely on describing the 

trends of the fine art genres, but she does give a valuable insight into the methodology 

adopted"2. 

The methodology shows us that, even in the fine art field, where taxonomical 

attribution boundaries can be readily established, a degree of subjectivity is inevitable 

and assumptions which undermine the empirical accuracy of the data need to be made: 

132 For a detailed explanation see Keen (1971) pp. 242-250. 
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In grouping the paintings of given artists together the fundamental assumption was 

made that the 'intrinsic' value of given works would remain constant in relation to 

other works: that ".. a good picture will always be a good picture, a poor one always a 

poor one" (p. 243). This, as Keen herself recognises, is a major oversimplification. 

The index is no longer published 133 and enquiries direct to Sotheby's elicited little in the 

way of detailed information regarding the exact methodology used in the analysis of 
Chinese ceramics. What emerged was that the data had been based on the analysis of a 
I shopping basket' of selected 'representative' items. 

Using price data gathered from 'all the world's major auction houses' it was shown, for 

example, that the price of Chinese ceramics had multiplied twenty-four and a half times 
between 1951 and 1969. This may or may not be true but says nothing of the 

movement of different genres within the overall field. 

The importance of relevant comparison has been mentioned earlier and whilst the 
different works of artists can be relevantly compared there are considerable difficulties 

inherent in the tracing of 'comparable' pieces of Chinese ceramics. This is due to the 

subtle quality variations which can be reflected in markedly different prices. When 

combined with the subjectivity inherent in the selection of items for the 'basket' the 

severe limitations of such a methodology become apparent. 

Above all, of course, the index was simply not designed to throw any light on the 

underlying motives of buyers or on bid decisions. 

b. ) Robin Duthy (1978) 

The work of Duthy (1978) is also primarily interested in espousing 'Art' as a form of 
investment. He includes Chinese ceramics as one of his ten fields on the grounds that 
it too has an international market and can be easily transported. 

133, t may be of significance that the reason given for this was that Sotheby's had found 
that it opened them up to adverse legal claims. 
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He briefly describes his methodology (p. 12) which is based on a statistical analysis of a 

'hypothetical portfolio of actual objects'. Essentially a 'shopping basket' approach. He 

goes one step further than the Times-Sotheby Index in that he divides his portfolio into 

the 'Four most important dynasties for collectors' (p. 60) but he appears to use only 

four'objects'to examine each of the Tang, Song and Qing dynasties and only three for 

the Ming. In the light of previous observations this can clearly not be seen as 

empirically valid or reliable. 

Whilst his results are of little use to the present study in themselves, his division of the 

overall genre into dynasties does indicate that Song Dynasty pieces did not suffer from 

the fall in prices experienced by the Tang, NIing and Qifig in ihe mid 1970's. This of 

course is reflective of much that has already been discussed in terms of the selective 

elevation of different genres within the overall field and, if nothing else, this emphasises 

the value of sub-dividing the field as far as possible. 

5.5 Commercial Data Bases 

a. ) 7he Art Sales Index (1972-Present day) 

As the name suggests the index is solely concerned with the fine arts. It is a 

commercial venture aimed at providing a comparative data source for collectors and 
dealers. Its function is not to analyse the data but simply to list the prices fetched at 

auction for named artists. The list is comprehensive both in the range of artists 

recorded and in the descriptions offered for each work. As such it should provide a 

useful source for some form of price study of the fine art market but the wide range of 

auction rooms covered, and the concomitant range of varying point of sale inputs 

would have to be reconciled. 

Neither its data nor the methodology could in any way be applied to the present study. 
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b. ) 77ieSaUrUS134 (1989-Present day) 

The functional aims of Thesaurus are considerably broader. It is an on-line service 

aimed at providing subscribers with complete post and pre-sale listings of lots, in all 

mediums, at auction rooms throughout Britain. Its major drawback, as a source of 
data, is that it is entirely dependent upon the quality of the descriptions provided by the 

auctioneers. Given the almost infinite array of items which auctioneers are called upon 
to sell it is not surprising to find that the quality of descriptions offered is extremely 

variable. This renders the data unusable in the present context particularly given the 

problems posed by multiple point of sale inputs. Its potential use would be limited to 

the more recently developed genres of 'collectables' where items are much more 

recognisable and standard. As a source for other work in the area, particularly in the 

exan-dnation of point of sale variations for the strictly definable, it could prove highly 

significant. 

The Art Sales Index and Thesaurus are only the two most current and comprehensive 
examples of commercial databases. There are other price lists but the problems are 

even greater. 

5.6 Implications 

What is clear from this brief survey is that no precedent existed for an academically 

empirical quantitative analysis of the valuation processes for Chinese ceramics or 
indeed any 'decorative' art genre. A system thus had to be developed almost entirely 
inductively. Certain pointers could, however, be gleaned from previous work. 

a. ) A substantial body of data would be required. This should if possible be gathered 

on a basis which reduced subjectivity as much as possible. 

b. ) The notion of 'artistic capital' was seen as significant and also conceptually 
transferable to the field given the fact that different 'types' of Chinese porcelain had 

appeared, from the qualitative observations, to be endowed with broadly shared but 

134 Thesaurus Group Information, NO Court, The Furlongs, Newport, JOW 
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differing predispositional perceptions; in much the same way as artists. The problem 

posed by the lack of defined provenance, or specific attribution boundaries, would 

have to be overcome. 

c. ) Relevant comparison was essential. In this the removal of the array of extraneous 

variables identified in the observation of the market (above) was of paramount 
importance. Particularly those related to the interaction at the point of sale. 

5.7 The Selection of Sotheby's and Christie's 

Only one solution for the data source readily suggested itself and that was to focus the 

quantitative study on the London sales of Sotheby's and Christie's. The reasons for 

this are: 

a. ) The focus on two specific points of sale with very similar 'style' variables allowed 

some degree of comparison regarding interactional processes, but essentially controlled 
for the vast majority of such variables. Inclusion of Bonham's and Phillips would have 

removed such consistency since, whatever their merits, they do not yet share the same 
level of 'reputation' and 'style' as that established by the two market leaders. 

b. ) The focus specifically on the London sales, to the exclusion of the New York, 

Amsterdam and Hong Kong salerooms, meant that the sales could be qualitatively 

observed for supplementary data and, more importantly, removed the likelihood of 

slightly differing predispositions arising from cultural translocation and the probability 

of variance in interactional inputs. 

c. ) As the focal point for the Chinese ceramics market in this country they offered not 

only a consistently selected level of 'quality' in the objects sold but also, importantly, 

the required volume. 

d. ) The international standing of the 'style' points and the international distribution of 
sale catalogues meant that, at least in terms of disposable income, a degree of 
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consistency at a threshold level in the economic circumstances of the purchasers could 

be expected. 

e. ) The sales were already divided between Chinese Taste and Export categories, 

seasonally programmed and held on consecutive days. 

In short the experimental data was readily available, relatively pure and each 
transaction quantified could be said to have been carried out in as close to consistent 

circumstances as possible. 

One of the limitations inherent in the choice were that we would not be examining the 

interactional processes in the light of the variety of points of sale (only two very similar 

ones) and would effectively only be observing one level of the market. Whilst this is 

not ideal and must be recognised as qualifying the generalisability of conclusions, it can 

to a significant extent be tempered by the fact that other levels of the market have been 

carefully observed. 

Similarly the selection of an auction, rather than retail, outlet could be seen as bringing 

the influence of the escalating conflict 'into play. This factor, whilst it is recognised, 

should not be overstated. The underlying perceptual and motivational consistency in 

the behaviour of the consumer at the two 'types' of exchange point has already been 

shown (4.6). Furthermore both Glancy (1988) and Clark and Halford (1978) found 

that experienced auction goers, which a significant proportion of buyers at Sotheby's 

and Christie's could be expected to be, were significantly more objective and less 
influenced by'auction fever'than inexperienced auction goers. This is not to suggest 
that the factor does not operate at these sales, for it undoubtedly does, but is to 

suggest that it may not be as prevalent as in some auctions. Finally, and most 
significantly, the volume of data which it was anticipated would be gathered was seen 
as controlling in itself. 

This is only one step and the paramount requirements of a solid and scientific platform 
were considered to far outweigh the limitations. 
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5.8 The Sub-Division of the Field 

The more substantial problem remained of how to overcome the lack of clearly defined 

provenance C brand'), boundaries. In order to gain meaningfully comparable groups of 
data it would be necessary to devise some form of tenable taxonomy. All the wares 

would have to be classified into identifiable genres which could be expected to have 

broadly consistent perceived 'value qualities (artistic stock), in the same way as 
'Rembrandt' or 'Chelsea!, and would thus be expected to perform similarly in the 

market. 

The Chinese obviously had their own taxonomy but, since both the market and the 

scholastic work on Chinese ceramics has long been dominated by the West, a Western 

system, largely that established by Jacquemart (1862), had been partially 

superimposed. Although Jacquemart's taxonomy has had the most lasting influence in 

terms of common usage, there has long been a tendency in the West to 'classify the 

arts of the Far East 135 and these have all made varying contributions to the evolution of 

the terminology adopted. As a result the current system of classification, inasmuch as 

one exists, lacks logical cohesion, is inconsistent and is culturally relative. 

To attempt a re-classification along culturally neutral lines may well be overdue 136 but 

it would be a major work in itself and, more importantly it would have little bearing on 

the realities of the market place, which are based on current perceptions. 
Unfortunately the market place, at all levels, shows a remarkable lack of consistency in 

the categorisation of pieces. This can be quantitatively illustrated by examining the 

practice of Sotheby's and Christie's; where one would expect to find consistency. 

13'Jacquemart, s work was followed by Frank (1878) and by Gulland (1928) who uses a 
total of sixty-five different classifications. 
136 Said (1978) pp. 68-72 talks of the ontological rather than empirical way in which the 
Occident has schematized the Orient and it's objects. Earle (1986) pp. 864-73, 
following Said's premise, accuses the West of a rather meaningless taxonomic 
obsession. 
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On the 8th June 1992 Christie's used thirteen categories to sub-divide their Chinese 

Taste sale. The following day Sotheby's used eighteen categories for their Chinese 

Taste sale. Out of all of these, remarkably, only two were common to both auction 
houses. This discrepancy is far too great to be accounted for by the availability of 
different items and is not unusual. Clearly no usable taxonomy could be found here. 

The system used by the Far Eastern Collection in The Victoria and Albert Museum 

appeared at first promising in that it was based on culturally neutral technical 

qualities 137 
. This, however, consisted of no less than seventy-two categories which 

bore little resemblance to market realities. A taxonomy would have to be constructed. 

As with any taxonomy a degree of subjectivity is inevitable but in the end the 

classifications were arrived at by a careful process of analysis based on the long 

established observation of the market, tempered by discussions with museum 

authorities and experienced dealers and by the examination of overall trends in the 

auction catalogues. The resulting synthesis of auction, trade and academic insights 

gave rise to a taxonomy consisting of twenty-four categories. 

5.8.1 The Categories Chosen 

5.8.1.1 Chinese Taste 

a. ) Pre-Tang (BC-618 AD) (Figure 6) 

This is a very long period temporally (approaching 3000 years) but technological 

advances are relatively slow during this time, with earthenware and the limited colours 

of lead glazes; green, straw and brown predominating. Stylistically there are obviously 

changes, with the Han dynasty being particularly innovative, but one is fundamentally 

limited by the very small number of pieces which used to arrive on the market 

compared to later periods. 

137 This is an unpublished document used for internal purposes. 
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It includes eight V&A categories but the group is usually classified by the auctioneers 

under the single heading of 'Early Ceramics'. Recent excavations and smuggling from 

China have greatly increased the supply of Pre-Tang and Tang objects on the Market 

with quite significant repercussions in terms of price. 

b. ) Tang (618-906) (Figure 7) 

A time of great expansion in China, both geographically and culturally, it is relatively 

well known in Western society and is also recognised by the Chinese as a great period 
in their history. The first proto-porcelains were produced and the period saw the 

production of the first Blue and White (B/W). 

More significant from our point of view is its place in the history of the market in this 

country which is referred to in Chapter 3. Amongst others, George Eumorfopolous 

was reputedly instrumental in bringing Tang camels, horses and other burial artefacts 
into fashion in the 1920s. The interest of the Tang period is reinforced by the recent 

collapse in prices which seems due, in part at least, to the increase in the supply on the 

market discussed below. 
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Figure 7 
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Pieces from the Five Dynasties (907-960) owe more to the Tang period than the Song 

which follows, (despite some cultural continuity between the Five Dynasties and the 

Song) they are therefore, when they appear, included in this category. This is 

consistent with the V&A which also categorises them together. As a whole this group 

comprises seven V&A headings. 

c. ) Song (960-1279) (Figure8) 

An era which clearly stands in its own right. The stonewares of the Tang Dynasty 

evolved into the first true porcelains. Of more significance is its place in Chinese eyes 

as the classic period in the production of ceran-ks. 

The Liao (907-1125) and Jin (1115-1234) dynasties which both run concurrently with 

the Song are included in this category. Despite some continuity between the Tang and 

Liao. 

The significance of this dynasty is reflected in the V&A! s use of thirteen subdivisions. 

d. ) Yuan (1279-1363) andMing (1368-1643) Blue and "ite (Figure 9) 

There is some stylistic continuity between the Song and Yuan (particularly notable in 

Celadons) but the expansion of production and influences under the Mongols, in 

particular the development in Blue and White, links it more strongly to the following 

Ming. Blue and White clearly stands as a decorative style which should be isolated 

and, despite the fifteenth century reaction against the Mongol style, the Yuan and early 
Ming wares share similar importance in the Market and are categorised together by the 
V&A. 

The Ming wares were much copied during the Qing Dynasty 
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e. ) Ming Polychrome (Figure 10) 

Currently quite strong in the market the Nting Polychrome wares, of which there are 

five V&A categories, do not have the technical brilliance of Qing wares and are very 

separate from them. They appear to be appreciated for their rarity and the technical 

skill of the potters in working with relatively experimental knowledge. As well as the 

Wucai and Doucai wares Fahua is also included in this category, though it is probably 

not as sought after. 

f) Yuan andAlfingMonochronies (Figure 11) 

A large proportion of these are Celadons though in the later Ming period 

monochromes of the type common in the Qing are increasingly to be found. Despite 

the continuity mentioned earlier between Song and Yuan, the Yuan is linked with the 

Ming in line with our reasoning on Blue and White. Although the V&A place certain 

specific monochromes into Song-Yuan-Ming categories, this is on largely technical 

grounds and is not as appropriate here as market and auction room practice, where the 

dynasty is more usually used to categonse. 

g. ) Qing (1644-1912) Bhte and PPMe (Figure 12) 

This includes the Transitional Wares which arguably could stand on their own in 
historical terms and are in fact generally late Ming. They are a stylistic break from the 

Ming, however, contain some Western, particularly Dutch influences, and are much 

more closely linked, to the Chinese eye, to the Blue and White of the reign of Kangxi 

and subsequent QIng reigns. Four V&A categories. As with polychromes and 

monochromes, the V&A differentiates between the reigns of Kangxi, Yongzheng and 
Qianlong pieces but a single category is quite adequate for market purposes due to the 

considerable dynastic and stylistic continuity. Again this is consistent with auction 

room practice. 
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Figure II 
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Figure 12 
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h. ) Qing Polychrome (Figure 13) 

This is a large group which, whilst it spans a relatively short period of time compared 

to others, contains a wide variety of genres. The one thing they have in common is the 

degree of technical excellence, which was achieved during the Qing, and was in large 

part responsible for the variety of wares possible. 

i. ) Qing Monochrome (Figure 14) 

This is a relatively clear category, again with dynastic and stylistic continuity. It is of 

particular interest due to its part in the Pompadourian taste of the mid eighteenth 

century and later which Reitlinger (1962) highlights. Again they usually constitute a 

single auction category. 

j. )BIant-de-Chine (Figure]5) 

This is a recognisable type well known in Europe as an export ware from the late 

seventeenth century. It is not always clear whether pieces were produced for export or 

as domestic religious articles, the decision as to which sale they are put in cannot be 

easy in such cases. Initially it was categorised as 'other' (see following) due to the 

very small number of pieces appearing. As a genre which cuts across the two fields it 

was decided during the pilot study (see below) that it should warrant a classification of 
its own. 

k. ) Other 

This includes all items which do not readily fit into any of the other categories. 
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Figure 14 
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Figure 15 
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5.8.1.2 Export 

a. ) Famille Rose (Figure 16) 

A clearly identifiable palette first produced in the early eighteenth century (c 1720). It 

has been recognised as a separate genre since the mid nineteenth century classifications 
byJacquemart(1862). It has long been strong in the market and is of interest to 
decorators as well as being collected in its own right. Famille Rose pieces with 
European, Armorial or Cantonese decoration are not included here but in their 

respective categories. Categorised on technical grounds by the V&A as 'Export 

Wares polychrome 1725-1850', the use of Jacquemart's taxonomy is much more in 

keeping with the market. 

b. ) Famille Perle (Figure 17) 

Another identifiable palette which is of considerable interest. Included are the Famille 

Noire and Jaune pieces which were extremely sought after in the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth century by Salting, Garland, Duveen and Morgan (see Chapter 3). Said 

to be the most expensive porcelain ever sold when a collection changed hands in 1916. 

Categorised by the V&A as 'Kangxi Polychrome' the use of the term Famille Verte is 

again more consistent with the market. 
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Figure 16 
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Figure 17 
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c. ) Kangxi (1662-1722) Blue and nite (Figure 18) 

This too is a clearly defined and important category. The Blue and White of this 

period is technically superior to any other. As a genre it is was greatly' elevated' by 

the aesthetic movement and is still collected today. The V&A does not differentiate 

between Chinese taste and export pieces of Kangxi Blue and White since there is a 

great stylistic overlap. For our purposes a piece is simply deemed as export it if 

appears in an export sale. 

d. ) Qianlong (1736-1795) Blue and "ite (Figure 19) 

This is a broader category and takes in nineteenth century pieces as well as the Blue 

and White produced during the reign of Yongzheng. A large part of this category is 

taken up with relatively utilitarian pieces. The V&A categorises nineteenth century 

porcelains in a single category with the twentieth century, which is consistent with 

technical and often quality criteria, but does not reflect the Market. 

e. ) Ming Transitional Blue and "ite (Figure 20) 

Although we argued earlier that to the Chinese eye Transitional Blue and White had 

more in common with that of the Qing, to the Western eye, it probably has more in 

common with Ming. It is clearly pre-Kangxi and indeed up until about 1950 it was 

considered as Ming anyway. Most of the Ming export wares were Kraakware and the 
Hatcher Junk showed that Kraak and transitional pieces could have arrived on the 

same ships. 

f) Imari (Figure 2 1) 

A very well known style of decoration. First popular during the late seventeenth 

century, the colour scheme has passed from the Japanese to the Chinese, to the 
Europeans with a continuity matched only by Blue and White. Still popular today, 
there are many collectors of Imari. This is not a category recognised by the V&A but 
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Figure 18 
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Figure 19 
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Figure 20 
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Figure 21 
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a recent undergraduate study showed it to be one of the most well recognised Far 

Eastern palettes amongst the general trade. 

g. ) Tobacco Leaf (Figure 22) 

Whilst this is a small group in terms of the number of pieces, it has long been one of 

the more expensive of the Qing Polychromes and, like Blanc-de-Chine was identified 

during the pilot study as warranting a separate category. Technically, it would be 

described as Famille Rose. Included are the Pseudo-Tobacco Leaf designs. 

h. ) Figures (Figure 23) 

These fit into Fan-fflle Rose, Famille Verte and other palettes but since figures, 

including animals, birds and tureens in the shape of animals, have an appeal which 

seems to transcend other considerations they are treated separately. Blanc-de-chine 

figures are not included here. 
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Figure 22 
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Figure 23 
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tmely painted. wearing a tasselled collar around its neck. it, 
Edil curled around its left haunch ýniinor restoration), 
Qlaillong 
24cm. high 

Cf. 1) Ho"ard and-1. Avers, q) ji ,p 59o to, A similar model ot a 
hound 15. (Xxi-7, (mx) 
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L) European Subject Decoration (Figure 24) 

Figures with European scenes have also long been popular, particularly recognisable 

topographical scenes. Included again are pieces from all the different palettes as well 

as the pieces with European designed scenes such as those of Cornelius Pronk. This is 

not a category recognised by the V&A for technical reasons but European scenes are a 
highly significant factor in the market place. 

Cantonese (Figure 25) 

Not regarded as a very 'fine' genre, being produced in the mid nineteenth century, such 

pieces could well have been included under 'other. As a type which has only recently 

earned a place in the major sales, however, it may prove interesting to observe. 

k. ) Armorial (Figure 26) 

Yet again a clearly defined genre. Prices are reputed to have risen after the publication 

of David Howard's book, 'Chinese Armorial Porcelain' in 1974. Howard having traced 
the fan-dlies, dealers know who to offer the pieces to. It fonns a single V&A category. 

1. ) Blanc-de-Chine (Figure 2 7) 

Some of the pieces were clearly made for export but many of these pieces could 

equally have been used in China (see discussion above). An interesting genre. 

m. ) Other 

All pieces which do not fit into any of the above categories. 
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Figure 24 
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all 
. 00ý 

142 

I t2 
A rare Pair of European-subject Dishes, Qianlong. 
oflobed oval form. decorated vilarnille-rose'enarnels, 
each with a scene depicting a 1. uropean figure wvarinýý 
a puce jacket, irOTI-rCd waistcoat and white breeches 
and holdiniz ii crook in one hand. seated bcside it 
recumbent elephant. the bcasi looking over its ShOLIldCI 
at the rnati, its hide v. -ashed in tone-, of scina and iis 
tusks gilded. two trecs to one side and a pair of birds 
above flying across ihe blue 

.; 
k%,. all within an imn-red 

circle diaper border. 9in. (1-1) 

A similar dish, formerly in the lonides Collection, is il- 
histrated by Le Corlwiller, China Trade Porcelain. Pat- 
terns of Exchange, pl. 48: see also Lloyd Hyde, Chinese 
Porcelain for the European Maiket, col. pl. VIII, and 
Pamela C. Copeland. 'Oriental porcelain frivolitles'. 
Chinese Export Porcelain, (a reprint of articles from The 
Maga. -in,, Anhque. ý, edited bv Gordon). elephant tureens 
are illustrated 

0.000-4.000 

143 
A 'Fortune Teller' Dish, Qianlong, (h, cm, mcd III 
0? 1 Wille a Ild cIII w III cd ligildilig, Oic (clift 1, %N 11h a ýAlaw 

ma feathered hat iý'Ichimig with III, d(igs mid 

st-rx-ams h1m. hi, ý himsc Im-Imid fliviii. lwý Ich a7w 

cmended t(l thc paimist siaiidmiý iwarh%, poot-k 
dressed arid with ýi symill child mi lici ki(k, thr rim 
cticirch-d b\ a bmid (if cr(isscd (m-wjci)piac. Lýadmids. 

I'fillatf, scmlk m)(I covwwiý. ')5, '; (m., 11m 
CV 111- .; Of I 

1.114 
A rare grisailie 'portrait' Punch Bowl, Qianlong, 
paimed mi (he cxterior with t"-() Imi-irait mcdalhow; (A 
;i Etjro)pv; m gem1cmim, Hisci-lbed bvkm %kith the iimw 
'Dick Masmis', divided In well imitited sj)rwYs of jwi)m 
atid [ImQlmha, 111v iliff-r-Im- I&IIII wilh a qIIt spcavhvad 
border vm-irchiig ihe rim, thr t, )I) of'ific rim washed iii 
browti, 30-2rm.. INgm 
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Figure 25 

11661 

160 

A MASSIVE PAIR OF CANTON FAMILLF ROSI BAI 11ý I*FR VASES, each enamelled on either side with pancls 
depicting audience scenes divided by and above pancls of butterflies among flowers all reserved on a 
ground of densely scrolling flowers. the similarly decorated neck applied on either side with gilt 
double Buddhistic-hon handles above chilmiý on the shoulder and beneath the foliate rim, 19th 
Century 

r 103cm. high 
b 

(2) 

6, (N X)-7. (X)() 
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Figure 26 

11371 

TI 

%' 

1138; 

137 

AN LXPORI ARMORIAL DISH j1aIIItCd at the Centre in iron-red. gilt, 3UhCrgII1C 311d ('11 CFIý111111' 311d 
enamelled in turquoise and blue with a largu. elaborate coat-of-arms xvithm a n, irrow band of 
iron-red and gilt scroll in the well, the border \vIth a continuous garland Ot'VIIIC, circa 1735 
31.9cm, cham 
PRO% I NAN( I 

Cecil H Bullivant sold in I ondon. 22 March 198h. lot 17t, 
The arnis are those 01-('IJTke. Cf. 1) S Howard, op cif ,p 26(, Georive Clarke was appointed I, t 6overnor (it 
New York in 1736 

138 

A FAMILLI ROSL ARMORIAI mmi for the Dutch market. painted and enamelled with a mitral 
coat-of-arnis surniounted bv a coroner above a scroll hearing the tianic R 'I ullcken, all withm a band 
of iron-red spear-heads in the well, the border with an elaborate band ofshcll-and-scroll design (rim 
underside niinutclv fritted. iron-red partl%, rubbed), circa 17.50 
35cm. charn. 
PROVINANCI 

Cecil H. Bullivant, sold in London. 22 March 1988, lot 3i4 
The arnis are those ofTullcken. This dish is from a semcc which wasprobabiv niadclorlonkliecrJullcken 

ý2.0tHI-3.0H, 
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Figure 27 
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5.9 The Pilot Study 

With the basic parameters established and the principal difficulty overcome the detail 

of the methodology could be approached. Given that an evolved methodology did not 

exist as a precedent it was decided that a pilot study was essential. The overall results 

of the pilot study could not, by definition, be anticipated in detail but the following 

specific aims were established and addressed: 

a. ) The testing of the practical applicability and validity of the selected taxonomy. 

b. ) The testing of the intended methodology. 

With the basic criteria established a study was carried out based on the manual 

collation of three years worth of detailed price data (1991-1993). All the sales held 

during the period were quantified (a total of twenty four) and the process was, 
importantly, supplemented by the subjective observation and analysis of the marketing 

and behavioural patterns which were revealed through a close study of the catalogues 

and prices as the data was being gathered. An example of a single sales sheet, along 

with the observational notes taken, can be seen in Appendix C. The only non-price 

variable addressed at this stage was that of damage, since this would logically influence 

price by any established criteria. 

In addition, sixteen of the sales were themselves attended, primarily in a qualitative 

observational capacity. Initially, however, a strategy for the quantification of the 

socio-anthropological aspects of the sales was developed. Whilst this produced some 
findings of note it was found, through later triangulation with the sales' results sheets, 

that the data produced for the location of the purchasers (phone, commission bid or 
'boole, standing or sitting) was significantly inaccurate 139 

. 
Since it was the buying 

13'This was the result of the auctioneers' skill in concealing exactly what was selling 
and to whom. Thus items which appeared to have been sold to a buyer in the room 
were later found not to have been sold at all. 
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patterns which were of most relevance to the psychological focus of the main study the 

process of quantification was seen as offering only limited utility and was discontinued 

after eight sales. Sufficient evidence of such sociological and cultural observations as 

were strictly relevant having already been gathered. See below for these findings and 
Appendix C for examples of the data gathered. 

5.9.1 Results 

5.9.1.1 The Quantified Observation 

There are a host of sociological observations which could be drawn from a study based 

on such data. In the strictly focussed context of what can be quantiflably and 

relevantly shown the following conclusions were drawn: 

a. ) The sales of both Sotheby's and Christie's are equally well attended. The 

correlation is indeed very close. 

b. ) The Chinese Taste sales were attended by approximately 30% more buyers than the 
Export sales but the numbers of Western ethnic buyers at each type of sale was 

roughly equivalent. 

c. ) The Chinese Taste sales were attended by more than 75% more buyers of Far 
Eastern ethnic origin than the Export sales. 

5.9.1.2 The Taxonomy 

The taxonomy used in the main data gathering process proved to be fundamentally 

applicable with relatively few items falling into the indefinable 'Other' categories. Only 

two modifications appeared necessary. 
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Early on in the process it became apparent that Blanc de Chine items, although few in 

number, appeared to cross the cultural 'taste' divide and should be removed from the 

*Othe? category in both Export and Chinese Taste fields. Also, within the Export 

field, Tobacco Leaf patterns appeared to behave quite differently to other Famille Rose 

types, in terms of both price expectation and realisation, and were also, therefore, 

separated into a different category. 

It was decided that the validity of the taxonomy should nevertheless be re-tested at an 

early stage of the more detailed database analysis. 

5.9.1.3 The Methodological Implications 

The wide variations found in the average prices fetched at different sales for pieces of 

each genre suggested that factors of availability and quality could, over a short time 

scale, potentially distort findings which were solely based on 'price. This presented a 

problem. 

The possibility of extending the time scale covered was considered but, apart from the 
limitation on the time available for the data gathering, it was felt that macro-economic 

changes over any substantial period of years would create a whole new realm of 

problems to be solved"9, for example the cumulative effects of inflation. The 

possibility of 'sanitising' the data, through the removal of extraordinary prices and 

extraordinarily large lots, was also considered but would have been contrary to the 

adopted principle of reducing selectivity as far as possible. 

Neither of the above approaches would have posed problems which are insoluble and 
the latter might, by some, well be regarded as valid practice. They could both be 

meaningfully applied in the event of future studies. In the present context, however, an 
infinitely preferable solution to the limitations of price data offered itself This was to 

use the wealth of other data variables which the auction catalogues provided. 

'"See Reitlinger (1970) pp. 16-17 for a brief discussion of the difficulties of long term 
. value' comparisons. 
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The use of the 'damage' variable had shown that not only did this factor influence the 

relative price of similar objects but also appeared to suggest, from a brief survey of six 

randomly selected sales, that it influenced the likelihood of a lot selling at any price. 
This could be seen as a measure of general perception and, if this could be the case, it 

might also be the case, for example, that whether or not a lot was illustrated might also 

influence perception. There was clearly considerably more that could be gained from 

the catalogues and results than merely simple price data. 

Moreover, in analysing the catalogues in detail, one would not only be studying 

arguably the most significant part of the marketing process in some depth but would 

also, in a sense, be examining the notion of 'artistic capital stocle propounded by 

earlier studies (See above 1.5.2.1), as it was created, at the focal point of the spiral 

around each piece. 

The fact that it could be taken as virtually certain that every buyer had been subjected 

to the inputs provided by the catalogue also removed three of the five weaknesses 

identified in the earlier methodology of Bongard (1.5.2.1). Whilst the catalogues could 

not be used to fully measure the predispositions created in the broader circle they 

provided a host of valid, measurable, inputs to the perceptual process. With hindsight, 

of course, this appears glaringly obvious. 

The implications for the formulation of the methodology which the move away from 

purely price data conveyed were threefold: 

a. ) Since there was no precedent for the study which identified those variables which 

may or may not be indicative, as many variables as feasible should be gathered for each 

lot (case). 

b. ) That the increased number of variables needed, and the time taken to gather such 
data, could be offiet by the fact that fewer cases than were gathered for the pilot study 

would be required in order to produce results which would be meaningful. 
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c. ) That relatively sophisticated and flexible software would be essential, in that this 

would allow for unanticipated questions to be asked and would also allow continued 

use of the database in further work. 

5.9.1.4 Other Implications 

There were two other, partially anticipated, findings from the pilot study which were to 

influence the final formulation of the methodology. These were: 

a. ) Sotheby's was shown to have a clear dominance of the Chinese ceran-dcs market 

overall in terms of volume. Outperforming Christie's in 242 out of a total of 432 

specific type fields and showing a clear lead in both the Export and the Chinese Taste 

sales. See Appendix C. 

b. ) The Chinese taste and the export markets were shown to have quite different 

characteristics. The Chinese taste sales showed a much closer similarity between the 

price fetched per piece and the price fetched per lot, a facet of the fact that on average 

export lots contained twice as many pieces. In thirty-two out of one hundred and 

thirty-two genre fields for Chinese taste the price was identical. For export sales the 

figure was seven out of one hundred, of which Blanc-De-Chine, the only genre to be 

also found in Chinese taste sales, accounted for four. A wider variation in the price 

fetched per piece was also evident in the Chinese taste field, as was a marked tendency 

for relatively minor damage to have a more significantly detrimental effect on price. 

Of these two findings it was considered that perhaps the most interesting in the present 

context was the apparently different 'perceptions' of 'value significant' criteria between 

the two fields. Indeed the nature of these differences seemed to support the notion put 
forward in an earlier paper 140 that the market for Chinese taste pieces was based on 

more 'artistic' criteria than that for Export pieces and also supported the notion of 

meaning transfer espoused in the current study. The matter clearly warranted detailed 

140 See Appendix B. 
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investigation, as did the apparent 'performance' differential between the two 

salerooms. 

5.10 The Evolved Methodology 

5.10.1 Software 

The Statististical Package for The Social Sciences (SPSS) was selected for its 

flexibility and wide range of applications. 

5.10.2 The Case Selection 
It was estimated from the pilot study that around 2000 cases for each field would 

provide results which could be deemed significant. In the event a total of 1921 cases 

were gathered for the Export field and 2057 cases for the Chinese Taste field. 

The data was collated from the random selection of complete sales from 1986 to 1990. 

This period was chosen as covering the period when the accepted wisdom dictates that 

the market was at its most buoyant in recent years 14'. The sales selected were: 

a. ) Christie's; Export 

12th March 1986,21st March 1988,31st October 1988,23rd April 1990,29th 

November 1990. 

b. ) Solheby's; Export 

I st November 1989,29th May 1990,27th November 1990. 

c. ) Chrislie's; Chinese Taste 

14th December 1987,6th June 1988,10th December 1990. 

14'The Times-Sotheby Index (1992) also showed the price of Chinese ceramics rising 
to a peak in 1990 and declining thereafter. 
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d. ) Sotheby's, Chinese Taste 

15th December 1987,7th June 1988,13th December 1988,13th June 1989,12th 

December 1989,12th June 1990. 

5.10.3 The Variables 

5.10.3.1 Common to both Export and Chinese Taste 

a. ) Date of Sale. 

b. ) Point of Sale. 

Values: Christie's - 1.00. Sotheby's - 2.00. 

c. ) Taste of Sale. 

Values: Export - 1.00. Chinese Taste - 2.00 

d. ) Price. 

Values: Unsold - 0.00. Sold - Hammer price plus Buyers Premium. 142 

e. ) Size of lot. 

Value: The number of separate objects in a Lot. 143 

Q The Genre of the Lot. 

Chinese Taste Sales: 

Values: Pre-Tang - 1.00. Tang - 2.00. Song - 3.00. Ming B/W - 4.00. Ming 

Polychrome - 5.00. Ming Monochrome - 6.00. Qing BAV - 7.00. Qing Polychrome - 
8.00. Qing Monochrome - 9.00. Other - 10.00. Blanc-de-Chine - 11.00. 

142 This is the standard figure given in Sales' results sheets. 
143 Dinner or Tea Services are rarely of a standard size and the number of pieces 
included was, therefore, specified. In the case of lids or bases, which could be said to 
be integral to a piece, these were not differentiated, as is the auctioneer's practice, but 
were included as single pieces. 
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Export Sales. 

Faraille Rose - 14.00. Famille Verte - 15.00. Kangxi B/W - 16.00. Qianlong B/W - 
17.00. Ming B/W - 18.00. Imari - 19.00. Figures - 20.00. Annorial - 21.00. 

Cantonese - 22.00. 'Europead - 23.00. Tobacco Leaf - 24.00. Other - 25.00. Blanc- 

de-Chine - 26.00. Wucai - 27.00. 

g. ) Damage. 

Values: Undamaged - 0.00. Damaged - 
1.00.144 Not Known - 2.00.145 

h. ) Illustrations. 
Values: No Photograph included - 0.00. Photograph included - 

1.00.146 

i. ) Low Estimate. 

Values: The lower estimate figure given 147 
- 

High Estimate. 

Values: The upper estimate figure given. 

'"No attempt was made to quantify the level of damage to any particular piece. This 
was not considered practical and in any case the significant factor is, to a large extent, 
not the degree but the fact of damage. Given the varying nature of the significance of 
damage in the two fields, which had been shown by both the pilot study and the 
observation of the market, Export pieces which were described as having "Minor ffits" 
would not be perceived as being 'damaged' and were classed as undamaged, whereas 
for Chinese Taste "Minor Frits" would be perceived as 'damaged' and were classified 
as such. 
"'Although disclaimers of accuracy are given by the auctioneers it is currently 
standard practice to describe damage to any given lot. This is not always the case with 
earlier sales and in such cases no means of identifying lots which were damaged is 
available. 
146 Illustrations vary from full page colour illustrations down to inclusion in black and 
white photographs of groups of objects. No attempt was made to differentiate the 
'levels' of prominence thus ascribed to pieces. This is feasible for a future study 
focussed specifically on the role of illustration but in the present context this was 
considered neither practical nor necessary. 
14'For eleven lots no estimates were given. These were lots which were expected to 
fetch high prices and the estimate was 'Refer to Department'. 
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k. ) Description/Keyword. 1's 

Values: No word - 0.00. Fine - 1.00. Very Fine - 2.00. Rare - 3.00. Very Rare - 
4.00. Important - 5.00. Very Important - 6.00. Other Superlatives (Superb; 

Magnificent; Massive) - 7.00. Other Qualitatives (Unusual; Attractive; Well Painted; 

Good; Amusing; Decorative; Well Modelled) - 8.00. 

1. ) Provenance. 

Values: No Provenance Given - 0.00. Previous Appearance of the lot at a Sale - 1.00. 

Attribution of the lot to appearance in a publication/exhibition or as part of a named 

collection - 2.00. Attribution of a piece similar to the present Lot's appearance in a 

publication/exhibition or as part of a named collection - 3.00. Nanking cargo - 4.00. 

Hatcher Junk - 5.00.149 

5.10.3.2 Specific to Chinese Taste 

a. ) Mark and Period. 

Values- Not \lark and Period - 0.00. Eighteenth century or earlier Mark and Period - 
1.00. Nineteenth Century or Hongxian Mark and Period - 2.00. 

5.11 The Statistical Tests Employed 

SPSS offered an extremely wide range of available statistical tests which could be 

carried out. The aim was to establish simple descriptive facts and inferences which 

could throw light on the 'ideas' synthesised and expounded earlier and which could be 

related specifically to theories of consumer behaviour. 

It was decided that the primary means of data analysis would be to carry out cross 

tabulation, supplemented by the Pearson chi-square test. This would establish the 

simple matter of whether, and where, relationships existed between variables. The 

148These are words used in the highlighted titular description given to the lots. 
149Named Armorial pieces were not considered as having a provenance if they were not 
included in a publication. Descriptions such as'Property of a Gentleman'were also 
not considered to be a provenance. This of course might be arguable. 
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strength and nature of the relationship would not be statistically tested in full by using 

this method, but inferences could be gained by examination of the tables themselves 

and by the carrying out of a limited number of further, selected, calculations if 

required. 

For the purposes of the present study it was considered that the number of variables 

available, which were further supplemented with calculated variables, and the inductive 

nature of the data compilation, would provide more than sufficient experimental 

results for the testing of the accompanying deductive notions. More detailed statistical 

analysis could then be carried out as further work in light of the resulting hypothesis. 
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Chapter 6 

Results 

"If they couldforgetfor a moment the corregiosity of Corregigio 

and the learned babble ofsaleroom. and the varnishing 

auctioneer " 

Thomas Carlyle (1795-1881) 
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6.1 Descriptive Statistics 

6.1.1 The Accuracy of the Valuers'Estimate 

6.1.2 The difference in I between Mid-Estimate and Price Realised 

6.1.3 I-1igher Estimates 

6.1.4 Lower Estimates 

6.1.5 Percentage by which I-Egher Estimates exceed Lower Estimates 

6.1.6 Mid-Estimates 

6.1.7 Percentage by which Price Realised exceeded Mid-Estimates 

6.1.8 Damage 

6.1.9 Date 

6.1.10 Keywords 

6.1.11 Mark and Period 

6.1.12 Photographs 

6.1.1.3' Number of Pieces in Lots 

6.1.14 Price 

6.1.15 Provenance 

6.1.16 Saleroom 

6.1.17 Lots Sold 

6.1.18 Taste 

6.1.19 Type 

6.2 Inferential Statistics 

6.2.1 Average Price by Taste 

6.2.2 Average Price by Type 

6.2.3 Sold by Saleroom 

6.2.4 Sold by Taste 

6.2.5 Taste by Damaged 
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6.2.6 Taste by whether ascribed a Keyword 

6.2.7 Taste by whether ascribed a Provenance 

6.2.8 Taste by whether Illustrated 

6.2.9 Type by whether Lot Sold 

6.2.10 Type by whether Lot is Damaged 

6.2.11 Type by whether ascribed a keyword 

6.2.12 Type by whether ascribed a Provenance 

6.2.13 Type by whether Illustrated 

6.2.14 Sold by Provenance 

6.2.15 Sold by whether Mark and Period 

6.2.16 Sold by whether ascribed a Keyword 

6.2.17 Sold by whether Damaged 

6.2.18 Sold by whether Illustrated 
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Chapter 6 RESULTS 

6.1 Descriptive Statistics 

6.1.1 Accuracy of Valuer's Estimate 

value Label Value 

Lot did not sell . 00 
Lot sold below tow-est 1.00 
Lot sold within est. 2.00 
Lot sold above high-est 3.00 

Totat, 

Mean 1.561 Median 
Std dev 1.245 Minimum 

VaLid Cum 

: requency Percent Percent Percent 

1323 33.3 33.3 33.3 

371 9.3 9.3 42.6 

1014 25.5 25.5 68.1 

1270 31.9 31.9 100.0 

....... ....... ....... 
3978 100.0 100.0 

2.000 Mode . 000 

. 000 Maximum 3.000 

VaLid cases 3978 Missing cases 0 
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6.1.2 Difference in i's between Sale Price realised and Mid Estimate 

Val. id Curn 
Mean -53.326 Median -99.000 Mode -1250.000 
Std dev 9088.062 Minimum -70000.000 Maximum 249000.000 

VaLld cases 3967 Missing cases 11 
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6.1.3 High Estimate in Catalogue L 

Valid Cum 

Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

180.00 1 0 0 A 

200.00 3 A A .2 
250.00 7 .2 .2 .4 
300.00 30 B .8 1.1 

350.00 17 .4 .4 1.5 

400.00 62 1.6 1.6 3.1 
450.00 54 1.4 1.4 4.5 
480.00 1 0 0 4.5 
500.00 130 3.3 3.3 7.8 

550.00 21 .5 .5 8.3 
600.00 209 5.3 5.3 13.6 
650.00 6 .2 .2 13.7 
700.00 297 7.5 7.5 21.2 
750.00 11 .3 .3 21.5 

800.00 334 8.4 8.4 29.9 

850.00 1 0 0 29.9 

900.00 130 3.3 3.3 33.2 

1000.00 134 3.4 3.4 36.6 

1100.00 4 A A 36.7 

1200.00 324 8.1 8.2 44.8 

1300.00 9 .2 .2 45.1 

1400.00 14 .4 .4 45.4 

1500.00 392 9.9 9.9 55.3 
1600.00 27 .7 .7 56.0 
1700.00 1 0 0 56.0 
1800.00 121 3.0 3.1 59.1 

1900.00 1 0 0 59.1 

2000.00 225 5.7 5.7 64.8 
2200.00 25 .6 .6 65.4 
2300.00 2 A A 65.4 
2400.00 1 0 0 65.5 
2500.00 156 3.9 3.9 69.4 

2600.00 4 A A 69.5 

2700.00 1 0 0 69.5 
2800.00 5 A A 69.6 
3000.00 276 6.9 7.0 76.6 
3200.00 6 .2 .2 76.8 
3300.00 1 0 0 76.8 
3500.00 102 2.6 2.6 79.4 
3800.00 1 0 0 79.4 
4000.00 164 4.1 4.1 83.5 
4200.00 1 0 0 83.5 
4500.00 43 1.1 1.1 84.6 
5000.00 105 2.6 2.6 87.3 
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5500.00 7 .2 .2 87.4 
6000.00 80 2.0 2.0 89.5 

6500.00 4 A A 89.6 

7000.00 42 1.1 1.1 90.6 

7500.00 7 .2 .2 90.8 

8000.00 63 1.6 1.6 92.4 

8500.00 3 A A 92.5 

9000.00 24 .6 .6 93.1 

9500.00 1 0 0 93.1 

10000.00 33 S a 93.9 

11000.00 1 0 0 94.0 

12000.00 60 1.5 1.5 95.5 

13000.00 2 A A 95.5 
14000.00 1 0 0 95.5 

15000.00 43 1.1 1.1 96.6 

16000.00 6 .2 .2 96.8 
18000.00 8 .2 .2 97.0 
19000.00 1 0 0 97.0 
20000.00 21 .5 .5 97.5 
22000.00 5 A A 97.7 

22200.00 1 0 0 97.7 

23000.00 1 0 0 97.7 

25000.00 10 .3 .3 98.0 

28000.00 1 0 0 98.0 

30000.00 14 .4 .4 98.3 
35000.00 13 .3 .3 98.7 

40000.00 15 .4 .4 99.0 

45000.00 6 .2 .2 99.2 

50000.00 4 A A 99.3 
55000.00 2 A A 99.3 
60000.00 5 A A 99.5 
70000.00 2 A A 99.5 

75000.00 1 0 0 99.5 

80000.00 3 A A 99.6 
82000.00 1 0 0 99.6 
85000.00 1 0 0 99.7 
90200.00 1 0 0 99.7 

100000.00 3 A A 99.8 
120000.00 3 A A 99.8 
150000.00 1 0 0 99.9 
180000.00 2 A A 99.9 
200000.00 1 0 0 99.9 
250000.00 1 0 0 100.0 
280000.00 1 0 0 100.0 
999999.00 11 

. . 
.3 

....... 

missing 

.. 
TotaL 

.... . 
3978 100.0 

. .... 
100.0 

Mean 3850.749 Median 1500.000 Mode 1500.000 
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Std dev 11343.194 Minimum 180.000 Maximurn 280000.000 

VaLid cases 3967 Missing cases 11 
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6.1.4 Low Estimate in catalogue; E 

Valid Cun 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

120.00 1 

150.00 4 .1 A .2 
180.00 2 A A .2 
200.00 36 A A 1.1 

250.00 28 .7 .7 1.8 
280.00 5 .1 A 1.9 
300.00 108 2.7 2.7 4.7 
320.00 1 0 0 4.7 
350.00 70 1.8 1.8 6.5 
380.00 4 A A 6.6 
400.00 237 6.0 6.0 12.5 
450.00 40 1.0 1.0 13.5 
480.00 1 0 0 13.6 
500.00 357 9.0 9.0 22.6 

550.00 16 .4 .4 23.0 

580.00 1 0 0 23.0 
600.00 334 8.4 8.4 31.4 
650.00 6 .2 .2 31.6 
700.00 168 4.2 4.2 35.8 

750.00 1 0 0 35.8 

800.00 304 7.6 7.7 43.5 

900.00 54 1.4 1.4 44.8 
1000.00 376 9.5 9.5 54.3 
1100.00 1 0 0 54.3 
1200.00 165 4.1 4.2 58.5 

1300.00 7 .2 .2 58.7 
1400.00 20 .5 .5 59.2 
1500.00 283 7.1 7.1 66.3 
1600.00 16 .4 .4 66.7 
1700.00 4 A A 66.8 
1800.00 62 1.6 1.6 68.4 
2000.00 297 7.5 7.5 75.9 
2200.00 12 .3 .3 76.2 
2300.00 1 0 0 76.2 
2400.00 1 0 0 76.2 
2500.00 143 3.6 3.6 79.8 
2800.00 8 .2 .2 80.0 
3000.00 191 4.8 4.8 84.9 
3500.00 44 1.1 1.1 86.0 
3800.00 4 A A 86.1 
4000.00 123 3.1 3.1 89.2 
4500.00 16 .4 .4 89.6 
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5000.00 60 1.5 1.5 91.1 

5200.00 1 0 0 91.1 

5500.00 3 A A 91.2 

6000.00 56 1.4 1.4 92.6 

6500.00 6 .2 .2 92.7 

7000.00 29 .7 .7 93.5 

7500.00 1 0 0 93.5 

8000.00 56 1.4 1.4 94.9 

8200.00 1 0 0 94.9 

8500.00 2 A A 95.0 

9000.00 15 .4 .4 95.4 

10000.00 42 1.1 1.1 96.4 

12000.00 20 .5 .5 96.9 
14000.00 2 A A 97.0 

15000.00 25 .6 .6 97.6 

16000.00 1 0 0 97.6 

17000.00 1 0 0 97.7 

18000.00 9 .2 .2 97.9 
20000.00 14 .4 .4 98.2 
22000.00 2 A A 98.3 

25000.00 17 .4 .4 98.7 

28000.00 1 0 0 98.7 

30000.00 16 .4 .4 99.1 

35000.00 7 .2 .2 99.3 

35350.00 1 0 0 99.3 
40000.00 4 A A 99.4 

45000.00 2 A A 99.5 

50000.00 3 A A 99.6 

60000.00 2 A A 99.6 

65000.00 1 0 0 99.6 
70000.00 2 A A 99.7 
75000.00 1 0 0 99.7 

80000.00 4 A 1 99.8 

100000.00 2 A A 99.9 

120000.00 2 A A 99.9 
150000.00 1 0 0 99.9 
180000.00 1 0 0 100.0 
220000.00 1 0 0 100.0 

999999.00 11 

....... 
.3 

-. ..... 

Missing 

....... 
TotaL 3978 100.0 100.0 

Mean 2748.621 

Std dev 8260.894 

VaLld cases 3967 

Median 1000.000 

Minimum 100.000 

Missing cases 11 

Mode 1000.000 

Maximum 220000.000 
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p 

6.1.5 Percentage by which High Estimate exceeded Low Estimate 

VaLld Cum 

Vatue LabeL VaLue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

10.53 1 0 0 .4 
11.11 6 .2 .2 .5 
11.76 1 0 0 .6 
12.50 7 .2 .2 .7 
13.33 1 0 0 .8 
13.64 1 0 0 .8 
14.29 9 .2 .2 1.0 
15.00 1 0 0 1.0 
15.38 7 .2 .2 1.2 
16.67 29 .7 .7 1.9 
17.65 1 0 0 2.0 
18.18 6 .2 .2 2.1 
18.42 3 A A 2.2 
20.00 148 3.7 3.7 5.9 
20.69 1 0 0 5.9 
21.43 1 0 0 6.0 
22.22 46 1.2 1.2 7.1 
23.08 3 A A 7.2 
25.00 263 6.6 6.6 13.8 
26.67 1 0 0 13.9 
27.27 7 .2 .2 14.0 
27.78 1 0 0 14.1 
28.00 4 .1 A 14.2 
28.57 206 5.2 5.2 19.4 
29.41 1 0 0 19.4 
30.00 4 1 A 19.5 
30.77 4 1 A 19.6 
31.58 4 1 A 19.7 
33.33 786 19.8 19.8 39.5 
35.00 1 0 0 39.5 
35.29 1 0 0 39.6 
35.71 2 .1 A 39.6 
36.36 14 .4 .4 40.0 
37.50 4 .1 .1 40.1 
38.46 6 .2 .2 40.2 
38.89 45 1.1 1.1 41.3 
40.00 369 9.3 9.3 50.6 
40.63 1 0 0 50.7 
41.18 1 0 0 50.7 
42.86 111 2.8 2.8 53.5 
43.48 1 0 0 53.5 
44.44 14 .4 .4 53.9 
45.45 4 A .1 54.0 
46.67 5 .1 A 54.1 
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47.06 2 .1 .1 54.1 

50.00 1306 32.8 32.9 87.1 

53.85 1 .0 .0 87.1 

55.56 21 .5 .5 87.6 

56.25 2 .1 .1 $7.7 

57.14 9 .2 .2 87.9 

60.00 125 3.1 3.2 91.1 

60.71 2 .1 .1 91.1 

63.64 2 .1 .1 91.2 

66.67 238 6.0 6.0 97.2 

71.43 6 .2 .2 97.3 

75.00 60 1.5 1.5 98.8 

80.00 5 .1 .1 98.9 

87.50 1 .0 .0 99.0 

100.00 32 .8 .8 100.0 

11 .3 
. ... 

Missing 

....... 
TotaL 

....... 
3978 

.. . 
100.0 100.0 

Mean 44.099 Median 40.000 Mode 50.000 

Std dev 50.409 Minimum 10.53 Maximum 100.00 

VaLid cases 3967 Missing cases 11 
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6.1.6 Estimate of Middle Price from given Estimates 

Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

150.00 2 .1 .1 .1 
175.00 2 .1 .1 .1 
200.00 2 .1 .1 .2 
215.00 2 .1 .1 .2 
225.00 5 .1 .1 .3 
250.00 28 .7 .7 1.0 

275.00 1 .0 .0 1.1 
300.00 14 .4 .4 1.4 
320.00 1 .0 .0 1.4 
325.00 21 .5 .5 2.0 
340.00 4 .I .1 2.1 
350.00 40 1.0 1.0 3.1 
365.00 2 .1 .1 3.1 
375.00 5 .1 .1 3.3 
380.00 1 .0 .0 3.3 
385.00 1 .0 .0 3.3 

400.00 106 2.7 2.7 6.0 

425.00 14 .4 .4 6.3 

440.00 4 .1 .1 6.4 

450.00 56 1.4 1.4 7.8 
475.00 1 .0 .0 7.9 
500.00 151 3.8 3.8 11.7 

525.00 5 .1 .1 11.8 

540.00 1 .0 .0 11.8 
550.00 119 3.0 3.0 14.8 
575.00 13 .3 .3 15.1 
600.00 226 5.7 5.7 20.8 
625.00 2 .1 .1 20.9 

640.00 1 .0 .0 20.9 
650.00 90 2.3 2.3 23.2 
675.00 3 .1 .1 23.3 
700.00 260 6.5 6.6 29.8 
725.00 3 .1 .1 29.9 
750.00 34 .9 .9 30.8 
775.00 3 .1 .1 30.8 
800.00 118 3.0 3.0 33.8 
825.00 1 .0 .0 33.8 
850.00 69 1.7 1.7 . 35.6 
875.00 1 .0 .0 35.6 
900.00 37 .9 .9 36.5 
950.00 7 .2 .2 36.7 

1000.00 268 6.7 6.8 43.5 
1050.00 36 .9 .9 44.4 
1100.00 23 .6 .6 44.9 
1150.00 11 .3 .3 45.2 
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1200.00 5 A A 45.3 
1250.00 342 8.6 8.6 54.0 

1300.00 4 A A 54.1 

1350.00 43 1.1 1.1 55.2 

1400.00 28 .7 .7 55.9 

1450.00 1 0 0 55.9 
1500.00 99 2.5 2.5 58.4 
1550.00 3 A A 58.5 

1600.00 25 .6 .6 59.1 
1650.00 15 .4 .4 59.5 
1700.00 5 A A 59.6 
1750.00 189 4.8 4.8 64.4 
1800.00 9 .2 .2 64.6 
1850.00 5 A A 64.7 
1900.00 5 A A 64.8 
1950.00 1 0 0 64.9 
2000.00 90 2.3 2.3 67.1 
2050.00 3 A A 67.2 
2100.00 2 A A 67.3 
2150.00 38 1.0 1.0 68.2 
2200.00 2 A A 68.3 
2250.00 42 1.1 1.1 69.3 
2300.00 1 0 0 69.3 
2350.00 1 0 0 69.4 
2400.00 3 A A 69.4 
2500.00 243 6.1 6.1 75.6 
2550.00 1 0 0 75.6 
2600.00 7 .2 .2 75.8 
2675.00 1 0 0 75.8 
2700.00 1 0 0 75.8 
2750.00 29 .7 .7 76.6 
2800.00 1 0 0 76.6 
2850.00 4 A A 76.7 
3000.00 104 2.6 2.6 79.3 
3150.00 5 A A 79.4 
3250.00 21 .5 .5 80.0 
3300.00 1 0 0 80.0 
3350.00 1 0 0 80.0 
3400.00 1 0 0 80.0 

3500.00 138 3.5 3.5 83.5 
3750.00 8 .2 .2 83.7 
4000.00 78 2.0 2.0 85.7 
4150.00 3 A A 85.8 
4250.00 13 .3 .3 86.1 
4500.00 45 1.1 1.1 87.2 
4700.00 1 0 0 87.2 
4750.00 1 0 0 87.3 
5000.00 74 1.9 1.9 89.1 
5250.00 4 A A 89.2 
5500.00 16 .4 .4 89.6 
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5600.00 1 0 0 89.7 
5750.00 2 .1 .1 89.7 
6000.00 35 A A 90.6 
6500.00 25 .6 .6 91.2 
7000.00 42 1.1 1.1 92.3 
7250.00 1 0 0 92.3 
7500.00 11 .3 .3 92.6 
7750.00 1 0 0 92.6 
8000.00 21 .5 .5 93.1 

8500.00 13 .3 .3 93.5 

8750.00 1 0 0 93.5 

9000.00 16 .4 .4 93.9 
9250.00 1 0 0 93.9 
9500.00 1 0 0 94.0 

10000.00 38 1.0 1.0 94.9 
10250.00 1 0 0 94.9 
10500.00 13 .3 .3 95.3 
11000.00 10 .3 .3 95.5 
12000.00 2 A A 95.6 
12500.00 32 S a 96.4 
13500.00 10 .3 .3 96.6 

14000.00 6 .2 .2 96.8 
15000.00 4 A A 96.9 

16000.00 3 A A 96.9 
16500.00 3 A A 97.0 
17500.00 18 .5 .5 97.5 
17900.00 1 0 0 97.5 
18000.00 2 A A 97.6 
20000.00 8 .2 .2 97.8 
21500.00 5 A A 97.9 
22500.00 2 A A 97.9 
23500.00 1 0 0 98.0 
25000.00 12 .3 .3 98.3 
27500.00 3 A A 98.3 
30000.00 12 .3 .3 98.6 
31500.00 1 0 0 98.7 
32500.00 2 A A 98.7 
35000.00 13 .3 .3 99.0 
40000.00 9 .2 .2 99.3 
42500.00 1 0 0 99.3 
44000.00 1 0 0 99.3 
48600.00 1 0 0 99.3 
50000.00 6 .2 .2 99.5 
55000.00 0 0 99.5 

60000.00 2 A A 99.6 
70000.00 3 A A 99.6 
75000.00 1 0 0 99.7 
80000.00 1 0 0 99.7 
85000.00 1 0 0 99.7 
90000.00 2 A A 99.8 
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Mean 3299.640 

Std dev 9756.162 

100000.00 2 A A 99. a 

110000.00 1 0 0 99.8 

125000.00 1 0 0 99.9 

150000.00 2 A A 99.9 

175000.00 1 0 0 99.9 

215000.00 1 0 0 100.0 

250000.00 1 0 0 100.0 

11 

..... 
.3 

....... 

Missing 

....... 
Totat 

. 
3978 100.0 100.0 

Medlan 1250.000 Mode 1250.000 

Minimum 150.000 Maximum 250000.000 

VaLfd cases 3967 Missing cases 11 
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6.1.7 Percentage by which the Actual Price realised differs from Mid Estimate 

VaLid Cun 

Mean -. 683 

Std dev 133.652 

VaLid cases 3967 

Median -9.412 Mode -100.000 
Minimum -100.000 Maximum 2741.667 

Missing cases 11 
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6.1.8 Damage 

Valid Cum 
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

NO . 00 1507 37.9 37.9 37.9 

YES 1.00 1454 36.6 36.6 74.4 

NOT KNOWN 3.00 1017 25.6 25.6 100.0 

Total 
....... 

3978 
....... 

100.0 
....... 

100.0 

Mean 1.132 Median 1.000 Mode . 000 

Std dev 1.177 Minimum . 000 Maximum 3.000 

Valid cases 3978 Missing c ases 0 
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6.1.9 Date 

Value Label 

Mean 164683.368 

Std dev 85291.433 

VaLid cases 3978 

Valid CLIn 

Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

11189.00 229 5.8 5.8 5.8 

60688.00 100 2.5 2.5 8.3 

70688.00 275 6.9 6.9 15.2 

101290.00 140 3.5 3.5 18.7 

120386.00 306 7.7 7.7 26.4 

120690.00 215 5.4 5.4 31.8 

121289.00 285 7.2 7.2 39.0 

130689.00 323 8.1 8.1 47.1 

131288.00 233 5.9 5.9 52.9 

141287.00 300 7.5 7.5 60.5 
151287.00 186 4.7 4.7 65.2 
210388.00 287 7.2 7.2 72.4 

230490.00 203 5.1 5.1 77.5 

271190.00 174 4.4 4.4 81.9 

290590.00 133 3.3 3.3 85.2 

291090.00 203 5.1 5.1 90.3 

311088.00 386 

... 

9.7 

....... 

9.7 

....... 

100.0 

Totat 
.... 

3978 100.0 100.0 

Median 131288.000 

Minimun 11189.000 

Missing cases 0 

Mode 311088.000 

Maximun 311088.000 
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6.1.10 Use of Keyword 

Vatue LabeL 

Noword 

Fine 

Very Fine 

Rare 

Very Rare 

Important 

Very Important 

Other SuperLative 

Other Qualitative 

VaL id Cum 

VaLue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

. 00 

1.00 

2.00 

3.00 

4.00 

5.00 

6.00 

7.00 

8.00 

3127 78.6 

108 2.7 
5.1 

288 7.2 
44 1.1 
7 .2 
7 .2 

25 .6 
367 9.2 

78.6 

2.7 

.1 
7.2 

1.1 

.2 

.2 

.6 
9.2 

78.6 

81.3 

81.4 

88.7 

89.8 

90.0 

90.1 

90.8 

100.0 

Total 

Mean 1.093 Median 

Std dev 2.447 Minimum 

VaLid cases 3978 Missing cases 

3978 100.0 100.0 

. 000 Mode . 000 

. 000 Maximum 8.000 

0 
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6.1.11 Mark and Period 

VaLld Cum 

VaLue Label, VaLue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

NO . 00 1461 36.7 71.0 71.0 

EARLIER 1.00 516 13.0 25.1 96.1 

NINETEENTH 2.00 80 2.0 3.9 100.0 

1921 

...... 

48.3 

.. ... 

Missing 

....... 
Total. 

. 
3978 

.. 
100.0 100.0 

Mean . 329 Median . 000 Mode . 000 

Std dev . 546 Minimum . 000 Maximum 2.000 

Vatid cases 2057 Missing cases 1921 
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6.1.12 Use of Blustrations 

Valid Cum 

Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

No . 00 806 20.3 20.3 20.3 

Yes 1.00 3172 

....... 

79.7 79.7 

..... ...... 

100.0 

Totat 3978 
... 

100.0 100.0 

Mean . 797 Median 1.000 Mode 1.000 

Std dev . 402 Minimum . 000 Maximum 1.000 

Vatid cases 3978 Missing cases 0 
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6.1.13 Number of Pieces in a Lot 

vaLld Cum 

VaLue LabeL Va(ue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

1.00 2972 74.7 74.7 74.7 

2.00 780 19.6 19.6 94.3 

3.00 59 1.5 1.5 95.8 
4.00 25 .6 .6 96.5 
5.00 34 AA 97.3 
6.00 33 aB 98.1 
7.00 3AA 98.2 
8.00 12 .3 .3 98.5 
9.00 10 .3 .3 98.8 

10.00 5AA 98.9 
11.00 3AA 99.0 
12.00 15 .4 .4 99.3 
13.00 100 99.4 

14.00 2AA 99.4 

15.00 100 99.4 

16.00 3.1.1 99.5 
17.00 100 99.5 
21.00 21A 99.6 
28.00 100 99.6 
31.00 2AA 99.7 
37.00 100 99.7 
43.00 100 99.7 
44.00 100 99.7 
51.00 100 99.8 
55.00 2.1.1 99.8 

59.00 100 99.8 
60.00 2.1.1 99.9 
66.00 100 99.9 
69.00 100 99.9 
73.00 100 100.0 

220.00 100 100.0 

TotaL 3978 100.0 100.0 

Mean 1.707 Median 1.000 Mode 1.000 

Std dev 4.887 Minimum 1.000 1 Maximurn 220.000 

Vatid cases 3978 Missing cases 0 
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6.1.14 Price 

Vatid Cum 

Mean 4068.282 Median 770.000 Mode . 000 

Std dev 23647.764 Minimum . 000 Maximum 605000.000 

Vatid cases 3978 Missing cases 0 
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6.1.15 Use of Provenance 

Vat id Cun 

Value Label, ' Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

No provenance provid . 00 2345 58.9 58.9 58.9 

Previous Appearance 1.00 16 .4 .4 59.4 

Specific attribution 2.00 263 6.6 6.6 66.0 

Related Attribution 3.00 1304 32.8 32.8 98.7 

Nanking Cargo 4.00 34 .9 .9 99.6 

Hatcher Junk 5.00 16 

....... 
.4 

....... 
.4 

....... 

100.0 

TotaL 3978 100.0 100.0 

Mean 1.174 Median . 000 Mode . 000 

Std dev 1.442 Minimum . 000 Maximum 5.000 

VaLid cases 3978 Missing cases 
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6.1.16 Saleroom 

Value Label 

CHRISTIES 

SOTHERYS 

Mean 
Std dev 

VaLid CLxn 

VaLue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

1.00 
2.00 

TotaL 

1.516 Median 

. 500 Minimum 

1925 48.4 48.4 48.4 
2053 51.6 51.6 100.0 

....... ....... ....... 
3978 100.0 100.0 

2.000 Mode 2.000 
1.000 Maximun 2.000 

Vatid cases 3978 Missing cases 0 
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6.1.17 Whether Lot Sold 

Vatue LabeL 

Not soLd 
Lot soLd 

Mean 
Std dev 

VaLid Cum 
VaLue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

. 00 1323 33.3 33.3 33.3 
1.00 2655 

....... 

66.7 66.7 

.. 

100.0 

TotaL 3978 
. .... ....... 
100.0 100.0 

. 667 Median 1.000 McWe 1.000 

. 471 Minimun . 000 Maximum 1.000 

Vatid cases 3978 Missing cases 0 
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6.1.18 Taste 

VaLid Cum 
VaLue Labet. VaLue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

Export 1.00 1921 48.3 48.3 48.3 

Chinese 2.00 2057 

....... 

51.7 

....... 

51.7 

....... 

100.0 

Total, 3978 100.0 100.0 

Mean 1.517 Median 2.000 Mode 2.000 

Std dev . 500 Minimum 1.000 Maximum 2.000 

VaLid cases 3978 Missing cases 0 
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6.1.19 Type 

Value Label 

PRE-YANG 

TANG 

SONG 

MING-B\W 

MING-POLY 

MING-MONO 

QING-B\W 

QING-POLY 

OING-MONO 

OTHER CHINESE 

BLANC-DE-CHINE CHINE 

FAMILLE ROSE 

FAMILLE VERTE 

KANGXI BIW 

QIANLONG B/W 

MING B/W 

IMARI 

FIGURES 

ARMORIAL 

CANTONESE 

EUROPEAN 

TOBACCO LEAF 

OTHER EXPORT 

BLANC-DE-CHINE EXPOR 

WUCAI 

Mean 11.587 

Std dev 7.349 

VaLid cases 3978 

VaLld Cm 

VaLue Frequency Percent Percent Percent 

1.00 133 3.3 3.3 3.3 

2.00 247 6.2 6.2 9.6 

3.00 368 9.3 9.3 18.8 
4.00 228 5.7 5.7 24.5 
5.00 78 2.0 2.0 26.5 
6.00 172 4.3 4.3 30.8 
7.00 209 5.3 5.3 36.1 

8.00 296 7.4 7.4 43.5 
9.00 267 6.7 6.7 50.2 

10.00 93 2.3 2.3 52.6 
11.00 37 .9 .9 53.5 
14.00 358 9.0 9.0 62.5 
15.00 166 4.2 4.2 66.7 

16.00 188 4.7 4.7 71.4 
17.00 169 4.2 4.2 75.6 
18.00 114 2.9 2.9 78.5 
19.00 31 .8 .8 79.3 
20.00 141 3.5 3.5 82.8 
21.00 243 6.1 6.1 88.9 
22.00 77 1.9 1.9 90.9 
23.00 132 3.3 3.3 94.2 
24.00 45 1.1 1.1 95.3 
25.00 145 3.6 3.6 99.0 
26.00 30 .8 .8 99.7 
27.00 11 .3 

.. 
.3 100.0 

TotaL 
....... 

3978 
.... . 
100.0 

....... 
100.0 

median 9.000 Mode 3.000 
minimum 1.000 Maximum 27.000 

Missing cases 
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6.2 Inferential Statistics 

Hypotheses 

61.1 Average Price by Taste 

Ho: That there is no difference in the mean prices realised for the sale of export and 

Chinese taste ceramics at auction. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the mean prices realised for the sale of export 

and Chinese taste ceramics at auction. 

-- Description of Subpoputations -- 

Summaries of PRICE Amount paid includes premium E 

By levels of TASTE Taste of objects 

Variable Value Label 

For Entire Poputation 

TASTE 1.00 Export 

TASTE 2.00 Chinese 

Totat Cases = 3978 

Mean Std Dev Cases 

4068.2823 23647.7636 3978 

1518.6205 4230.2980 1921 
6449.3714 32453.9136 2057 
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-- Analysis of Variance -- 

Dependent VariabLe PRICE Amount paid incLudes premium E 

By Levets of TASTE Taste of objects 

VaLue LabeL Mean Std Dev Sum of Sq Cases 

1.00 Export 1518.6205 4230.2980 3.436E+10 1921 
2.00 Chinese 6449.3714 

. 

32453.9136 2.165E+12 

...................... 

2057 

.. .... 
Within Groups Totat 

......... 
4068.2823 

. 
23521.9758 2.200E+12 

. . 
3978 

Sum of Mean 
Source Squares d . f. Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 24150326351 1 24150326351 43.6491 . 0000 

With fewer than three groups, the reLationship is tinear 

Within Groups 2.19985E+12 3976 553283347.84 
Eta a . 1042 Eta Squared = . 0109 

As a significant difference between the two groups has been demonstrated the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.2 Average Price by Type 

Ho: That there is no difference in the mean prices realised for the sale of types of export 
and Chinese taste ceratnics at auction. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the mean prices realised for the sale of types of 
export and Chinese taste cerarnics at auction. 

-- Descrfption of SubpopuLations -- 

Summaries of PRICE 

By tevels of TYPE 

Variable Vatue Label, 

For Entire PopuLation 

Amount paid incLudes premium E 

Mean Std Dev Cases 

4068.2823 23647.7636 3978 

TYPE 1.00 PRE-TANG 1449.4361 3364.6781 133 
TYPE 2.00 TANG 9421.9676 40328.4325 247 
TYPE 3.00 SONG 2160.5408 8330.9448 368 
TYPE 4.00 MING-B\W 19499.3026 71120.0556 226 

TYPE 5.00 MING-POLY 15113.7179 41037.7261 78 

TYPE 6.00 MING-MONO 2560.4419 4999.3429 172 
TYPE 7.00 QING-B\W 6588.1770 25911.3197 209 
TYPE 8.00 QING-POLY 4267.5101 14744.3621 296 
TYPE 9.00 QING-MONO 1948.4307 4072.7806 267 

TYPE 10.00 OTHER CHINESE 7333.4516 44597.0218 93 

TYPE 11.00 BLANC-DE-CHINE CHINE 2168.7568 3860.5436 37 
TYPE 14.00 FAMILLE ROSE 1445.5168 2597.8167 358 
TYPE 15.00 FAMILLE VERTE 1192.5602 1968.3548 166 
TYPE 16.00 KANGXI B1W 1360.3351 2929.6850 188 
TYPE 17.00 QIANLONG B/W 815.8462 941.8247 169 
TYPE 18.00 MING B/W 1245.9825 1768.3823 114 
TYPE 19.00 IMARI 1998-6774 2905.2183 31 
TYPE 20.00 FIGURES 3539.8369 11941.3190 141 
TYPE 21.00 ARMORIAL 1830.9794 4709.1615 243 
TYPE 22.00 CANTONESE 2307.7013 3892.2502 77 
TYPE 23.00 EUROPEAN 1095.0682 1697.9517 132 
TYPE 24.00 TOBACCO LEAF 2763.9556 3630.0794 45 
TYPE 25.00 OTHER EXPORT 929.5793 1516.1124 145 
TYPE 26.00 BLANC-DE-CHINE EXPOR 605.3667 842.8524 30 
TYPE 27.00 WUCAl 2195.0000 3330.0631 11 

Total Cases a 3978 
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-- Analysis of Variance -- 

Dependent VariabLe PRICE Amount paid incLudes premium E 

By Levets of TYPE 

VaLue Label. Mean Std Dev Sum of Sq Cases 

1.00 PRE-TANG 1449.4361 3364.6781 1494379739 133 
2.00 TANG 9421.9676 40328.4325 4. OOlE+ll 247 
3.00 SONG 2160.5408 8330.9448 2.547E+10 368 
4.00 MING-B\W 19499.3026 71120.0556 1.148E+12 228 
5.00 MING-POLY 15113.7179 41037.7261 1.297E+ll 78 
6.00 MING-MONO 2560.4419 4999.3429 4273876416 172 
7.00 QING-B\W 6588.1770 25911.3197 1.397E+ll 209 
8.00 QING-POLY 4267.5101 14744.3621 6.413E+10 296 
9.00 OING-MONO 1948.4307 4072.7806 4412286067 267 

10.00 OTHER CHINESE 7333.4516 44597.0218 1.830E+ll 93 
11.00 BLANC-DE-CHINE CHINE 2168.7568 3860.5436 536536679 37 
14.00 FAMILLE ROSE 1445.5168 2597.8167 2409268591 358 
15.00 FAMILLE VERTE 1192.5602 1968.3548 639279411 166 
16.00 KANGXI B/W 1360.3351 2929.6850 1605031138 188 
17.00 QIANLONG B/W 815.8462 941.8247 149021674 169 
18.00 MING BIW 1245.9825 1768.3823 353370898 114 
19.00 IMARI 1998.6774 2905.2183 253208797 31 
20.00 FIGURES 3539.8369 11941.3190 1.996E+10 141 
21.00 ARMORIAL la3O. 9794 4709.1615 5366640835 243 
22.00 CANTONESE 2307.7013 3892.2502 1151370480 77 
23.00 EUROPEAN 1095.0682 1697.9517 377678248 132 
24.00 TOBACCO LEAF 2763.9556 3630.0794 579808970 45 
25.00 OTHER EXPORT 929.5793 1516.1124 330997951 145 
26.00 BLANC-DE-CHINE EXPOR 605.3667 842.8524 20601605.0 30 
27.00 WUCAI 2195.0000 3330.0631 110893200 11 

Within Groups TotaL 
.......... 
4068.2823 

........... 
23235.6424 

............. 
2.134E+12 

....... 
3978 
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Dependent Varfabte PRICE 

Stin of Mean 
Source Squares d. f. Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 89799672182 24 3741653007.6 6.9303 . 0000 

Linearity 21163004383 1 21163004383 39.1984 . 0000 
Dev. from Linearity 68636667799 23 2984202947.8 5.5274 . 0000 

R=-. 0975 R Squared z . 0095 

Within Groups 2.13421E+12 3953 539895078.47 

Eta - . 2009 Eta Squared c . 0404 

As a siwýificant difference between the two groups has been demonstrated, the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.3 Sold by Saleroom 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to whether it 

is offered by Sotheby's or Christie's. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to 

whether it is offered by Sotheby's or Christie's 
SALEROOM SALEROOM by SOLD Whether Item was sold 

SOLD Page 1 of I 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct INot sold Lot sold 
Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 
. 001 1.001 Total 

SALEROOM --------------------------- 
1.00 1 736 1 1189 1925 

CHRISTIES 1 640.2 11284.8 48.4% 

38.2% 61.8% 

55.6% 44.8% 

18.5% 29.9% 

................... 
2.00 1 587 1 1466 2053 

SOTHEBYS 1 682.8 11370.2 51.6% 

28.6% 71.4% 

44.4% 55.2% 

14.8% 36.9% 

................... 
CoLumn 1323 2655 3978 

Total 33.3% 66.7% 100.0% 

Chi-Square Vatue DF Significance 

.................... ........... .... ............ 
Pearson 

Continuity Correction 

LikeLihood Ratio 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 

Fisher's Exact Test: 

One-TafL 

Two-TaiL 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 

41.60504 1 . 00000 
41.17181 1 . 00000 
41.64956 1 . 00000 
41.59458 1 . 00000 

. 00000 

. 00000 

640.215 

As a significant difference between the two groups has been demonstrated, the 
alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.4 Sold by Taste 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to whether it 

is Chinese taste or export. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to 

whether it is Chinese taste or export. 

SOLD Whether item was sold by TASTE Taste of objects 

TASTE Page 1 of I 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pet JExport Chinese 

Cot Pet I Row 

Tot Pet 1 1.001 2.001 Total 

SOLD ........................... 

. 00 1 655 1 668 1 1323 

Not sold 638.9 684.1 33.3% 

49.5% 50.5% 

34.1% 32.5% 

16.5% 16.8% 

................... 
1.00 1 1266 1 1389 1 2655 

Lot sold 11282.1 11372.9 1 66.7% 

1 47.7% 1 52.3% 1 

65.9% 67.5% 1 

31.8% 34.9% 1 

................... 

CoLurn 1921 2057 3978 

Total 48.3% 51.7% 100.0% 

Chi-Square Vatue DF 

.... 

Significance 

............ .................... 
Pearson 

........... 
1.17785 1 . 27779 

Continuity Correction 1.10589 1 . 29298 

Liketihood Ratio 1.17761 1 . 27784 

Linear-by-Linear 1.17755 1 . 27785 

Association 

Fisher's Exact Test: 

One-TaH . 14649 

Two-Tait . 28141 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 638.885 

As no significant difference between the two groups was demonstrated, the hypothesis 

is accepted. 
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6.2.5 Taste by Damaged 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likehood of a lot being damaged according to 

whether it is Chinese taste or export. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot being damaged 

according to whether it is Chinese taste or export. 
DAMAGE DAMAGE by TASTE Taste of objects 

TASTE Page I of I 

Count 

Exp Val 

Row Pet JExport Chinese 

Cot Pet I Row 

Tot Pet 1 1.001 2.001 Total 

DAMAGE ........................... 

. 00 1 907 1 600 1 1507 

NO 977.7 529.3 50.9% 

60.2% 39.8% 

47.2% 57.7% 

30.6% 20.3% 

................... 
1.00 1014 440 1454 

YES 943.3 510.7 49.1% 

69.7% 30.3% 

52.8% 42.3% 

34.2% 14.9% 

................... 
Column 1921 1040 2961 

Total 64.9% 35.1% 100.0% 

Chi-Square 

.................... 

VaLue 

........... 

DF Significance 

Pearson 29.63613 
.... 

1 
............ 

. 00000 

Continuity Correction 29.21839 1 . 00000 

LikeHhood Ratio 29.72770 1 . 00000 

Linear-by-Linear 29.62612 1 . 00000 

Association 

Fisher's Exact Test: 

One-TaiL . 00000 

Two-TaiL . 00000 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 510.692 

As a significant difference between the two groups has been demonstrated, the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.6 Taste by whether ascribed a Keyword 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot being ascribed a keyword 

according to whether it is Chinese taste or export. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot being ascribed 
keyword according to whether it is Chinese taste or export. 

KEYWORD Keyword by TASTE Taste of objects 

TASTE Page I of 2 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct lExport Chinese 

Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 1.001 2.001 Totat 

KEYWORD ........................... 

. 00 1 1697 1 1430 1 3127 

Noword 11510.0 11617.0 1 78.6% 

54.3% 45.7% 

88.3% 69.5% 

42.7% 35.9% 

................... 
1.00 31 77 108 

Fine 52.2 55.8 2.7% 

28.7% 71.3% 

1.6% 3.7% 

. 8% 1.9% 

................... 
2.00 145 

Very Fine 2.4 2.6 . 1% 

20.0% $0.0% 

. 1% . 2% 
1 

. 0% 1 . 1% 1 
................... 

3.00 87 201 288 
Rare 139.1 148.9 7.2% 

30.2% 69.8% 
4.5% 9.8% 
2.2% 5.1% 

................... 
4.00 9 35 44 

Very Rare 21.2 22.8 1.1% 
20.5% 79.5% 

. 5% 1.7% 
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1 . 2% 1 . 9% 1 
......... .......... 

5.00 1 67 

Important 3.4 3.6 . 2% 
14.3% 85.7% 

. 1% . 3% 
1 . 0% 1 . 2% 1 

......... .......... 

6.00 0 77 

Very Important 3.4 3.6 . 2% 
1 

. 0% 1100.0% 1 

. 0% . 3% 

. 0% . 2% 
......... .......... 

7.00 18 1 17 1 25 
Other Superlativ 1 12.1 1 12.9 1 

. 6% 
32.0% 68.0% 

. 4% . 8% 

. 2% . 4% 

......... .......... 
8.00 87 280 367 

Other Quatitativ 177.2 189.8 9.2% 
23.7% 76.3% 
4.5% 13.6% 
2.2% 7.0% 

......... .......... 
Column 1921 2057 3978 
Total 48.3% 51.7% 100.0% 

Chi-Square 

.................. .. 

Value 

........... 

OF 

.... 

Significance 

............ 

Pearson 215.58887 8 . 00000 
Likelihood Ratio 226.89713 a . 00000 
Lfnear-by-Linear 172.06885 1 . 00000 

Association 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 2.415 

Cetts with Expected Frequency <5-6 of 18 ( 33.3%) 

Number of Missing observations: 0 

As a significant difference between the two groups has been demonstrated, the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.7 Taste by whether ascribed a Provenance 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot being ascribed a provenance 

according to whether it is Chinese taste or export. 

Ha: That there is a sipificant difference in the likelihood of a lot being ascribed a 
provenance according to whether it is Chinese taste or export. 

PROVENAN provenance by TASTE Taste of objects 

TASTE Page I of 1 

Count 
Exp Val 
Row Pct lExport Chinese 
Cot Pct I Row 
Tot Pct 1 1.001 2.001 Total. 

PROVENAN --------------------------- 

. 00 1 1599 1 746 2345 
No provenance pr 11132.4 11212.6 58.9% 

68.2% 31.8% 
83.2% 36.3% 
40.2% 18.8% 

................... 
1-00 1 15 16 

Previous Appeara 7.7 8.3 . 4% 
6.3% 93.8% 

. 1% . 7% 
1 

. 0% 1 
. 4% 1 

................... 

2.00 25 238 263 
Specific attribu 127.0 136.0 6.6% 

9.5% 90.5% 
1.3% 11.6% 

. 6% 6.0% 

................... 
3.00 1 246 1 1058 1 1304 

ReLated Attribut 1 629.7 1 674.3 1 32.8% 

18.9% 81.1% 

12.8% 51.4% 
6.2% 26.6% 

................... 
4.00 34 0 34 

Nanking Cargo 16.4 17.6 . 9% 

1100.0% 1 . 0% 1 
1 1.8% 1 . 0% 1 
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M1 
................... 

5.00 16 0 16 

Hatcher Junk 7.7 8.3 . 4% 

1100.0% 1 . 0% 1 
. 8% . 0% 

. 4% . 0% 
................... 

CoLumn 1921 2057 3978 

TotaL 48.3% 51.7% 100.0% 

Chi-Square 

.................... 

Value 

........... 

DF 

.... 

Significance 

............ 

Pearson 1047.24310 5 . 00000 

Likelihood Ratio 1141.04219 5 . 00000 

Linear-by-Linear 757.04549 1 . 00000 

Association 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 7.726 

Number of Missing observations: 0 

As a significant difference between the two groups has been demonstrated, the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.8 Taste by whether Illustrated 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot being illustrated according to 

whether it is Chinese taste or export. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of lot being illustrated 

according to whether it is Chinese taste or export. 
PHOTO Whether photograph was in catalogue by TASTE Taste of objects 

TASTE Page I of I 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct lExport Chinese 

Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 1.00 1 2.001 Total, 

PHOTO ........ ......... .......... 

. 00 1 470 1 336 1 806 

No 1 389.2 1 416.8 20.3% 

58.3% 41.7% 

24.5% 16.3% 

11.8% 8.4% 

......... .......... 
1.00 1 1451 1 1721 1 3172 

Yes 11531.8 11640.2 1 79.7% 

45.7% 54.3% 

75.5% 83.7% 

36.5% 43.3% 

......... .......... 
CoLumn 1921 2057 3978 

Total, 48.3% 51.7% 100.0% 

Chi-Square Vatue DF Significance 

....... .... .................. 
Pearson 

.. ........... 
40.65821 

.... 
1 

. 

. 00000 

Continuity Correct ion 40.15643 1 . 00000 

LikeLihood Ratio 40.74139 1 . 00000 

Linear-by-Linear 40.64799 1 . 00000 

Association 

Fisher's Exact Tes t: 

One-Tail . 00000 

Two-Tail. . 00000 

Minimum Expected F requency - 389.222 

As a significant difference between the two groups has been demonstrated, the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.9 Type by whether Lot Sold 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to type. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to 

type. 

TYPE by SOLD Whether item was soLd 

SOLD Page I of 4 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct INot sold Lot sold 
Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 
. 001 1.001 Total 

TYPE ........................... 
1.00 66 67 133 

PRE-TANG 44.2 88.8 3.3% 

49.6% 50.4% 

5.0% 2.5% 

1.7% 1.7% 

................... 
2.00 102 145 247 

TANG 82.1 164.9 6.2% 

41.3% 58.7% 

7.7% 5.5% 

2.6% 3.6% 

................... 
3.00 161 207 368 

SONG 122.4 245.6 9.3% 

43.8% 56.3% 

12.2% 7.8% 

4.0% 5.2% 

................... 
4.00 57 171 228 

MING-B\W 75.8 152.2 5.7% 

25.0% 75.0% 

4.3% 6.4% 

1.4% 4.3% 

................... 
5.00 17 61 78 

MING-POLY 25.9 52.1 2.0% 

21.8% 78.2% 

1.3% 2.3% 

. 4% 1.5% 

................... 
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6.00 52 

MING-MONO 57.2 

30.2% 

3.9% 

1.3% 

120 172 
114.8 4.3% 
69.8% 
4.5% 
3.0% 

............ 

7.00 41 168 209 

QING-B\W 69.5 139.5 5.3% 
19.6% 80.4% 
3.1% 6.3% 
1.0% 4.2% 

................... 
8.00 71 225 296 

OING-POLY 98.4 197.6 7.4% 
24.0% 76.0% 
5.4% 8.5% 
1.8% 5.7% 

................... 
9.00 99 168 267 

QING-MONO 88.8 178.2 6.7% 
37.1% 62.9% 
7.5% 6.3% 
2.5% 4.2% 

................... 
10.00 24 69 93 

OTHER CHINESE 30.9 62.1 2.3% 
25.8% 74.2% 
1.8% 2.6% 

. 6% 1.7% 

................... 
11.00 11 26 37 

BLANC-DE-CHINE C 12.3 24.7 . 9% 
29.7% 70.3% 

.. 
8% 1.0% 

. 3% . 7% 

................... 
14.00 123 235 358 

FAMILLE ROSE 119.1 238.9 9.0% 
34.4% 65.6% 
9.3% 8.9% 
3.1% 5.9% 

................... 
15.00 67 99 166 

FAMILLE VERTE 55.2 110.8 4.2% 
40.4% 59.6% 
5.1% 3.7% 
1.7% 2.5% 

................... 
16.00 1 60 1 128 1 188 
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rANGXI S/W 62.5 

31.9% 

4.5% 

1.5% 

Coluirn 1323 

(Contfnued) Tot&L 33.3% 

125.5 4.7% 
68.1% 
4.8% 
3.2% 

........... 
2655 3978 

66.7% 100.0% 

TYPE by SOLD Whether Item was sold 

SOLD Page 3 of 4 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pet Imot sold Lot sold 
Cot Pet I Row 

Tat Pet 1 . 001 1.001 Total 

TYPE ........ ........ ......... 
17.00 54 115 169 

QIANLONG 81W 56.2 112.8 4.2% 

32.0% 68.0% 

4.1% 4.3% 

1.4% 2.9% 

.................. 
18.00 33 81 114 

KING B/W 37.9 76.1 2.9% 

28.9% 71.1% 

2.5% 3.1% 

. 8% 2.0% 

.................. 
19-00 6 25 31 

IMARI 10.3 20.7 . 8% 

19.4% 80.6% 

. 5% . 9% 

. 2% . 6% 

................... 
20.00 39 102 141 

FIGURES 46.9 94.1 3.5% 

27.7% 72.3% 

2.9% 3.8% 

1.0% 2.6% 

................... 
21.00 71 172 243 

ARMORIAL 80.8 162.2 6.1% 

29.2% 70.8% 

5.4% 6.5% 

1.8% 4.3% 

................... 
22.00 24 53 77 

CANTONESE 25.6 51.4 1.9% 
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31.2% 68.8% 
1.8% 2.0% 

. 6% 1.3% 

................... 
23.00 50 82 132 

EUROPEAN 43.9 88.1 3.3% 
37.9% 62.1% 
3.8% 3.1% 
1.3% 2.1% 

................... 
Cotumn 1323 2655 3978 

(Contimied) Totat 33.3% 66.7% 100.0% 

TYPE by SOLD Whether Item was sotd 

SOLD Page 4 of 4 

Count 

Exp Val 

Row Pct Imot sotd Lot sotd 
Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 . 001 1.001 Totat 
TYPE ................. ........ 

24.00 1 14 31 45 

TOBACCO LEAF 1 15.0 30.0 1.1% 

31.1% 68.9% 

1.1% 1.2% 

. 4% . 8% 

................... 
25.00 63 82 145 

OTHER EXPORT 1.8.2 96.8 3.6% 

43.4% 56.6% 

4.8% 3.1% 

1.6% 2.1% 

................... 
26.00 15 15 30 

BLANC-DE-CHINE E 10.0 20.0 . 8% 

50.0% 50.0% 
1.1% . 6% 

. 4% . 4% 

................... 
27.00 38 11 

WLICAI 3.7 7.3 . 3% 

27.3% 72.7% 

. 2% . 3% 

. 1% . 2% 

................... 
Cotumn 1323 2655 3978 

Totat 33.3% 66.7% 100.0% 
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Chi-Square 

.................... 

VaLue 

........... 

OF 

.... 

Significance 

............ 

Pearson 111.03820 24 . 00000 

Liketihood Ratio 112.00372 24 . 00000 

Linear-by-Unear . 94912 1 . 35680 

Association 

Minfimso Expected Frequency - 3.658 
CoUs with Expected Frequency 45-I of 50 ( 2.0%) 

Number of Missing Observations: 0 

As a significant difference between the types has been demonstrated, the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.10 Type by whether Lot is Damaged 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot being damaged according to 
type. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot being damaged 

according to type. 

TYPE by DAMAGE DAMAGE 

DAMAGE Page I of 4 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pet INO YES 
Cot Pet I Row 
Tot Pet 1 

. 001 1.001 Totat 
TYPE ........ ........ ........ 

1.00 49 33 82 
PRE-TANG 41.7 40.3 2.8% 

59.8% 40.2% 

3.3% 2.3% 

1.7% 1.1% 

2.00 44 69 113 
TANG 57.5 55.5 3.8% 

38.9% 61.1% 
2.9% 4.7% 

1.5% 2.3% 

3.00 114 76 190 
SONG 96.7 93.3 6.4% 

60.0% 40.0% 
7.6% 5.2% 
3.9% 2.6% 

4.00 41 63 104 
MING-B\W 52.9 51.1 3.5% 

39.4% 60.6% 
2.7% 4.3% 

1.4% 2.1% 

5.00 15 23 38 
MING-POLY 19.3 18.7 1.3% 

39.5% 60.5% 
1.0% 1.6% 
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6.00 49 26 75 

KING-MONO 38.2 36.8 2.5% 

65.3% 34.7% 
3.3% 1.8% 
1.7% . 9% 

................... 
7.00 70 43 113 

QING-8\W 57.5 55.5 3.8% 
61.9% 38.1% 
4.6% 3.0% 
2.4% 1.5% 

................... 
8.00 134 68 202 

GING-POLY 102.8 99.2 6.8% 
66.3% 33.7% 
8.9% 4.7% 
4.5% 2.3% 

................... 
9.00 85 40 125 

QING-MONO 63.6 61.4 4.2% 
68.0% 32.0% 
5.6% 2.8% 
2.9% 1.4% 

.................. 
10.00 24 21 45 

OTHER CHINESE 22.9 22.1 1.5% 
53.3% 46.7% 

1.6% 1.4% 

. 8% . 7% 

................... 
11.00 17 7 24 

BLANC-DE-CHINE C 12.2 11.8 . 8% 
70.8% 29.2% 

1.1% . 5% 

. 6% . 2% 

................... 
14.00 176 182 358 

FAMILLE ROSE 182.2 175.8 12.1% 

49.2% 50.8% 

11.7% 12.5% 

5.9% 6.1% 

.................. 
15.00 51 115 166 

FAMILLE VERTE 84.5 81.5 5.6% 

30.7% 69.3% 

3.4% 7.9% 

1.7% 3.9% 

................... 
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16.00 90 98 188 

KANGXI B/W 95.7 92.3 6.3% 

47.9% 52.1% 

6.0% 6.7% 

3.0% 3.3% 

....... ........... 
Cotumn 1507 1454 2961 

(Continued) Total, 50.9% 49.1% 100.0% 

TYPE by DAMAGE DAMAGE 

DAMAGE Page 3 of 4 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct INO YES 

Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 
. 001 1.001 Totat 

TYPE ........................... 
17.00 85 84 169 

QIANLONG B/W 86.0 83.0 5.7% 

50.3% 49.7% 

5.6% 5.8% 

2.9% 2.8% 

................... 
18.00 63 51 114 

MING BIW 58.0 56.0 3.9% 

55.3% 44.7% 

4.2% 3.5% 

2.1% 1.7% 

.................. 
19.00 17 14 31 

IKARI 15.8 15.2 1.0% 

54.8% 45.2% 

1.1% 1.0% 

. 6% . 5% 

................... 
20.00 52 89 141 

FIGURES 71.8 69.2 4.8% 

36.9% 63.1% 

3.5% 6.1% 

1.8% 3.0% 

................... 
21.00 114 129 243 

ARMORIAL 123.7 119.3 8.2% 

46.9% 53.1% 

7.6% 8.9% 

3.9% 4.4% 

................... 
22.00 1 41 1 36 1 77 
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CANTONESE 39.2 37.8 2.6% 

53.2% 46.8% 

2.7% 2.5% 

1.4% 1.2% 

......... .......... 
23.00 63 69 132 

EUROPEAN 67.2 64.8 4.5% 

47.7% 52.3% 

4.2% 4.7% 

2.1% 2.3% 

......... .......... 
Coturin 1507 1454 2961 

(Continued) Totat 50.9% 49.1% 100.0% 

TYPE by DAMAGE DAMAGE 

DAKAGE Page 4 of 4 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct Iwo YES 

Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 
. 001 1.001 Total 

TYPE ........ ........ ......... 
24.00 20 25 1 45 

TOBACCO LEAF 22.9 22.1 1.5% 

44.4% 55.6% 

1.3% 1.7% 

-7% -8% 
.................. 

25.00 81 64 145 
OTHER EXPORT 73.8 71.2 4.9% 

55.9% 44.1% 

5.4% 4.4% 

2.7% 2.2% 

26.00 9 21 30 
BLANC-DE-CHINE E 15.3 14.7 1.0% 

30.0% 70.0% 

. 6% 1.4% 

. 3% . 7% 

................... 
27.00 38 11 

WUCAJ 5.6 5.4 . 4% 

27.3% 72.7% 

1 . 2% 1 . 6% 1 

. 1% 1 . 3% 1 

.................. 
Coturrn 1507 1454 2961 

Total 50.9% 49.1% 100.0% 
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Chi-Square 

.................... 

Vatue 

........... 

DF 

.... 

Significance 

............ 

Pearson 124.84701 24 . 00000 

Liketthood Ratio 127.04a37 24 . 00000 

Linear-by-Linear 14.27799 1 . 00016 

Association 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 5.402 

Number of Nfssing Observatfons: 0 

As a significant difference between the types has been demonstrated, the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.11 Type by whether ascribed a Keyword 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot being ascribed a keyword 

according to type. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot being ascribed a 
keyword according to type. 

KEYWORD Keyword by TYPE 

TYPE Page 1 of 10 

Count 

Exp Vat 

ow Pct IPRE-TANG TANG SONG MING-B\W MING-POL 

ot Pct 1Y Row 
Tot Pct 1 1.001 2.001 3.001 4.001 5.001 Totat 

KEYWORD ........ ........ .................................... 

. CO 104 167 245 135 48 3127 

Noword 104.5 194.2 289.3 179.2 61.3 78.6% 

3.3% 5.3% 7.8% 4.3% 1.5% 

78.2% 67.6% 66.6% 59.2% 61.5% 

2.6% 4.2% 6.2% 3.4% IM 

................ ..... + .................. 
1.00 2 10 11 61 108 

Fine 3.6 6.7 10.0 6.2 2.1 2.7% 

IM 9.3% lOM 5.6% M 

IM 4.0% 3.0% 2.6% IM 
1 l% 1M1M1M1 . 0% 1 

............. ........ ......... 

2.00 001005 
Very Fine .2 .3 .5 .3A J% 

0% M 20.0% MM 
MMMMM 
mm 0% mm 

+ ........ 4 ........ +... ..... + ........ + ........ + 

3.00 9 21 32 43 17 288 
Rare 9.6 17.9 26.6 16.5 5.6 7.2% 

3.1% 7.3% 11.1% 14.9% 5.9% 

6.8% 8.5% 8.7% 18.9% 21.8% 
1M1 

. 5% 1M11.1% 1 . 4% 1 
.............. ...... ......... 

4.00 0486 44 
V" Rare 1.5 2.7 4.1 2.5 A 1.1% 

MM9. IX 18.2X 13.6% 

M 0% 1.1% 3.5% 7.7% 
MM l% =M 
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........ + ..................... .... + ........ 

5.00 040207 
lq>ortant .2A .6AAM 

m 57.1% 0% 28.6% m 
M IM MMM 
m l% m iz m 

........................................ 

6.00 000407 
Very luMrtant .2A .6AIM 

MMM 57.1% M 
0% mm im m 

mmm l% m 
..................... . ...... ... . ............. 

Totat 3.3% 6.2% 9.3% 5.7% 2.0% 100. OX 

KEYWORD 

Noword 

Fine 

Very Fine 

Rare 

TYPE Page 2 of 10 

Count 

Exp Vit 

Row Pct IMING-MON CING-MW QING-POL GING-MON OTHER CH 

CoL Pct 10 Y0 INESE Row 

Tot Pct 1 6.001 7.001 8.001 9.001 10.001 TotaL 

................. .............................. ..... + 

. 00 127 143 226 214 63 3127 

135.2 164.3 232.7 209.9 73.1 78.6% 

4.1% 4.6% 7.2% 6.8% 2.0% 

MM 68.4% 76.4% 80.1% 67.7% 

3.2% 3.6% 5.7% 5.4% 1.6% 

................................ . ....... 
1.00 39 13 16 2 108 

4.7 5.7 8.0 7.2 2.5 2.7% 

2.8% 8.3% UM UM 1.9% 

1.7% 4.3% 4.4% 6.0% 2.2% 
1 J% 1M1M1 . 4% 1 l% 1 

......... + ... . ........... . .......... ......... 

2.00 011015 

.2 .3 .4 .3A l% 

M 20.0% 20.0% M 20.0% 

M . 5% MM1.1% 

mmmmm 
............................................. 

3.00 15 19 is 11 14 288 

12.5 15.1 21.4 19.3 6.7 7.2% 

5.2% 6.6% 6.3% 3.8% 4.9% 

8.7% 9. IX 6.1% 4.1% 15.1% 

. 4% . 5% . 5% M . 4% 

........ +.. »-.... + ..... . .................... 
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4.00 55412 44 

Very Rare 1.9 2.3 3.3 3.0 1.0 1.1% 

11.4% 11.4% 9.1% 2.3% 4.5% 

2.9% 2.4% 1.4% . 4% 2.2% 

l% l% l% m l% 

. ................ . ...... . ........ . ...... 

5.00 000007 

laportant .3A .5 .5 .2 . 2% 

mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmm 0% 

........... . ....................... ....... 

6.00 020017 
Very lqmrtant .3 .4 .5 .5 .2M 

M 28.6% MM UM 

m im mm1.1% 
m l% mmm 

.............................................. 

Cotumn 172 209 296 267 93 3978 

(Continued) Totat 4.3% 5.3% 7.4% 6.7% 2.3% 100.0% 

KEYWORD Keyword by TYPE 

TYPE Page 3 of 10 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct IBLANC-DE FAMILLE FAMILLE KANGXI 8 CIANLONG 

Co( Pct J-CHINE C ROSE VERTE /W BIW Row 

Tot Pct 1 11.001 14.001 15.001 16.001 17.001 TotaL 

KEYWORD ................................... .................. 

. 00 1 29 1 323 1 143 159 164 3127 

Noword 29.1 281.4 130.5 147.8 132.8 78.6% 

M 10.3% 4.6% 5.1% 5.2% 

78.4% 90.2% 86.1% 84.6% 97.0% 

J% 8.1% 3.6% 4.0% 4.1% 

.............................................. 
1.00 4 13 510 108 

Fine 1.0 9.7 4.5 5.1 4.6 2.7% 

3.7% UM 4.6% MM 

loM 3.6% 3.0% MM 

J% M J% MM 
............... ........................... 

2.00 010005 
VerY Fine 0A .2 .2 .2 J% 

m 20.0% mmm 

MMMMM 
0% mmm 0% 

........ + .......... . .................. .. »-.. + 

3.00 2131418111 288 
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Rare 2.7 25.9 12.0 13.6 12.2 7.2% 

J% IM 1.4% 2.8% J% 

5.4% M 2.4% 4.3% . 6% 

l% J% A% MM 

................................. ............. 
4.00 0 2' 010 44 

Very Rare .44.0 1.8 2.1 1.9 1.1% 

M 4.5% M 2.3% M 

M . 6% =MM 
m l% mmm 

.......................... . ................... 

5.00 000007 
Important A .6 .3 .3 .3M 

mmmmm 
mmmm 
mmmm 

................. . ............................ 

6.00 000007 

Very Important A .6 .3 .3 .3M 

mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 

............................ . ................. 

CoLumn 37 358 166 188 169 3978 
(Continued) Tota( M 9.0% 4.2% 4.7Y. 4.2% 100.0% 

KEYWORD Keyword by TYPE 

TYPE Page 4 of 10 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct IMING B/W IMARI FIGURES ARMORIAL CANTONES 

Cot Pct IE Row 

Tot Pct 1 18.001 19.001 20.001 21.001 22.001 TotaL 

KEYWORD ...................................................... 

. 00 1 109 25 116 212 73 3127 
Noword 89.6 24.4 110.8 191.0 60.5 78.6% 

3.5% . 8% 3.7% 6.8% 2.3% 

95.6% 80.6% 82.3% 87.2% 94.8% 

2.7% . 6% 2.9% 5.3% 1.8% 

.............................................. 
1.00 11042 108 

Fine 3.1 .83.8 6.6 2.1 2.7% 

. 9% . 9% . 0% 3.7% 1.9% 

. 9% 3.2% . 0% 1.6% 2.6% 

. 0% . 0% . 0% . 1% . 1% 
.............................................. 

2.00 000005 
Very Fine .1 .0 .2 .3 .1 . 1% 
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m m m m m1 
m m m m m 
m m m m m 
..... ....... .. ......... ........ 

3.00 3 1 16 18 1 288 

Rare 8.3 2.2 10.2 17.6 5.6 7.2% 

1.0% M 5.6% 6.3% M 

2.6% 3.2% 11.3% 7.4% IM 
1 l% 1M 1 . 4% 1M 1M1 

......... ................. . ......... ..... .... + 

4.00 0 0 2 1 0 44 

Very Rare 1.3 .3 1.6 2.7 A 1.1% 

M M 4.5% 2.3% M 

M M 1.4% . 4% M 

m m l% m m 
........................... ................... 

5.00 0 0 0 1 0 7 

Important .2 A .2 A A 

M M M 14.3% M 
M M M . 4% M 

m m m m m 
.......................... .............. 

6.00 0 0 0 0 01 7 

Very Important .2 A .2 .4 A1 M 

m m m m m 
m m m m m 
m m m m m 

................. ......... . ...... . ....... .... + 

Cotuffn 114 31 141 243 77 3978 

(Continued) TotaL 2.9% M 3.5% 6.1% iM 100.0% 

KEYWORD Keyword by TYPE 

TYPE Page 5 of 10 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct JEUROPEAN TOBACCO OTHER EX BLANC-DE WUCAI 

Cot Pct I LEAF PORT -CHINE E Row 

Tot Pct 1 23.001 24.001 25.001 26.001 27.001 Totat 

KEYWORD ...................................................... 

. 00 1 96 1 41 130 24 11 3127 

Noword 103.8 35.4 114.0 23.6 8.6 78.6% 

3.1% 1.3% 4.2% . 8% . 4% 

72.7% 91.1% 1 89.7% 1 80.0% 1100.0% 1 

2.4% 1.0% 1 3.3% 1 
. 6% 1 

. 3% 1 

.............................................. 
1.00 20200 108 

Fine 3.6 1.2 3.9 .8 .32.7% 
1 1.9% 1 . 0% 1 1.9% 1 . 0% 1 . 0% 1 
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1 1.5% 1M11.4% M1=1 
1 l% 1m1 l% m1m1 

........................................ 

2.00 000005 

Very Fine .2A -2 -0 -0 l% 

mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 

....................... . ................. 

3.00 23 2520 288 

Rare 9.6 3.3 10.5 2.2 .87.2% 
8.0% . 7% 1.7% J% M 

17.4% 4.4% 3.4% 6.7% M 
1M1 J% 1 J% 1 l% 1 

. 0% 1 

.............................................. 
4.00 30000 44 

Very Rare 1.5 .51.6 .3A1.1% 
6.8% MMMM 

2.3% MMMM 

l% mmmm 
.............. . ............................... 

5.00 000007 

Important .2A .3A0M 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmm 0% m 

.................................... ......... 

6.00 000007 

Very Important .2A .3A0M 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 

................ . ............................. 

Cotumn 132 45 145 30 11 3978 

(Continued) Totat 3.3% 1.1% 3.6% MM 100.0% 

KEYWORD Keyword by TYPE 

TYPE Page 6 of 10 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct JPRE-TANG TANG SONG MING-B\W MING-POL_ 

Cot Pct IY Row 

Tot Pct 1 1.001 2.001 3.001 4.001 5.001 Totat 

KEYWORD ...................................................... 
7.00 12151212111 25 

Other SuperLativ 1 
.811.6 

1 2.3 1 1.4 1 
.51 . 6% 
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8.0% 20.0% 8.0% 8.0% 4.0% 
1.5% 2.0% . 5% . 9% 1.3% 

1 . 1% 1 . 1% 1 . 1% 1 . 1% 1 . 0% 1 
.............................................. 

8.00 16 40 73 28 5 367 

Other QuaLitativ 12.3 22.8 34.0 21.0 7.2 9.2% 
4.4% 10.9% 19.9% 7.6% 1.4% 

12.0% 16.2% 19.8% 12.3% 6.4% 

. 4% 1.0% 1.8% . 7% . 1% 

.............................................. 
Cotumn 133 247 368 228 78 3978 

(Continued) TotaL 3.3% 6.2% 9.3% 5.7% 2.0% 100.0% 

KEYWORD Keyword by TYPE 

TYPE Page 7 of 10 

Count 

Exp Val 

Rom Pct IMING-MON QING-B\W QING-POL OING-MON OTHER CH 

Cot Pct 10 Y0 INESE Row 

Tot Pct 1 6.001 7.001 8.001 9.001 10.001 Total 

KEYWORD ........ ............................................. 
7.00 0131111101 25 

Other SuperLattv 1.1 1 1.3 1 1.9 1 1.7 1 
.61 . 6% 

. 0% 12.0% 4.0% 4.0% . 0% 

. 0% 1.4% . 3% . 4% . 0% 

. 0% . 1% . 0% . 0% . 0% 
............................................. 

8.00 22 27 33 24 10 367 

Other Qualitativ 15.9 19.3 27.3 24.6 8.6 9.2% 
6.0% 7.4% 9.0% 6.5% 2.7% 

12.8% 12.9% 11.1% 9.0% 10.8% 

. 6% . 7% . 8% . 6% . 3% 

.............................................. 
Column 172 209 296 267 93 3978 

(Continued) Total 4.3% 5.3% 7.4% 6.7% 2.3% 100.0% 

KEYWORD Keyword by TYPE 

TYPE Page 8 of 10 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pet IBLANC-DE FAMILLE FAMILLE KANGXI 8 QIANLONG 

Cot Pet I-CHINE C ROSE VERTE /W B/W Row 
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Tot Pct 1 11.001 14.001 15.001 16.001 17.001 Totat 

KEYWORD ............ ................... . ...................... 
7.00 10121010101 25 

Other Supertativ 1 
.212.2 

1 1.0 1 1.2 1 1.1 1 
. 6% 

m 8.0% mmm 

M . 6% MMM 
m l% mmm 

......................... . .................... 

8.00 2 14 14 19 4 367 

Other Quatitativ 3.4 33.0 15.3 17.3 15.6 9.2% 

M 3.8% 3.8% 5.2% 1.1% 

5.4% 3.9% 8.4% 10.1% 2.4% 

J% A% . 4% . 5% A% 

....... . .......................... ...... 
CoLumn 37 358 166 188 169 3978 

(Continued) Totat M 9.0% 4.2% 4.7% 4.2% 100. OX 

KEYWORD Keyword by TYPE 

TYPE Page 9 of 10 

Count 

Exp Vat. 

Row Pct IMING B/W IMARI FIGURES ARMORIAL CANTONES 

COL Pct IE Row 

Tot Pct 1 18.001 19.001 20.001 21.001 22.001 Total. 

KEYWORD ...................................................... 
7.00 101022101 25 

Other Superlativ 1 
.71 .2 .91.5 

1 
.51 . 6% 

. 0% . 0% 8.0% 8.0% . 0% 

. 0% . 0% 1.4% . 8% . 0% 

. 0% . 0% . 1% . 1% . 0% 
.............................................. 

8.00 14551 367 
Other QuaLitativ 10.5 2.9 13.0 22.4 7.1 9.2% 

. 3% 1.1% 1.4% 1.4% . 3% 

. 9% 12.9% 3.5% 2.1% 1.3% 

1 . 0% 1 . 1% 1 . 1% 1 . 1% 1 . 0% 1 
.............................................. 

Coturrn 114 31 141 243 77 3978 

(Continued) Total, 2.9% . 8% 3.5% 6.1% 1.9% 100.0% 

4 
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KEYWORD Keyword by TYPE 

TYPE Page 10 of 10 

Count 

Exp Val 

Row Pct JEUROPEAN TOBACCO OTHER EX BLANC-DE WUCAI 

Cot Pct I LEAF PORT -CHINE E Row 

Tot Pct 1 23.001 24.001 25.001 26.001 27.001 Total 

KEYWORD ...................................................... 
7.00 12101010101 25 

Other Supertativ 1 
.81 .31 .91 .21 .11 . 6% 

8.0% mmmm 

im mmmm 

l% mmmm 
.............................................. 

8.00 62840 367 

Other QuaLitativ 12.2 4.2 13.4 2.8 1.0 9.2% 

1.6% . 5% 2.2% 1.1% . 0% 
4.5% 4.4% 5.5% 13.3% . 0% 

. 2% . 1% . 2% . 1% . 0% 
.............................................. 

Column 132 45 145 30 11 3978 

Total 3.3% 1.1% 3.6% . 8% . 3% 100.0% 

Chi-Square Value DF Significance 

.................... ........... .... ............ 

Pearson 590.58801 192 . 00000 

Likelihood Ratio 559.78312 192 . 00000 

Linear-by-Linear 143.32734 1 . 00000 

Association 

Minimum Expected Frequency - . 014 

Celts with Expected Frequency <5- 151 of 225 ( 67.1%) 

Number of Missing Observations: 0 

As a significant difference between the types has been demonstrated, the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.12 Type by whether ascribed a Provenance 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot being ascribed a provenance 
according to type. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot being ascribed a 
provenance according to type. 

PROVENAN provenance by TYPE 

TYPE Page 1 of 5 

Count 

Exp VaL 

Row PC IPRE-TANG TANG SONG MING-6\W MING-POL 
Cot Pct 1Y Row 
Tot Pct 1 1.001 2.001 3.001 4.001 5.001 TotaL 

PROVENAN ...................................................... 

. 00 1 50 1 79 1 137 72 24 2345 

No provemance pr 78.4 145.6 216.9 134.4 46.0 58.9% 

2.1% 3.4% 5.8% 3.1% l= 

37.6% 32.0% 37.2% 31.6% 30.8% 

IM 2.0% 3.4% IM . 6% 

......................... . ........... . ....... 
1.00 01112 16 

Previous Aweare .51.0 1.5 A .3 . 4% 

M 6.3% 6.3% 6.3% UM 

M A% M . 4% 2.6% 
mmmm l% 

. ................................... ... + 

2.00 2 15 51 14 5 263 
Specific attribu 8.8 16.3 24.3 15.1 5.2 6.6% 

M 5.7% 19.4% 5.3% IM 
1.5% 6.1% UM 6.1% 6.4% 
J% . 4% 1.3% . 4% l% 

................................. . ............ 
3.00 1 81 1 152 1 179 1 141 1 47 1 1304 

ReLated Attribut 1 43.6 1 81.0 1 120.6 1 74.7 1 25.6 1 32.8% 
6.2% 11.7% 13.7% lOM 3.6% 

60.9% 61.5% 48.6% 61.8% 60.3% 

2.0% 3.8% 4.5% 3.5% l= 

......................................... 
4.00 00000 34 

Nanking Cargo 1.1 2.1 3.1 1.9 .7M 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmm 0% m 
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.............................................. 

5.00 00000 16 
Hatcher Junk .51.0 1.5 A .3 . 4% 

mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 

............... .................. .... + 

cotum 133 247 368 228 78 3978 
(Continued) Totat 3.3% 6.2% 9.3% 5.7% 2.0% 100.0% 

PROVENAN provenance by TYPE 

TYPE Page 2 of 5 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct IMING-MON OING-B\W GING-POL GING-MON OTHER CH 

Co( Pct 10 Y0 INESE Row 
Tot Pct 1 6.001 7.001 8.001 9.001 10.001 Total, 

PROVENAN ...................................................... 

. 00 1 50 1 71 127 147 34 2345 

No provenance pr 101.4 123.2 174.5 157.4 54.8 58.9% 

2.1% 3.0% 5.4% 6.3% 1.4% 

29.1% 34.0% 42.9% 55.1% 36.6% 

1.3% 1.8% 3.2% 3.7% M 

........................ .... ............. 
1.00 11440 16 

Previous Appeara .7 .81.2 1.1 .4 . 4% 

6.3% 6.3% 25.0% 25.0% M 

. 6% . 5% 1.4% IM . 0% 
mm l% l% m 

....................... . ...................... 

2.00 27 52 29 29 11 263 
Specific attribu 11.4 13.8 19.6 17.7 6.1 6.6% 

10.3% 19. ax 11.0% 11.0% 4.2% 
15.7% 24.9% 9.8% lOM 11.8% 

. 7% 1.3% . 7% . 7% M 
.............................................. 

3.00 1 94 1 85 1 136 1 87 1 48 1 1304 
Retated Attribut 1 56.4 1 68.5 1 97.0 1 87.5 1 30.5 1 UM 

7.2% 6.5% 10.4% 6.7% 3.7% 

54.7% 40.7% 45.9% 32.6% 51.6% 

2.4% 2.1% 3.4% 2.2% l= 
........... ................... . ............... 

4.00 000'00 34 
Nanking Cargo 1.5 1.8 2.5 2.3 .8M 

mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 

.............................................. 
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5.00 00000 16 
Hatcher Junk .7 .81.2 1.1 .4 . 4% 

mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 

........................................... 

coLumn 172 209 296 267 93 3978 
(Continued) TotaL 4.3% 5.3% 7.4% 6.7% 2.3% 100.0% 

PROVENAN provenance by TYPE 

TYPE Page 3 of 5 

Count 

Exp Va( 

Row Pet IBLANC-DE FAMILLE FAMILLE KANGXI 8 QIANLONG 

COL Pet J-CHINE C ROSE VERTE /W B/W, how 

Tot Pct 1 11.001 14.001 15.001 16.001 17.001 TotaL 
PROVENAN ------------------------------------------------------ 

. 00 1 20 1 342 1 159 168 129 2345 

No provenance pr 21.8 211.0 97.9 110.8 99.6 58.9% 

. 9% 14.6% 6.8% 7.2% 5.5% 

54.1% 95.5% 95.8% 89.4% 76.3% 

. 5% 8.6% 4.0% 4.2% 3.2% 

.............................................. 
1.00 00100 16 

Previous Appeara l 1.4 .7 .8 .7 . 4% 

MM6.3% MM 

=M . 6% =M 
m 0% mmm 

......................... . .................... 

2.00 43020 263 

Speeific attribu 2.4 23.7 11.0 12.4 11.2 6.6% 

1.5% 1.1% mmm 

lom mm1.1% m 

l% l% 0% l% m 
.............................................. 

3.00 1 13 1 13 161 18 161 1304 
Retated Attribut 1 12.1 1 117.4 1 54.4 1 61.6 1 55.4 1 UM 

l= IM M 1.4% . 5% 

35.1% 3.6% 3.6% 9.6% 3.6% 
MM . 2% . 5% = 

.............................................. 
4.00 0000 34 34 

Nanking Cargo .33.1 1.4 1.6 1.4 M 

mmmm 1100m 1 
MMM 20.1% 
0% m 0% . 9% 

........................... ............... 

5.00 1010100101 16 
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Hatcher Junk 1A11.4 1 
.71 .81 .71 . 4% 

mmmmm 
mmm ox m 
mmmmm 

...... ........................ ........... 

Cotumn 37 358 166 188 169 3978 
(Continued) Totat M 9.0% 4.2% 4.7% 4.2% 100.0% 

PROVENAN provenance by TYPE 

TYPE Page 4 of 5 

Count 

Exp VaL 

Row Pct IMING B/W IMARI FIGURES ARMORIAL CANTONES 

COL Pct 1E Row 
Tot Pct 1 18.001 19.001 20.001 21.001 22.001 Tota( 

PROVENAN ------------------------------------------------------ 

. 00 1 85 1 30 1 132 116 73 2345 
No provenance pr 67.2 18.3 83.1 143.2 45.4 58.9% 

LA 1.3% 5.6% 4.9% 3.1% 

74.6% 96.8% 93.6% 47.7% 94.8% 

2.1% M 3.3% 2.9% 1.8% 

.............................................. 
1.00 00000 16 

Previous Appeara .5A .61.0 .3 . 4% 

mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 

.................... .......................... 

2.00 6111130 263 
Specific attribu 7.5 1 2.0 1 9.3 16.1 5.1 6.6% 

2.3% . 4% . 4% 1.1% M 

5.3% 3.2% J% l= = 

MMM l% 0% 
.............................................. 

3.00 1810181 124 141 1304 
ReLated Attribut 37.4 10.2 46.2 79.7 25.2 UM 

. 6% M . 6% 9.5% M 
7. OX M 5.7% 51.0% 5.2% 

MMM3.1% l% 
.............................................. 

4.00 00000 34 
Nanking Cargo 1.0 .31.2 2.1 .7 A% 

mm1m1m1m 
mmmmm 
mmmm 0% 

.............................................. 

5-00 15 0000 16 
Hatcher Junk -5 A .61.0 .3 . 4% 
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93. SZ M M M =1 
13.2% M M = M 

. 4% M M M M 
......... .......... ......... ......... ......... 

CoLumn 114 31 141 243 77 3978 
(Continued) Totat 2.9% M 3.5% 6.1% IM 100.0% 

PROVENAN provenance by TYPE 

TYPE Page 5 of 5 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct JEUROPEAN TOBACCO OTHER EX BLANC-DE WUCAI 

Cot Pet 1 LEAF PORT -CHINE E Row 

Tot Pet 1 23.001 24.001 25.001 26.001 27.001 Total. 

PROVEMAN ...................................................... 

. 00 1 80 1 43 1 137 29 11 2345 

No provenance pr 77.8 26.5 85.5 17.7 6.5 58.9% 

3.4% l= 5.8% l= M 

60.6% 95.6% 1 94.5% 1 96.7% 1100M 1 

2.0% 1.1% 1 3.4% 1 
. 7Y. 1M1 

............................... . .............. 
1.00 00000 16 

Previous Appeara .5 .2 .6A0 . 4% 

mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 

............. . .................. .............. 

2.00 40400 263 
Specific attribu 8.7 3.0 9.6 2.0 .76.6% 

im m im mm 
3.0% M 2.8% M= 

l% m l% mm 
...................... . ................... ... + 

3.00 1 48 121311101 1304 
Retated Attribut 43.3 14.8 47.5 9.8 3.6 UM 

3.7% M= J% M 

36.4% 4.4% 2.1% 3.3% M 

1.2% J% J% = 0% 
.............................................. 

4.00 00000 34 
Nanking Cargo 1.1 .41.2 .3AM 

mmmmm 
mmmmm 
mmmmm 

.............................................. 

5.00 0011100 16 
Hatcher Junk .5 .21 .61A0 . 4% 

1M1=16.3% 1M1 0% 1 
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M M . 7% M1 =1 
0% mm m1 m1 

......... ............. . .... .......... ....... 

Co(umn 132 45 145 30 11 3978 
TotaL 3.3% 1.1% 3.6% M M 100.0% 

Cht-Square 

......... ... ...... .. 

VaLue 

........... 

DF Significance 

....... 

Pearson 2626.55816 120 00000 
LikeLlhood Ratio 1866.49158 120 00000 
Linear-by-Linear 539.99132 1 00000 

Association 

Minimum Expected Frequency - . 044 

CeLLs with Expected Frequency <5- 81 of 150 C 54.0%) 

Number of Missing Observations: 0 

As a significant difference between the types has been demonstrated, the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.13 Type by whether Illustrated 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot being illustrated according to 
type. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot being illustrated 

according to type. 

TYPE by PHOTO Whether photograph was in catatogue 

PHOTO Page I of 4 

Count 

Exp VaL 

Row Pet INo Yes 

COL Pet I Row 

Tot Pet 1 
. 001 1.001 TotaL 

TYPE .................. ......... 
1.00 20 113 133 

PRE-TANG 26.9 106.1 3.3% 

15.0% 85.0% 

2.5% 3.6% 

. 5% 2.8% 

.......... ......... 
2.00 32 215 247 

TANG 50.0 197.0 6.2% 

13.0% 87.0% 

4.0% 6.8% 

. 8% 5.4% 

.......... ......... 
3.00 70 298 368 

SONG 74.6 293.4 9.3% 

19.0% 81.0% 

8.7% 9.4% 

1.8% 7.5% 

.......... ......... 
4.00 27 201 228 

MING-B\W 46.2 181.8 5.7% 

11.8% 88.2% 

3.3% 6.3% 

. 7% 5.1% 

.......... ......... 
5.00 9 69 78 

MING-POLY 15.8 62.2 2.0% 

11.5% 88.5% 

1.1% 2.2% 
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1 
. 2% 1 1.7% 1 

................... 
6.00 31 141 172 

MING-MONO 34.8 137.2 4.3% 
18.0% 82.0% 
3.8% 4.4% 

. 8% 3.5% 

................... 
7.00 28 181 209 

QING-B\W 42.3 166.7 5.3% 
13.4% 86.6% 
3.5% 5.7% 

. 7% 4.6% 

................... 
CoLumn 806 3172 3978 

(Continued) Totat 20.3% 79.7% 100.0% 

TYPE by PHOTO Whether photograph was in catatogue 

PHOTO Page 2 of 4 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pet INO Yes 

Cot Pet I Row 

Tot Pet 1 
. 001 1.001 Totat 

TYPE ........................... 
8.00 1 52 1 244 1 296 

QING-POLY 1 60.0 1 236.0 1 7.4% 
1 17.6% 82.4% 

6.5% 7.7% 

1.3% 6.1% 

................... 
9.00 64 203 267 

QING-MONO 54.1 212.9 6.7% 

24.0% 76.0% 

7.9% 6.4% 

1.6% 5.1% 

................... 
10.00 16 77 93 

OTHER CHINESE 18.8 74.2 2.3% 

17.2% 82.8% 

2.0% 2.4% 

. 4% 1.9% 

................... 
11.00 2 35 37 

BLANC-DE-CHINE C 7.5 29.5 . 9% 

5.4% 94.6% 

. 2% 1.1% 

. 1% . 9% 
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................... 

14.00 76 282 358 

FAMILLE ROSE 72.5 285.5 9.0% 

21.2% 78.8% 
9.4% 8.9% 
1.9% 7.1% 

................... 
15.00 55 Ill 166 

FAMILLE VERTE 33.6 132.4 4.2% 

33.1% 66.9% 
6.8% 3.5% 
1.4% 2.8% 

................... 
16.00 55 133 188 

KANGX1 B/W 38.1 149.9 4.7% 
29.3% 70.7% 
6.8% 4.2% 
1.4% 3.3% 

................... 
CoLumn 806 3172 3978 

(Continued) Totat. 20.3% 79.7% 100.0% 

TYPE by PHOTO Whether photograph was In cataLogue 

PHOTO Page 3 of 4 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct INO Yes 

Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 . 001 1.001 Totat 

TYPE ........................... 
17.00 52 117 169 

QIANLONG B/W 34.2 134.8 4.2% 

30.8% 69.2% 

6.5% 3.7% 

1.3% 2.9% 

................... 
18.00 26 88 114 

MING S/W 23.1 90.9 2.9% 

22.8% 77.2% 

3.2% 2.8% 

. 7% 2.2% 

................... 
19.00 9 22 31 

IMARI 6.3 24.7 . 8% 

29.0% 71.0% 

1.1% . 7% 

. 2% . 6% 

................... 
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20.00 26 115 141 

FIGURES 28.6 112.4 3.5% 

18.4% 81.6% 

3.2% 3.6% 

. 7% 2.9% 

................... 
21.00 47 196 243 

ARMORIAL 49.2 193.8 6.1% 

19.3% 80.7% 

5.8% 6.2% 

1.2% 4.9% 

................... 
22.00 10 67 77 

CANTONESE 15.6 61.4 1.9% 

13.0% 87.0% 

1.2% 2.1% 

. 3% 1.7% 

................... 
23.00 26 106 132 

EUROPEAN 26.7 105.3 3.3% 

19.7% 80.3% 

3.2% 3.3% 

. 7% 2.7% 

................... 

CoLumn 806 3172 3978 

(Continued) TotaL 20.3% 79.7% 100.0% 

TYPE by PHOTO Whether photograph was in catatogue 

PHOTO Page 4 of 4 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct INo Yes 

Cot Pct I Row 
Tot Pct 1 

. 001 1.001 TotaL 
TYPE ........................... 

24.00 1 12 33 45 

TOBACCO LEAF 9.1 35.9 1.1% 

26.7% 73.3% 

1.5% 1.0% 

. 3% . 8% 

................... 
25.00 49 96 145 

OTHER EXPORT 29.4 115.6 3.6% 

33.8% 66.2% 

6.1% 3.0% 

1.2% 2.4% 

................... 
26.00 191 21 1 30 
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BLANC-DE-CHINE E 6.1 23.9 . 8% 

30.0% 70.0% 

1.1% . 7% 

. 2% . 5% 

........ ........... 
27.00 3 8 11 

WUCAI 2.2 8.8 . 3% 

27.3% 72.7% 

. 4% . 3% 

. 1% . 2% 

........ ........... 
Coturin 806 3172 3978 

Total 20.3% 79.7% 100.0% 

Chi-Square 

................... . 

Value 

........... 

DF 

.... 

Significance 

............ 

Pearson 103.01932 24 . 00000 

Likelihood Ratio 102.07467 24 . 00000 

Linear-by-Linear 35.39756 1 . 00000 

Association 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 2.229 

CeLLs with Expected Frequency ýc 5-I of 50 ( 2.0%) 

Number of Missing Observations: 0 

As a significant difference between the types has been demonstrated, the alternative 

hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.14 Sold by Provenance 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to whether it 

has been ascribed a provenance. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to 

whether it has been ascribed a provenance. 

PROVENAN provenance by SOLD Whether item was soLd 

SOLD Page I of I 

Count 

Exp Vat 

Row Pct INot soLd Lot soLd 
Cot Pct I Row 
Tot Pct 1 

. 001 1.001 TotaL 

PROVENAN ........................... 

. 00 1 864 1 1481 1 2345 

No provenance pr 1 779.9 11565.1 1 58.9% 

36.8% 63.2% 

65.3% 55.8% 

21.7% 37.2% 

.................. 
1.00 4 12 16 

Previous Amears 5.3 10.7 . 4% 

25.0% 75.0% 

. 3% . 5% 

. 1% . 3% 

.................. 
2.00 56 207 263 

Specific attribu 87.5 175.5 6.6% 

21.3% 78.7% 

4.2% 7.8% 

1.4% 5.2% 

................... 
3.00 1 375 1 929 1 1304 

ReLated Attribut 1 433.7 1 870.3 1 32.8% 

28.8% 71.2% 

28.3% 35.0% 

9.4% 23.4% 

................... 
4.00 21 13 34 

Nanking Cargo 11.3 22.7 . 9% 
61.8% 38.2% 
1.6% . 5% 
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1 . 5% 1 . 3% 1 

......... .......... 
5.00 3 13 16 

Hatcher Junk 5.3 10.7 . 4% 
18.8% 81.3% 

. 2% . 5% 

. 1% . 3% 

......... .......... 
COLUM 1323 2655 3978 
TotaL 33.3% 66.7% 100.0% 

Chf-Square 

................... . 

VaLue 

........... 

DF 

.... 

Significance 

............ 

Pearson 56.90500 5 . 00000 
Liketihood Ratio 57.59043 5 . 00000 
Linear-by-Linear 24.75540 1 . 00000 

Association 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 5.321 

Number of Missing observations: 0 

As a significant difference between the groups has been demonstrated, the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.15 Sold by whether Mark and Period 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to whether it 

is mark and period. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to 

whether it is mark and period. 

M-AND_P M_AND_P by SOLD Whether item was sotd 

SOLD Page 1 of I 

Count 

Exp Val 

Row Pct INot soLd Lot soLd 
Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 
. 001 1.001 TotaL 

M-AND-P ........................... 

. 00 1 542 1 919 1461 

NO 474.5 986.5 71.0% 

37.1% 62.9% 

81.1% 66.2% 

26.3% 44.7% 

................... 
1.00 119 397 516 

EARLIER 167.6 348.4 25.1% 

23.1% 76.9% 

17.8% 28.6% 

5.8% 19.3% 

................... 
2.00 7 73 80 

NINETEENTH 26.0 54.0 3.9% 

8.8% 91.3% 

1.0% 5.3% 

. 3% 3.5% 

................... 

CoLumn 668 1389 2057 
Totat 32.5% 67.5% 100.0% 
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Chi-Square 

.................... 

Vatue 

........... 

DF 

.... 

Significance 

............ 

Pearson 55.62284 2 . 00000 

Liketfhood Ratio 61.67785 2 . 00000 

Linear-by-Linear 55.59414 1 . 00000 

Association 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 25.980 

Number of Missing observations: 1921 

As a significant difference between the two groups has been demonstrated, the 

alternative hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.16 Sold by whether ascribed a Keyword 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to whether it 

has been ascribed a keyword. 

Ha: That there is a significant in the likelihood of a lot selling according to whether it 

has been ascribed a keyword. 

KEYWORD Keyword by SOLD Whether item was soLd 

SOLD Page I of 2 

Count 

Exp Val 

Row Pct INot soLd Lot soLd 
COL Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 
. 00 1 1.001 Total. 

KEYWORD ........ ......... .......... 

. 00 1 1074 1 2053 1 3127 

Noword 11040.0 12087.0 1 78.6% 
1 34.3% 1 65.7% 1 

1 81.2% 77.3% 

1 27.0% 51.6% 

......... .......... 
1.00 24 84 108 

Fine 35.9 72.1 2.7% 

22.2% 77.8% 

1.8% 3.2% 

. 6% 2.1% 

......... .......... 
2.00 3 2 5 

Very Fine 1.7 3.3 . 1% 

60.0% 40.0% 

. 2% . 1% 

. 1% . 1% 

......... .......... 
3.00 93 195 288 

Rare 95.8 192.2 7.2% 

32.3% 67.7% 

7.0% 7.3% 

2.3% 4.9% 

......... .......... 
4.00 10 34 44 

Very Rare 14.6 29.4 1.1% 

22.7% 77.3% 
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. 8% 1.3% 

. 3% . 9% 

......... .......... 

5.00 0 77 

Important 2.3 4.7 . 2% 
1 

. 0% 1100.0% 1 

. 0% . 3% 

. 0% . 2% 
......... .......... 

6.00 4 37 

Very Important 2.3 4.7 . 2% 
57.1% 42.9% 

. 3% . 1% 

. 1% . 1% 

................... 
7.00 1 11 1 14 1 25 

Other Superlativ 1 8.3 1 16.7 1 . 6% 
44.0% 56.0% 

. 8% . 5% 

. 3% . 4% 

................... 
8.00 104 263 367 

Other Qualitativ 122.1 244.9 9.2% 
28.3% 71.7% 
7.9% 9.9% 
2.6% 6.6% 

................... 
Column 1323 2655 3978 

Total 33.3% 66.7% 100.0% 

Chi-Square 

................... . 

Value 

........... 

DF 

.... 

Significance 

............ 

Pearson * 22.11283 8 . 00471 
Likelihood Ratio 24.66516 8 . 00177 
Linear-by-Linear 5.04864 1 . 02465 

Association 

Minimun Expected Frequency - 1.663 
Ceits with Expected Frequency <5-6 of 18 ( 33.3%) 

Number of Missing observations: 0 

As a significant difference between the groups has been demonstrated, the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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6.2.17 Sold by whether Damaged 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to whether it 

is damaged. 

Ha: That there is a significant difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to 

whether it is damaged. 

DAMAGE DAMAGE by SOLD Whether itefn was sotd 

SOLD Page I of I 
Count 

Exp Val Not sold Lot sold 
Row Pct Row 
COL Pct . 00 1 1.00 1 Total 

DAMAGE ........ ......... .......... 
. 00 519 "11 1507 

No 530.8 976.2 50.9% 
34.4% 65.6% 

1 

49.8% 51.5% 
......... .......... 

1.00 524 930 1454 
YES 51 2.2 941.8 49.1% 

1 

36.0% 

1 

64.0% 

1 

50.2% 48.5% 
......... .......... 

Column 1043 1918 2961 
TotaL 35.2% 64.8% 100.0% 

Chi-Square 
................... . ... 

Value 
........ 

DF 
.... 

Significance 
............ 

Pearson . 82948 1 . 36242 
Continuity Correction . 76087 1 . 38306 
Likelihood Ratio . 82943 1 . 36244 
ManteL-HaenszeL test for . 82920 1 . 36250 
Linear association 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 512.165 

As no significant difference between the two groups has been shown the hypothesis is 
accepted. 
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6.2.18 Sold by whether Elustrated 

Ho: That there is no difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to whether it 

is illustrated. 

Ha: That there is a signifificant difference in the likelihood of a lot selling according to 

whether it is illustrated. 
PHOTO Whether photograph was in cataLogue by SOLD Whether Item was soLd 

SOLD Page 1 of 1 

Count 

Exp Val 

Row Pct INot sold Lot sold 
Cot Pct I Row 

Tot Pct 1 
. 00 1 1.001 Total 

PHOTO ........ ................... 

. 00 1 303 1 503 1 806 

No 1 268.1 537.9 20.3% 

37.6% 62.4% 

22.9% 18.9% 

7.6% 12.6% 

......... .......... 
1.00 1 1020 1 2152 1 3172 

Yes 11054.9 12117.1 1 79.7% 

32.2% 67.8% 

77.1% 81.1% 

25.6% 54.1% 

......... .......... 

Column 1323 2655 3978 

Total 33.3% 66.7% 100.0% 

Chi-Square 

................... . 

Value 

........... 

DF 

.... 

Significance 

............ 
Pearson 8.55809 1 . 00344 

Continuity Correction 8.31491 1 . 00393 

Likelihood Ratio 8.43281 1 . 00369 

Linear-by-Linear 8.55594 1 . 00344 

Association 

Fisher's Exact Test: 

One-Tait . 00208 

Two-Tait. . 00386 

Minimum Expected Frequency - 268.059 

As a significant difference between the groups has been demonstrated, the alternative 
hypothesis is accepted. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

"In the youth of a state arms doflourish; in the middle age of a 

state, learning; and then both of them togetherfor a time; in 

the declining age of a state, mechanical arts and 

merchandise. " 

Francis Bacon 

"Of vicissitude of things" 
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Chapter 7 CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Introduction 

The wealth of detailed information provided by the data, when combined with the 

capabilities of the SPSS package, would clearly allow for several discursive chapters in 

a variety of formats. For the purposes of this thesis, it is necessary to restrict the 

discussion of the results, to those which throw light on generalisations regarding the 

specific question of 'valuation'. 

7.2 Speciric Results From the Data 

7.2.1 The Accuracy of the Valuees Estimate 

As the results in paragraph 6.1.1 show, exactly one third of the Lots offered did not 

sell and only one quarter of the lots offered sold within the price range delineated by 

the upper and lower estimates. Given that the estimates allow for a mean error of fifty 

percent in any case, it is clear that the valuer is only capable of achieving at best a 'ball 

park! degree of accuracy in the prediction of price. 

When it is remembered that the valuers in question are, arguably, the world's foremost 

practitioners in their field; that they are specialist, rather than general, valuers; that they 

operate within a relatively fixed style point; that they have a complete archive of 

previous sales to research from and that the range of objects for which they are 

estimating values is relatively limited'50, the level of inaccuracy in the estimates 
becomes somewhat surprising'". Whilst it might not be unexpected by those who are 

cognate it would certainly surprise many viewers of the "Antiques Roadshow". 

15'The majority of pieces have either direct precedents or closely related comparisons, 
indeed 

. 4% of the actual pieces are catalogued as having appeared before. 
1511t is accepted that the use of the term 'inaccuracy' is subjective. Itcouldbeargued 
that the estimates are in fact 25.5% accurate (within the considerable margin of error 
allowed), that the 31.9% of lots which sold over estimate would have been anticipated 
by the valuer who will, for sound reasons, err on the side of caution and that the 9.3% 
of lots which sold under the estimate would generally have sold only marginally under 
the given figure. 
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It would of course be possible at this point to digress into the discussion of a wide 

range of related issues but to do so would not be productive in the present context as it 

would blunt the focus of the thesis'main arguments. For the purpose of the present 

study, these results show quite simply that the determination of 'value' in the field of 

Chinese ceramics, with our present level of knowledge is, even under the most 

favourable circumstances, extremely difficult. This is of course entirely in line with 

expectations for any market that is so fundamentally based on 'interpersonal 

comparisons of utility' and in a sense does nothing more than highlight the considerable 

potential for studies such as the present one. 

What is of considerably more interest is that further analysis shows that, for the data 

sets under consideration, Sotheby`s are significantly more accurate in their estimates 

than Christie's. (Sotheby's sold 28% within estimates described, Christie's sold 23% 

within estimates described. ) 

There are two potential explanations for this: 

a. ) That the valuers at Sotheby's are in fact better at predicting prices than Christie's. 

b. ) That the relative reputations of Sotheby's and Christie's is such that the consumers 

are more receptive to Sotheby's estimates as inputs to their perceptions than they are 

for the estimates of Christie's. 

The fact that the qualitative research suggests that Sotheby's does have the better 

reputation within the Chinese art reference group and the fact that the quantitative 

results show that the former has a markedly better overall chance of selling a lot 

(para. 6.2.3) would effectively add credence to both these hypotheses. Indeed the 

phenomenon could well be explained as a combination of both factors. Though it must 
be stressed that from the evidence of the present study no definitive conclusions can be 
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drawn, it is at least possible to suggest that, for the sale of Chinese ceramics, Sotheby's 

could be seen as a superior'style point'to Christie's 152 
. 

What can be further inferred from this finding, however, is that, given the significant 

variance between thetwo, the process of price perception, and hence the process of 

valuation, is not entirely random. If Sotheby's can be more accurate than Christie's 

then it must be possible to be more accurate than Sotheby's. In other words, the 

question of how humans arrive at 'interpersonal comparisons of utility' is capable of 

finer resolution. 

7.2.2 The Two Markets 

As was suggested by the qualitative survey (see above 4.5 (a)) the results quantify a 

very marked difference between the 'value' of Chinese taste ceramics and the 'value' of 

ceramics made for export. Paragraph 6.2.1 shows that the mean price for an Export 

lot is L1518 whereas the mean price for a Chinese Taste lot is more than four times 

greater at 16449. This is despite the fact that, on average, Export lots contain more 

pieces than Chinese taste lots. It is significant that there is no marked difference 

between the likelihood of an Export lot actually selling and that of a Chinese Taste lot 

selling (para. 6.2.4) The suggestion is that the price variation is not simply a case of one 

market being more active during the period covered by the data but that there is a clear 

difference in the perceived level of utility offered by the two fieldS153. 

Whilst the scale of the price variation has not before been quantified it would not come 

as a surprise to anybody familiar with the market, indeed that there is a substantial 
difference in value between the two fields would be taken as a given. The underlying 

reasoning is not questioned. It is as 'obvious' as the fact that a painting is worth more 

than a piece of furniture. We return to this observation presently but at this point, it 

152 See Cooper (1977) for an overview of the 'differences' between the major auction 
houses, and Herbert (1990) and Herrman (1980) for histories of Christie's and 
Sotheby's respectively. 
"'It is of interest that Williams (1993) highlights export ceran-dcs as potentially 
offering investment potential. 
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should be pointed out that there are five other significant differences between the two 

fields: 

a. ) An Export lot is more likely to be damaged than a Chinese Taste lot (para. 6.2.5). 

This is despite the fact that as a result of the qualitative survey and the pilot test more 

stringent criteria for the classification of a lot as 'damaged' were applied to Chinese 

Taste items in the data gathering (see above paras. 4.5 (e) and 5.9.3.1). 

b. ) Descriptive keywords are much more likely to be used to define Chinese Taste 

pieces than Export pieces (para. 6.2.6). 

c. ) A provenance is much more likely to be given for a Chinese Taste lot than for an 
Export lot (para. 6.2.7). 

d. ) A Chinese Taste lot is more likely to be illustrated than an Export lot (para. 6.2.8). 

e. ) 74% of Chinese Taste lots defined as 'othee, i. e. those which did not fall into a 

recognisable category, were sold, whereas only 56% of Export lots defined as 'othee 

were sold (para 6.2.9). 

7.2.3 The Significance of the Categorised 'Types' 

It is clear from the results that there are also significant differences in both the 

treatment of the different taxonomically defined types by the auctioneers, and in the 

perception of the consumers towards them. 

7.2.3.1 The Consumer's Perception of Type 

Paragraph 6.2.9 shows that, in terms of the overall population of items, expected and 

actual counts of lots sold against lots unsold it is possible to distinguish types which do 

not perform well, types which do perform well, and types which behave more or less as 

expected: 
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Types which behave worse than expected., 
Chinese Taste: Pre-Tang; Tang; Song 

Export., Famille Verte; European Subject; Blanc-de-Chine; Other 

Types which behave better than expected: 
Chinese Taste: NEng B/W; NEng polychrome; Qing B/W; Qing Polychrome; 

Other 
ExpOrt. Nling B/W; Imari; Figures; Armorial; 

Types which behave as expecteJ 

Chinese Taste: Ming Monochrome; Qing Monochrome; Blanc-de-Chine 
Export: Famille Rose; Kangxi B/W; Qianlong B/W; Cantonese; Tobacco Leaf, 

Wucai 

Type is shown to be a significant factor in the likelihood of a lot finding a buyer and 

suggests clearly that the consumer, and hence by implication the reference group, is 

possessed of perceptual preconditioning towards the relative utility to be derived from 

ownership of pieces from the different categories. 

7.2.3.2 The Auctioneers' Perception of Type 

Paragraphs 6.2.11 - 6.2.13 show that type is also a significant factor in the auctioneers' 

decision to ascribe a keyword or provenance to a lot and in whether or not to illustrate 

it. Separate Pearson tests on the two fields show that this result is not simply a 
function of the different applications to the two overall fields (outlined above para 
7.2.2 (a)-(d)) but can also be seen to operate within the fields separately. 

It is not suggested that such decisions are necessarily conscious, but nor can it be 

argued that the decisions are based on tangible differences between the types: once 

pieces qualify for inclusion in what are essentially very 'quality selective' sales there is 

no evidence that certain types are more or less likely to warrant a keyword or to have a 
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provenance than others. The application of either of these descriptive, essentially 

marketing functions is fundamentally subjective. 

It might be argued that either a piece has a provenance or it does not. The fact is that, 

since the majority of provenances are only 'related attributions' it is in very many cases, 

more a facet of the time taken to research a provenance than of whether or not one 

exists. Given the number of catalogued collections and other publications available it 

would be possible to go through virtually any of the catalogues and find *provenances' 

for many more lots than do the auctioneers. It is not the case that more provenances 

exist for Chinese Taste pieces than for Export pieces, it is simply the case that the 

auctioneers choose to ascribe them more readily. 

In the case of keywords, it would be difficult to argue that the application was 

anything other than subjective. Notions of what is 'fine' may be, to some extent, the 

subject of shared perceptions amongst the reference group 154 but Reitlingers work 

clearly shows even such broad generalisations to be culturally historicist rather than in 

any way absolute. Even if we were to allow that some pieces are finer or more 
'interesting' than other pieces of the same type, and this is possibly a supportable 

notion in some cases, it would still not allow for the differentiation found between the 

types themselves, for a piece of Tang earthenware must surely be judged by different 

criteria than a piece of Qing porcelain. 

In reality the degree of subjectivity inherent in the treatment of the lots is neatly 
illustrated by the descriptions applied to lots-252 (Sotheby's 081194) and 105 
(Christie's 071194): these are basically examples of the same piece but are described , 
provenanced, and estimated very differently (as Figures 28 and 29 show). They 

appeared on consecutive days! 

Again what would clearly appear to be happening is that the auctioneers themselves 

are also possessed of overall predispositions, probably on a sub-conscious level, 

154 Though this is in itself clearly debatable. 
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towards the different types, and that such overall perceptions are further blurred by 

subjective experience. 

There are only two exceptions to this rule and they are the cases of the Nanking Cargo 

and the Hatcher Junk. These pieces represent only 1.1% of the sample but are clearly 
identifiable from the original sale stickers. These cases can be seen to share other 

characteristics which differentiate them from the main body of data and the extent to 

which this illuminates the overall findings is incorporated in the hypothesis discussed 

below. 
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7.2.4 Inputs to the Perception of Utility 

7.2.4.1 Subjective Inputs 

Given that the attributions of provenance, keywords or illustrations are essentially 

subjective, and do not in any way represent absolute delineations of the inherent 

qualities of any given piece, the following findings are of key significance: 

a. ) Paragraph 6.2.14 shows that lots which are ascribed a provenance are significantly 

more likely to sell than lots which are not. Within this overall observation it is 

noteworthy that a specific attribution gives a 78.7% likelihood of selling and a related 

attribution only a 71.2% likelihood of selling. 

b. ) Paragraph 6.2.16 shows that lots which are ascribed a keyword are significantly 

more likely to sell than lots which are not. 

c. ) Paragraph 6.2.18 shows that lots which are illustrated are significantly more likely 

to sell than lots which are not. 

What. is shown by these findings is that potential purchasers are significantly influenced 

in their purchase decisions by the manner in which the objects are presented to them by 

the auctioneers. 

7.2.4.2 Inherent Inputs 

The following results reflect the perception of the bidders towards aspects of the lots 

which can be defined, with a degree of confidence, as categorically inherent to the lot 

in question i. e. physical rather than subjectively perceived: 

a. ) Damage 

There is clearly a difference between the average price fetched for a damaged lot and 
the average price fetched for a similar undamaged lot. Thus, damage is clearly seen to 
have a negative effect on the level of utility offered by a piece. This was of course 
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expected. What is more surprising, however, is that so many of the lots offered, 

approximately 50%, are damaged. The qualitative participation in the market and 

reference group outside of the main salreooms has shown that, at the lower levels of 

the market, damaged items are extremely difficult to sell, with the majority of dealers 

and many collectors declining to purchase damaged items at any price. A combination 

of facts which is made all the more surprising by the finding, illustrated by paragraph 

6.2.17, that damaged lots in the main sales are no less likely to sell than undamaged 
lots. 

A further point of interest is that paragraph 6.2.10 shows that there are significant 

differences in the proportion of damaged lots offered by type: ranging from 69.3% of 

Famille Vertelss lots to only 33.7% of Qing Polychrome lots. It is accepted that these 

two extremes cross the boundary between the Chinese Taste and Export markets, 

where damage has been already shown to have a disproportionate effect, but there are 

also considerable variations within each field. 

Damage is without doubt more acceptable on some types than it is on others. The 

results do not suggest that this is linked to the relative scarcity of the various types: 

there are 113 pieces of Tang offered of which 6 1.1 % were damaged, yet of the 113 

pieces of QingB/W only 38.1% were damaged. Nor do the results suggest that there 

is a link with age since only 40.2% of the Pre-Tang lots were damaged. 

b. ) Rarity 

The term 'rarity' is used with some caution since it has already been suggested that its 

use is, to a significant extent, subjective. In fact it almost has two quite different 

meanings: it denotes a degree of 'desirable uniqueness'when applied by an authority 

such as the auctioneer, but it can be also be viewed, in a more objective and 
dispassionate sense, as simply denoting scarcity. 

'"The figure of 72.7% of Wucai lots being damaged is not cited due to the very small 
number of cases for this type. It is of passing interest that Wucai is technically very 
closely related to Famille Verte. 
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In the latter sense of the word it was shown in the qualitative research to actually have 

an adverse effect on perceived utility (para. 4.4.5 (e)). This can also be partially 
inferred from the quantitative results: Blanc-de-Chine is one of the least widely 

available Export types, with 30 lots averaging only 1605, whereas the average price for 

the widely available Famille Rose pieces (358 lots) is L1445. 

Furthermore, lots defined as 'othee are, by definition, of a type which defy 

categorisation alongside significant numbers of similar pieces and can thus only be 

described as scarce, yet 'other' Export lots actually sell less than the performance of 
the overall population suggests that they should (43% are unsold against the overall 

unsold figure of 33%). 

It is of considerable significance that 'othee Chinese lots perform markedly better than 

expected with only 25% being unsold. Part of the reason behind this variation may lie 

in the fact that for * othee Chinese Taste lots, the auctioneers use the keywords 'rare' 

and 'very rare' mice as often as the population expectation, whereas for 'othee Export 

lots, the terms arc applied less than half as often as the population expectation. What 

appears to be the case is that 'rarity' is considered to offer more utility in the case of 

Chdriese Taste pieces than it does in the case of Export pieces. 

Clearly, rarity can have an adverse influence on perceptions of utility for Export pieces 
but is generally seen as a positive quality in Chinese Taste pieces. 

c. ) Age 

It is perfectly clear from the data in paragraph 6.2.2 that age is not a key factor in the 

perception of value. The mean price for the earliest pieces, the Pre-Tang is L1449, 

whereas the mean price for the latest pieces, the Cantonese is 12307. The difference in 

age between these two types can be measured in millennia. Similarly, although Ming 

pieces fetch considerably more than Qing pieces as a whole, a piece of Qing B/W is 

likely to fetch more than twice as much as a Ming Monochrome. 
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The fact that the three earliest types - Pre-Tang, Tang and Song - are amongst the 

worst overall performers in terms of the proportion unsold would partly explain their 

low mean prices but in itself adds further weight to the observation that age is not a 

major input to the perception of utility. 

d. ) IncreasedSupply 

The poor performance of the three early types is undoubtedly linked to the 

considerable increase in the supply of such objects as a result of recent smuggling from 

China. Such pieces have been arriving in the UK from Hong Kong by the container 
load since the 1980's and have been evident in large numbers both at Christie's South 

Kensington sales and throughout the market. The realisable value of such pieces has 

fallen considerably, this could be taken as clear evidence that an increase in supply has 

an adverse effect on perceptions of utility or simply that the laws of supply and demand 

are operating. 

The matter is far from clear cut, however, since it has already been shown that scarcity 

of supply can similarly have an adverse effect on desirability. Furthermore the 

accepted wisdom within the Chinese artworld is that the initial considerable increase in 

the value of these early Chinese ceramics, from the 1920's onwards, was significantly 
linked to increased availability brought about by the excavation of pieces during the 

construction of railways. It seems logical that this accepted wisdom is at least partially 

true, but this does beg the question of why a similar increase in supply should not also 

result in a rise in prices. 

An examination of the only other recent example of a dramatic increase in supply - the 

recoveries of the Hatcher, Nanking, Vung Tau and Diana cargoes - suggests a clear 

reason for what can only be described as the disutility offered by the increased supply 

of early pieces. The arrival on the market of many tens of thousands of fresh pieces 
from the salvaged wrecks resulted in no detectable impact on the prices of similar 

pieces. Indeed highly successful marketing, particularly in the case of the Nanking 

cargo, ensured that the cargo pieces themselves invariably fetched considerably more 
than identical pieces without the same 'provenance' (Appendix B). 
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It might clearly be suggested that what was missing for the case of the increased 

availability of early pieces was a co-ordinated marketing campaign - pieces simply 

appeared on the market with the only surrounding publicity being the fact that they 

were smuggled! Perhaps because of this fact there was no visible attempt by the 

auctioneers to hold special sales of or raise the public awareness of, what, given their 

age and often suspicious connections, were otherwise very marketable objects. The 

marketing simply did not match the supply and prices fell dramatically. During the 

twenties, when these objects first appeared in large numbers, they were heralded by the 

reference group of the time (para 3.3.1.2) and this, in terms of its impact on 

perceptions, appears to have had exactly the same effect as what is today called 

marketing. 

7.3 General Hypothesis 

From the deductive and the qualitative overview of the'upside down'market for 

Chinese art as a whole it is clear that 'authentic cultural significance' is not a factor in 

overall personal perceptions of utility: ceramics are illogically 'worth' more than 

calligraphy. Furthermore both the qualitative and the quantitative surveys show that 

neither of the tangible qualities of Chinese ceramics which might logically contribute to 

utility; age and rarity, can be shown to be remotely consistent inputs to perceptions of 

value, rather the contrary. From this, it is a short step to argue that the object in itself 

does not have any tangible or quantifiable value at all: the only value that can possibly 
be ascribed is its perceived value. What is clearly observable is a variable scale of 
perceptions of utility. This perception is, in a sense, reality to the subject but it is also 
an illusion. 

The notion that the perception of value is fundamentally illusory is most easily 
illustrated by the fact that, whilst tangible qualities are shown not to be key inputs, 

qualities which are intangible, namely the promotional use of illustrations, provenances 
or descriptive keywords, do have a significant impact on the perception of utility. The 

auctioneer is able to increase the likelihood of a lot finding a buyer simply through the 
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use of suggestive marketing. In effect the perception of the 'value' of Chinese 

ceran-iics is not a function of any form of artistic and spiritually absolute 'connection! 

between the subject and the object but is an illusion which can be manipulated. 

In order to elaborate and further examine this basic finding it is useful to discuss the 
findings of both the qualitative and quantitative research in the context, discussed 

ear er, of the ideas put forward by others. 

7.3.1 The Cultural Circle around the Object 

The overall notion, put forward by the anthropologist Hauser (1992), is that objects 

are surrounded by a cultural 'circle', of what are here termed inputs, and that this 

overall perception is further focussed by the 'spiral' of more specific inputs which 

culminate in the exact context in which the potential consumer interacts with the actual 

piece. 

The prcscnt study has shown quite clearly that the buyer of Chinese cerarnics is 

undoubtedly influenced by the reference group of the cultural circle in tenns of the 
following overall predisposition: 

a. ) That Chinese ceramics are a decorative, rather than a fine art genre and, as such, 

the boundaries of their potential value are limited by this defined relationship. Fine art 
has more 'meaning' or is more 'Authentic' (Clifford 1988) or 'Legitimate' (Bourdieu 

1979) than Chinese ceramics. 

The nature of the 'art' market as a whole is such that the consumer is entirely free to 

subjectively set the price equilibrium: it is the consumer which defines the level of 

utility. The behaviour of the consumer, manifested in the actual and considerable price 
differential, shows that this predisposition is effectively 'programmed' into the 

perception of reality. Yet if a piece of Western fine art really is more legitimate and, 
therefore, worth considerably more than a piece of Chinese ceramic, then why is a 

piece of Chinese fine art worth so much less than either? The most reasonable answer 
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to this question is that the perception is an illusion which has been largely induced by 

the reference group. 

7.3.1.1 The Inner Circle 

Within the overall cultural circle, the concentric but smaller circle of the reference 

group which is here called the Chinese art reference group, predisposes the consumer 

towards the following, refinements of perception: 

a. ) That Chinese Taste ceramics are worth considerably more than pieces made for 

export. 

b. ) That Chinese Taste pieces which are 'Mark and Period' are worth considerably 

more than similar pieces which are not. 

c. ) That, within the two overall markets, certain types offer more utility than others. 

It might be posited that the reason for the relatively low value of the export market is 

that in a sense these pieces are not 'authentic' either to the Western or to the Chinese 

consumer. Yet many of the most highly valued pieces of 'Chinese taste' ceramics are 

not authentic to the Chinese taste in any case: Tang burial wares were never conceived 

as artistic productions and many of the most expensive pieces of Chinese taste Ming 

BIW owe much more to the influence of the Middle-Eastern export market than they 
do to Chinese tenets. The illusory nature of the very concept of 'Chinese Taste' has 

indeed previously been argued by Kerr (1986) yet 'Chinese Taste' is clearly a label 

which currently offers far more utility than 'Export'. The fact that 'Chinese Taste' 

ceramics fetch four times more than 'Export' ceramics and are significantly more likely 

to be described with a keyword or ascribed a provenance is simply a manifestation of 

what Clifford (1988) described as'meaning transfee. 'Chinese Taste' has, through the 
inputs of the reference group, been elevated in terms of utility. This study has shown 
this process in operation, through the markedly elevating descriptive treatment by the 
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auctioneers. This is both the result of the created disposition and a facet of its 

continuance. 

'Mark and Period'is certainly a definable, if not always clear cut, attribute but the 

reason it should result in such a significant increase in perceived utility is much less 

clear. The only tangible argument that this could be a reasonable perception stems 
from the mythical notion that such pieces were produced for imperial consumption and 

were, therefore, not only produced to the highest standards but can also be ascribed an 
imperial provenance. In reality, however, from the sixteenth century onwards, there 

are many pieces of 'Mark and Period'which were clearly not produced for imperial 

consumption"' and there are also pieces which were produ6ed for imperial 

consumption but which are not marked as such. Again, the function of the label 'Mark 

and Period' in terms of increasing utility is unequivocally proven by the behaviour of 
the consumer, but again the logic behind it is illusory. 

Even the type specific labels which predispose the consumers, are illusory. Whilst it 

was pointed out above that no universally accepted taxonomy is actually in use, it was 

still possible for the purposes of this thesis to divide the overall field into types which 

are taxonomically recognisable to those familiar with the field, and therefore valid. 
This does not alter the fact that the taxonomy itself is essentially random. If 

Jaqcuemart had been equipped with the information, he could just as easily have 

'labelled'the different categories of ceramic according to other criteria, such as the 

primary religious, philosophical or cultural sources of the shape or decoration. Had he 

done this the terms 'Famille Rose' and 'Blanc-de-Chine' might never have been heard 

and there might have been collectors of 'Daoist' rather than Famille Verte. Thisis 

rather simplistically put, but the point, which is that the labels are no more than just 

labels, is valid. 

What emerges is a picture of a consumer that is heavily influenced by the 

predispositions created by the reference groups of which they are part, and is also 

"'Indeed for the Nineteenth century it is clear that the majority of Mark and Period 
pieces were not produced for the Imperial household. 
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subject to the influence of labels. In the same way as the buyer of a painting is heavily 

influenced in their perception of utility by the artist's label applied to it, an attribute 

which can often have little or nothing to do with the picture itself, so the buyer of a 

piece of Chinese ceramic is influenced by the label - be it 'Chinese Taste', 'Famille 

Verte'or'Mark and Period'. All of which findings would transpose readily into the 

consumer behaviourist's understanding of the psychological process: the labels, as was 

suggested earlier, being called brands. 

73.2 The Spiral around the Object 

The qualitative, participatory, observation of the market as a whole showed quite 

clearly that the buyer of Chinese ceramics is fundamentally interactive. The consumer 
is subject to an immeasurable number of inputs, ranging from predispositions towards 

the loosely definable variety of points of sale, through to the 'mood' created by others 
in attendance and the selling technique of the individual dealer or auctioneer (see above 

paras. 4.3.2 and 4.4.5). All these variable factors combine with the more firmly 

established brand predispositions and contribute to the individual's perception of the 

level of utility which they will derive from any potential transaction. The high degree 

of interactivity which is found amongst potential purchasers is, again, in line with what 

consumer behaviourists would expect of what are essentially impulse buyers. The key 

point is that, although there is clearly some degree of overall price equilibrium, the 

exact price a consumer will pay for a given object will vary considerably according to 

the exact circumstances under which they encounter the object. 

7.3.3 The Function of Sotheby's and Christie's 

In the case examined quantitatively, that of Sotheby's and Christie's main sales, the 
circumstances could scarcely be more favourable. The international stature of these 
organisations is such that, as was suggested above, the very fact that a piece has been 
included in one of their top sales endows the piece with considerable' legitimacy', 
kudos and even provenance. The use of marketing techniques which begin with the 
appearance of their 'experts' on television and in the other media, and culminate in the 
highly polished catalogues and the grandeur of the salerooms themselves, all contribute 
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to ensuring that the object is seen in the best possible light. The prices achieved by 

Sotheby's and Christie's can only be matched or bettered by the small handful of top 

dealers, who have sin-dlarlY established reputations and essentially use similar 

marketing techniques. 

It is not stretching the point too far to suggest that Sotheby's and Christie's can almost 

say anything they Eke and it will not be widely disbelieved. When the piece illustrated 

in Figure 1 was presented in the considerably less prestigious sale at Christie's South 

Kensington it was not illustrated and was estimated at 12-300, it fetched 1280. Yet a 

piece which is exactly comparable in terms of size, style, date, indeed in every way 

except the actual picture itself (See Figure 30) was illustrated, described in detail and 

estimated at I 1000- 15 00 when it was presented as part of the Peony Pavilion 

collection at Christie's main saleroom (lot 305 120689). The two pieces could 

effectively have been interchanged and the provenance alone could not account for 

such a marked difference in estimate. The fact that the latter piece sold for 11760 

might clearly verify the point being made. 
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What is effectively functioning is 'authority. Authority has been shown to operate at 

macro-cultural levels, where it delineates the overall 'circle' of perceptions of value and 

enacts the process of 'meaning transfer', and also in varying forms at all stages of the 
I spiral' right down to the point at which the consumer finally interacts with the given 

object. The position of Sotheby's and Christie's is such that they not only form the 

spiral but also act to a significant extent as arbiters of the overall circle. 

At least part of the reason for this is the fact that their credibility as style points and the 

scale of their marketing operations gives them access to the wealthiest of the 

international clientele, which are here called consumers. As any dealer outside those at 

the very top of the profession knows, acceptance of an item for one of the main sales 

radically increases the price. expectation. It is essentially those items which can safely 
be assured of such acceptance which experience the 'price jump'which was 

qualitatively observed (para 4.5 (g)). 

7.4 The Consumer of Chinese Ceramics 

The consumer's perception of 'value' is decisively influenced by the authority of all the 

reference groups of which they are a part. Even other potential buyers at a point of 

sale will act as a reference group on what is a highly interactive consumer. 

Clearly, Hauser's notion of 'the circle and spiral' is valid. Bongard's notion of the 
importance of 'artistic capital stocle is also valid, as is Clifford's illustration of 
I meaning transfer' and the function described in this study as' positive indications of 

consensus approval'. All of these extrinsic phenomena can be seen to affect the 

process of 'valuation'. 

In consumer behavioural terms this would suggest that the buyer of Chinese ceramics 
can be characterised entirely as *affiliation seeking', in that the utility offered by 
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possession "reflect(s) connections with others, with one's heritage or tradition. " 157 

Surely, however, the ownership of art - the expression of personal taste -could be 

expected to be one area of consumption where the individual would be at their most 

% autonomy seeking'. What must be examined now are those inputs to the perception of 

utility which influence the consumer on a level one step closer to the 'self than the 

creation of predisposition. 

7.4.1 Behavioural Generalities with Motivational Implications 

7.4.1.1 The Perception of Damage 

Damaged pieces clearly offer less utility than would the same pieces in perfect 

condition. That damage in itself should infer disutility is perhaps unsurprising. It is 

certainly unsurprising in the case of pieces which are in some way disfigured, but in the 

case of pieces which suffer from hairline cracks, which are visible only on very close 
inspection, the degree of price differential is perhaps a little surprising. To take a very 
basic example and assuming both buyer and seller are familiar with the market: a B/W 

export plate of standard design will reliably fetch between 150-100 depending on the 

point of sale and issues of design and quality detail. The same item with a barely 

visible hairline crack will struggle to make L15-20, if it can be sold at all. The damage 

can be to all intents and purposes invisible but it is still 'damaged'. 

The primary input which results in a general perception of disutility is not a function of 

aesthetics it is a function of the label 'damaged'. A significant number of consumers 

simply do not want to possess an object which can be thus described"'. The high 

proportion of damaged lots offered in the major sales and their success in selling them 

suggests, however, that the disutility inferred by 'damage' is to a significant extent 

157Schultz Kleine, Kleine and Allen (1995) p. 328 where this definition is used in a 
context which is not related specifically to the ownership of art but where the authors' 
meaning can be validly extrapolated. 
158Ironically of course even a cracked 18th century plate is in much closer to its 
original condition than virtually any contemporary piece made from another, less 
durable, material. It is also of curious note that in North America, 'damage' is often 
more euphemistically referred to as 'age cracks'. 
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offiet by the utility offered by highly credible sale points. In a real sense the names of 
Sotheby's and Christie's could be seen as providing a piece with 'provenance'. Thus 

there is clearly risk entailed from affiliation with something damaged but this can be 

reduced by the positive utility of affiliation with the style point brand name - which 

offers autonomy. 

7.4.1.2 Affiliation, Autonomy and Risk Reduction 

The fact that consumers derive greater utility from an object with a provenance, 

whether it is the name of an artist, the name of a former owner, or simply that it has 

been illustrated in a book, cannot be other than a function of affiliation seeking. 

The argument that a specifically related historical provenance could offer some degree 

of risk reduction, in terms of the reduced likelihood of a piece being a fake, is 

constantly being disproved by the re-assessment of pieces from early collections and 

would in any case only apply to a small minority of 'provenanced' pieces. 

Perhaps paradoxically, however, the utility offered by a piece with a given provenance 

can also be seen as a function of autonomy seeking. Possession of a piece with 

provenance clearly affiliates the consumer with the previous owner, or the exhibition in 

which it was included, but it also represents uniqueness, and distinguishes the owner 
from others who possess similar but less 'distinctive' pieces. The more distinctive the 

provenance the greater the increase in utility, as is clearly evidenced not only by the 

value enhancement of an artist's or designer's name, but also by the astonishing prices 
paid for celebrity trivia and not least by the quantitative evidence of the present study 
(para. 6.2.14). The very process of affiliation seeking is itself strongly motivated by the 
seeking of autonomy. 

If we allow that Sotheby's and Christie's in themselves offer 'provenance', and we 
allow the qualitative finding that Sotheby's has the better reputation within the Chinese 

art reference group, then this could go some way towards explaining the considerably 
better quantitative performance of Sotheby's. The simple function being, that 
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affiliation with Sotheby's offers more autonomy to the members of the reference group 

than affiliation with Christie's. 

The increased utility offered by the acquisition of pieces described as fine or rare, or to 

a lesser extent those lots which are deemed worthy of illustration, would appear to be 

a straightforward facet of autonomy seeking. Yet, if the consumer were genuinely 

seeking autonomy then the overall price hierarchies dictated by the 'circles' of the 

reference groups would not exist. As was stated earlier it would only take literally two 

or three wealthy, autonomy seeking individuals, to make subjective judgements 

regarding the value of Chinese calligraphy, for the nature of the price hierarchy to 

change. 

In the case examined in quantitative detail in the present study, the poor selling rate of 
% other'Export pieces highlights the fact that the consumer does not wish to risk 

inferred disutility from the ownership of pieces which do not readily affiliate with a 

recognisable type. In other words 'the positive indications of consensus approval' 

which attach to certain forms of production and 'brands' of ceramic, and which are 

manifested in %general' market values, actually limit the degree to which the consumer 

will express their autonomy. Essentially the consumer does appear to seek autonomy 
but is in fact more concerned with the reduction of risk'". 

The need to reduce or even eliminate risk can be seen in varying formats across many, 
if not all, of the markets for Fine and Decorative arts. The most common form of risk 
reduction is through the process of acquiring pieces to which some form of 
recognisable brand label can be safely ascribed: hence the facts that a safely attributed 
painting is worth more than one which is not, that a piece of marked 'Spode' is worth 
more than an unmarked piece, and that the majority of the newly developed collector's 
markets are for items which are clearly 'branded'. The brand label is a form of 
affiliation seeking, which is in itself risk reducing. In such a context the illogical, but 

strongly manifested, desirability of the almost quintessential 'Mark and Period' pieces, 
could be seen as little more than a simple function of low risk purchasing. 
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Other aspects of risk reduction can be seen in the selection of the point of sale. 
Whether it takes the form of acquiring the brand of a national, international or locally 

respected outlet or whether it takes the form of the perceived 'bargains' offered at 

provincial auctioneers or car boot sales, the process is still one of risk reduction. At 

the risk of sounding obvious, in some parlours the consumer would wish to say "oh 

yes, we bought it from Sotheby's" whilst in other parlours the consumer would wish to 

say "oh yes, we bought it from a car boot sale". The parlours may well be 

interchangeable and there are many variations in between but in neither case does the 

consumer risk disutility. In nearly all parlours, however, the consumer would wish to 

say "oh yes, it's a piece of X ". The exact nature of X is of fundamental importance 

and it is returned to presently. 

7.5 Modefling the Consumer 

7.5.1 The Frame of Reference 

In suggesting a model for the behaviour of the consumer of Chinese ceramics (Figure 

3 1) the approach adopted is, at least in part, reductionist. It is developmental in as 

much as the model suggested is based, in part, on the notion of the 'circle and spiral 

around the object' offered by Hauser, (reflected in Hutton's circles of corporate image. 
See Figure 32A) and on the measuring of perceived customer value emphasised by 
Woodruff (See Figure 32B). It is also constructive in as much as it represents the first 

attempt to model the consumer of this particular category of product and is based on a 
synthesis of the logical flow and the multi-variable types of consumer behaviour model. 
(See Figures 33 and 34) It is reductive, however, in that many of the highly complex 
models of the consumer which have been constructed are not engaged with. 

In particular the model offered does not examine in depth notions of individual 

personality traits, except where qualitative observations can be correlated with the 

159 An obserntion echoed by Singer (1978) 
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more reliable findings of the quantitative data. This approach is in fact in keeping with 

at least some of the recent developments in the overall discipline, where: 

"... multiple measures of behaviour rather than single indicators or one-off instances of 
behaviour to enhance dependant variable reliability through aggregation are used. " 160 

The data set compiled in this thesis offers a considerable depth of reliable multiple 

measures of behaviour, in a field where the consumers are free to individually express 
their own level of perceived utility. Per5onal levels of economic sacrifice are not 

measured but the opportunity to quantitatively enumerate the overall effect of input 

stimuli on the formation of value perceptions must allow for the model to be at least 

inductive and at best a valuable contribution to understanding. 

160FOXaU (1992) p. 127 citing Epstein (1986). 
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Figure 31 

Model of Consumer Behaviour Applied to 
the Purchase of Antiques, with Particular 
Reference to Chinese Ceramics. 
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Figure 32A 

Hutton's levels of Corporate Image. (Chisnall 1995 p. 277) 
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WoodrufFs Model of the Relationship between Customer Value and 
Customer Satisfaction (Woodruff 1997 p. 143) 
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Figure 33 

Logical Flow Model of the Consumer Choice Process. (Foxall and 
Goldsmith 1992 p. 29) 
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Figure 34 

The Engel-Kollat-Blackwell Multi-Variable Model. (Chisnall 1995 p. 205) 
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The validity of the model is enhanced by the qualitative findings, resulting from the 

complete immersion of the researcher in both sides of the market being studied. The 

inherent problems of subjectivity resulting from this were, in as much as it is possible, 

addressed earlier. 

Given the strength of the aggregated data, the approach adopted is to inductively 

exan-drie the findings of the data against the motivational context set down by Maslow. 

Although the theoretical paradigms set out by Maslow have been the subject of 

subsequent criticism, particularly by consumer behaviourists seeking to more 

specifically meet the needs of professional marketers, the basic ideas put forward have 

not been superseded by a universally agreed theory of motiVation, and remain, with 

some qualification justifiably, much cited. 

The examination of broadly quantified indications of motive is clearly the key to 

understanding the behaviour of the buyer of Chinese ceramics. The behaviour of the 
buyer is thence the key to understanding the process by which perceptions of value are 

created. In accepting Maslow's hierarchy of needs as a basis for discussion a 

significant qualification is made regarding the importance to the consumer of fulfilling 

one level of needs before moving on to the next. A multidimensional approach, more 
in keeping with current developments, is adopted. Thus, whilst it might well be argued 
that the consumption of art cannot be other than a psychographic need'61 and is 

perhaps unlikely to be embarked upon before the physiological needs have been met, 
the different levels of psychographic or sociographic needs themselves are not 
considered to be hierarchically interdependent or even separately definable. A single 
consumption choice can often be shown to relate to several of the layers of defined 

motivational need. 

16'Even the consumption of 'antique' furniture, which might be considered as at least 
partially physiological, offers no more in the way of physiological utility through the 
fact that it is 'antique'. 
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7.5.2 QuantitativeIy Blustrated Psychographic Statements 

The following statements can, from the results of the quantitative data analysis, be 

inferred as generalised indications of the consumers' perceptions of utility: 

Iwouldwish topurchase apiece which camefrom a known collection or had been 

included in a recognised exhibition, apiece which was similar to one illustrated in a 
book or to one in a known collection or exhibition would also offer more utility than 

one which was not. 

The consumer is thus shown to be seeking autonomy through affiliation with a piece 

which is distinguished as having acquired 'artistic capital stocle. Since the' capital 

stock' has, by definition, been established through the authority of the reference group 
it can be expected to be recognised, as embodying 'meaning', by at least a significant 

proportion of the group. The affiliation thus reflects positive consensus approval. 

In terms of motivation, the acquisition of such a piece fulfils Maslow's definitions of 
Belongingness, Self-Esteem and even of Self-Actualisation. Given the risk reducing 

element of acquiring an 'approved' piece it might even be argued that Safety needs are 

also partially fulfilled. Whatever the exact motivations the utility provided is clearly 

multidimensional but its context is inextricably enclosed by the beliefs, values and 

norms of the reference group. 

Iperceive a hierarchy of defining lahels ('hrandsý which significantly inj7uence my 

cognitive evaluation of utility regarding individual pieces. 

These brand labels range from the broadly defined 'Chinese Taste' or 'Export' through 

the taxonon-&ally recognised types to the specifically distinguishing notion of 'Mark 

and Period'. Again, the motivation involved in the cognitive process is a 
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multidimensional combination of affiliation and autonomy seeking and again, the 

boundaries of perception are delineated by those of the Chinese art reference group. 

The strength of this notion is highlighted by the disutility offered by export pieces 

which do not conform to a widely recognised brand. In essence, it is important to the 

consumer that "N as used in section 6.4.1.2 above is 'a word which will be relatively 

widely recognised. ' The contrast with Chinese Taste pieces which fall into this 'other' 

category is examined presently. 

My cognitive evaluation of the utility offered by apiece can be significantly 

influenced hy the willingness of the auctioneer to ascrihe distinguishing keywords to 

iL 

In the case of pieces described as 'Fine' or 'Rare' the motivational function might be 

suggested to relate to more to the levels of self-actualisation and self-esteem than to 

belongingness but such a delineation is by no means certain. It might also be 

suggested that the cognitive process is more one of autonomy seeking than simply 

affiliation seeking but again the two processes are not mutually excluding. The level of 
bias cannot be determined by the data available and would undoubtedly vary from 

consumer to consumer. The important point is that the behavioural generality is 

consistent with the traits already defined. 

7.5.3 Qualitatively Observed Psychographic Statements 

All of the above statements, and the accompanying behavioural traits identified, are 

supported to varying degrees by the evidence of the qualitative participation in the 

market as a whole. The 'provenance' attributed by the auctioneer is replaced by the 

dealer pointing out that the object was acquired privately ("It came from a local 

doctoes house") rather than suggesting it came from a more public source, but the 

function is essentially the same. The observation of the consumer in wider and more 

varying contexts, however, allows further statements to be made: 
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ý-I cany a variety ofpredispositions towards the many different style points at which 

objects are offered Aese predispositions influence my cognitive evaluation of the 
balance between the utility to be derived and the price I am prepared to payfor an 

object at any given point of sale. 

The tentative differentiation made between the utility offered by the style point of 
* Sotheby's' and that offered by 'Christie's' was discussed as a quantitative finding 

above, as was the fact that there are some dealerships which can equal or even exceed 
the authority of both. The discussion of the point of sale in Chapter 4 showed that 

similar differentiations of authority, and of style point, significantly affect the 'value' to 
the consumer of effectively the same pieces. 

To some extent this can be seen to be an issue of risk reduction regarding the correct 
identification of the pieces, particularly amongst the less cognate, but in fact is more a 
facet of risk reduction through affiliation of the piecewith a style point which offers a 
degree of autonomy. The consumer is, in essence, more willing to pay a higher price 
in a 'smart' outlet than for the same object in a 'downmarket' outlet. Atthesametime 

autonomy also can be achieved through acquiring the piece at a'bargain'price from 

the same dowrimarket outlets. 

Elements of competition as a motive force were detected, particularly amongst the 
dealers for whom the maintenance of style point differentiation is a vested interest. 

I would be signYlicantly iq/7uenced in my purchase decision by the knowledge that 

other consumers had already turned down a given object 

In a real sense this underlines the importance to the consumer of the opinion of others. 
Once again the higher orders of the psychographic needs, to competitively distinguish 

the self from others, are in evidence, in that the degree of autonomy offered by a piece 
is considerably diminished if others could have had the piece if they had wanted it. 
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7.5.4 The Cultural Perspective 

The fact that the logical underpinning of the current definitions of 'Chinese Taste' has 

been questioned does not in any way alter the perceived reality of the market place. 
The 'Chinese Taste market exists and objects thus categorised are of considerably 

more interest to Chinese buyers than Export pieces. This fact is borne out both by the 

movement of the market on a macro-scale away from London and towards Hong 

Kong and Singapore, and by the considerable difference in the number of Far Eastern 
buyers attending the two categories of sales in London. 

The Chinese buyer has been shown to be significantly influenced by the perceptions of 
the inter-cultural reference group for Chinese art, most notably in the acceptance of the 

prevailing price equilibrium for the different genres. At the same time, however, the 

market for Chinese Taste differs considerably from the Export market in terms of the 

level of disutility offered by damage and in the utility offered by the less easily 

categorised 'otheepieces. When the considerably higher level of participation by the 

Chinese in the Chinese Taste market is aggregated with the more qualitative evidence 

provided by discussion with, and observation of, Chinese buyers, it is more than 

reasonable to suggest that these differing characteristics are the result of a difference in 

the learned cognitive behaviour of consumers from different macro-cultural frames of 

reference. This of course would be entirely expected by consumer behaviourists where 
beliefs, social values and norms are viewed as inherited through social contact rather 

than biologically. 

The impact of cultural frames of reference in the market for Chinese ceramics can be 

seen most obviously in the broad generalities which can be observed regarding the 
differing levels of utility offered by certain object types to members of differing societal 

cultures. It is important to note that such distinctions do not simply relate to the 
different perceptions of the Western and Chinese cultures but are in fact more 

specifically grouped. To give only a few examples: certain types of B/W are of more 
interest to the North American buyer than they are to the British buyer; ormolu 

enhanced pieces in the Pompadourian taste tend to gravitate towards Monaco and the 
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recently developed market for Nonya ware thrives amongst the Chinese in Singapore 

and Malaysia but not in Hong Kong nor amongst Malaysians of non-ethnic Chinese 

origin. 

The constant perception changing brought about by the process of meaning transfer, as 
this thesis demonstrates for the case of Chinese Taste ceramics, means that overly 

significant generalisations cannot be made. It is nevertheless true, however, that the 

majority of the culturally specific markets, exemplified above, exist where the objects 

were originally intended to have meaning. The suggestion is that the utility offered by 

objects is at its greatest where affiliation and autonomy signified through ownership 

will most recognisably reflect upon the self and its projection. That what is described 

as 'taste' should thus be socially learned would surprise neither sociologists nor 

consumer behaviourists but the notion is certainly at odds with the more absolutist 
hegemony of the 'Art' authorities. 

Cultural frames of reference clearly, however, have impact on cognitive perception 
beyond the level of simple 'taste' generalisations. Damage on a piece clearly has a 

more profound 'signal' impact on a Chinese buyer than on many other buyers. 

Similarly, the 'sign! inferred by an unusual, 'othee, piece is also different. Again, the 

inputs offered by sign and language are not simply exemplars of an East - West 

dichotomy: the middle price Chinese ceramics offered by Christie's East in New York 

are grouped under the generic "Asian Decorative Arts" sales, in London they are 

grouped under Christie's South Kensington's "Oriental Ceramics and Works of Art". 

The contents of the sales are essentially the same but a whole paper could be written 

on the *meaning' and significance of the different titles. Similarly there is a strong 

tendency for the auctioneers in New York to give the name of the consignor (see 

Figure 35), something which Christie's South Kensington almost never do (see Figure 

36). Whether this says more about the nature of the consumers who are now 

consigning or about the expected impact on the prospective consumers does not 

matter, either way it is indicative of a subtle cultural variance in the cognitive 

perception of utility. 
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At the same time as recognising these 'cultural' differences it must be stressed that, in 

generalised terms, inter-cultural motivational and behavioural patterns do appear 

remarkably similar. The similarity between the function of the literati in China and the 

art establishment in the West, in the creation of perceptual predispositions has already 
been discussed. It is also significant that Clunas (1991) describes the way in which the 

association of a piece of 'art' with a 'name' has had a significant impact on broad 

Chinese perceptions of worth possibly since the Song dynasty (960-1279 AD). The 

suggestion is quite clearly that, whilst the specific inputs of the overall cultural circle 

vary, the behavioural and perceptual functions of the model offered can still be applied. 
In effect the cultural context appears learned, whilst general behaviour appears 

universal. 
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Figure 35 

Asian Decorative Arts 
Tuesday, September 17,1996 

at 1: 00 P. M. 
Lots 1-291 

Property from the Collection of the Late 
MR. AND MRS. EDWARD G. MEYER 

IA SANCAT-GLAZED MODEL OF A CAMEL. TANG 
DYNASTY. the beast standing foursquare. his head facing 
forward, and two small bags slung over the simple saddle 
cloth fitted with two humps- 13 V., in. high 
Estimate: S1,000-1,500 See 1111wration 

Various Properties 
8A PAINTED POTTERY MODEL OF A BACTRIAN 

CAMEL. TANG DYNASTY, the beasc scandini g foursquare 
with head raised aýd facing forward. modelled with an clabo- 
race saddle cloth between both humps. the cloth with a 
scylised mask- I 7Y1 in. h(jh 
Estimate: 31.000-1,500 Stv Iffility. 1114,01 

Various Properties 
2A SANCAI-GLAZED BUFF POTTERY MODEL OF 

A CAMEL'S HEAD. TANG DYNASTY. the braying beast 
with his head facing forward, its mane and tufts of hair glazed 
dark brown. coat with ochre and straw glaze I IM in. high, 
woodstand 

09 A PAIR OF GLAZED TILEWORKS FIGURES OF 
GUARDIANS. PROBABLY MING DYNASTY. each 
shown standing with one knee bent and arins raised. weanng 
armour and with fierce expressions-17 it#. hýqhapprox. (2) 
Estimatc: $I. O(X). I, 300 

Estimare: S700-1,000 

3A GLAZED POTTERY ROOF TILE, MING 
DYNASTY, modelled as a seated mythic2l beast--12V4 in. 
high 
Estimate: $400-600 

Property from the Estate of 
MARC HAAS 

04 A SANCAI-GLAZED POTTERY FIGURE OF AN 
OFFICIAL, TANG DYNASTY. standing with hands 
clasped under his sleeves and high upturned shoes peeping 
out from beneath the hem of his long robe. rockwork base 
30 in. high 
Estimate: S3.000-4,000 

Various Properties 
3A CELADON DISK YUAN DYNASTY, the deep 

well impressed with a peony spray enclosed by a ribbed band 
and fluted nm-12 in. diam. 
Estimate: $500-700 

06 A CARVED CELADON iWEIPING. MING 
DYNASTY, the high shouldered form with straight neck 
moulded with scrolling peony and foliage between borders of 
stylized leaves and further foliage 13 in. high 
Estimate: $1,000-1,500 

Property from the Estate of 
MARC HAAS 

7A SANCAI-CLAZED BUFF POTTERY MODEL OF 
A LOKAPALA, TANG DYNASTY, standing on in axe base and wearing warrior's attire, his right arm raised and left 
on his hip. under a green. ochre and straw-scre2ked glaze- 
16 in. high 
Estimate: $1,000-1.500 

e 10 TWO MING GLAZED TILEMAKER*S FIGURES. 
the first of a standing attendant. wearing a short green and 
yellow robe tied at the waist and a ull conical orange hac. 
hexagonal base 20 in. h(qh: and another u2nding ripre. 
wearing a long robe and a tapered hat. licx2gon2l base- 1514 
in. high (2) 
Estimate: $800-1.200 

Property from the Estate of 
JOE AND MADELEINE BAIN 

11 A PAINTED POTTERY OX AND CART. SUI 
DYNASTY. the sturdy beast standing foursquare. with head 
facing forward. attached to the cart by a wooden framework. 
the cart with arched front and back ýnd lar. = whecis-201, ý 
in. lvq approx., paint tracts 
Estimate: S800-1,200 See 111180ar. 1114'" 

Various Properties 
0 12 FOUR MING TILEMAKER'S FIGURES. each shown 
standing on hexagonal base and wearing long belted robes 
and round-rimmed hats-eacis approx. IS11! its. ltýjh (4) 
Estimate: $1.500-2.500 

13 A BLUE AND WHITE FIGURE OF A BOY, 17TH 
CENTURY, modelled holding a stalk of locus. with smiling 
expression and wearing a nbbon-cied apron-8Y, its. high 
Estimate: S600-800 

14 A CELADON DISH. YUAN DYNASTY. of circular form. the deep well incised wich a locus spray enclosed by a fluced band. with everted plain rim-13 in. diam. 
Estimate: $500-700 
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Figure 36 

456 A set of eight famille rose 
models of standing Immortals 
wearing long robes tied at the waists. 
some figures bearded and waering 
tabbed hats, aU holding various attribures 
and standing on reticulated bases 
decorated with scattered flowers - 13in. 
(33cms) high max. (8) 

4600-800 

457 A set of eight famille rose 
models of Immortals siniflar to the 
previous lot. the figures standing on 
rnoulded cloud scroll bases - all approx. 
6in. (15.2cnis) high. (14) 

, c3(X)-3(x 1 

458 Two similar famille rose 
globular jars and covers painted with 
continuous scenes of ladies and boyi at 
play in fenced gardens. sonic waving 
banners and Hags and riding a inythical 
beast - 9in. (23cnis) high inax. (2) 

, C250-3(x) 

459 A Szechuan buff pottery 
model of a standing dog with tail 
curled upwards. looking straight ahead. 
some coloured pigments remaining - Mi-in. (31.7cms) long. Hai# Dynasty: 
and a Tani g potcM model ora saddled 
horse scanding four square on a 
rectangular base, ics head turned to its 
left - 13'Kin. (35cnis) high. (2) 

45(m 14M 

460 Eight various Tang pottery 
models of standing male and 
female figures all wearing long tunics 
tied at the waists, the ladies with their 
hair in high chignons, some men 
moustacheod and wearing tall hats, 
some red and black pigments remaining 
- 10in. (25.3cms) high nux. (8) 

Z400-600 

461 Four Chinese celadon glazed 
conical bowls two incised to the 
interiors with scrolling motifs - Sin. 
(12.7cnu) wide max. (4) 

, CI50-200 

462 A Chinese blue and white 
glazed bottle vase painted with 
butterflies among scattered flower sprays 
- 6in. (15.2cms) high; a blue and white 
circular box and cover with cloud scroll 
motifs - 23/4in. (7cms) diam; and a pair 
of blue and white tooted bowls painted 
with scrolling locus flowers and foliage 
- 2Y. in. (7cms) diam. Yoqzheng and 
Megima sLv diaracter inarks. (4) 

C200-300 

463 A celadon glazed squat 
brushwasher with four lug handles and 
incised trellis pattern band - 3in. 
(7.3cins) wide: a lobed brushwasher 
with short everted neck - 3%in. (8cnis) 
diain. a celadon glazed waterdropper 
modelled as a miniacure ewer with 
lien's head spout - 3Y. iii. (8cins) high; 
and a further water dropper modelled as 
a road - 3in. (7. Ocnis) long. (4) 

, c2(X)-3(X) 

464 A Satsuma plate painted and 
gilt with a mythical scene with offici2ls 
and children in a garden with an ont 
itanding on the terrace of a pavilion 
above - 7Y. in. (18.5cms) diam. s(qptcd. 

, C250-350 

463 A Satsurna tapering 
cylindrical vase painted and gilt with 
blossoming prunus. daisies and further 
flowers below a lappet collar - 411-in. 
(I 1.7cms) high; and a Sacsunia kettle 
and cover wich ladies in 2 garden below 
a blossoming tree - 31/-in. (9.5cms) 
diam. iigned. C230-300 

466 A pair of famill* rose 
armorial octagonal dishes painted 
and gilt with scattered flowersprays and 
crests beanng the morro 'Nodo ýirmo' 
within chain and spearhead pattern 
borders - 81/4in. (22.2crns) wide, 18th 
century. (2) 

, C-50-400 

467 A Szechuan buff pottery 
model of a standing duck incised to 
" imulace the plumage. red pigments 
remaining - 8in. (20.2cms) long. Hais 

I 

Dynasty, (old we2r and restoranon to 
feet). 
SLe Gdour Plate 7. 'CI50-200 

468 A Han Lacquer cocoon jar 
painted in red. black and cream 
pigniients with vemcal bands of scrolling 
and geometric motifs - SY4in. 
(IISCIIIS) %vide. (old wear). 
Ser Colmor Mate 7. c3lx"xl 

469 A Han Lacquer cocoon jar 
painted in red. cream and black 
pigments with mmilar decor2non to the 
previous lot -II in. (2ftnu) wide. (old 
wear). 
See Colour Marr 7. C41XWONI 

470 A Tang styl* pal* olive green 
glazed ewer with duck's head finial 
and small loop handle 
(21.5cnis) high. 
Sm Colotir X'tre 

471 A Han Lacquor cocoon jar 
p2inted in red. cream and black 
pigmenis with sirrular decoramon to the 
previous jars -tI %in. (29cms) wide. 
(old damage and restoration). 
See Calour Plate 7. 'C300-400 
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7.5.5 Summary and Consumer Behavioural Model 

7.5-5.1 Culture and Cognitive Predisposition 

In simple terms, and in deference to the socio-psychological studies which have been 

made of the auction process and which view it as a form of leisure activity, the 'playing 

field' of the cognitive perception of value in 'antiques' is entirely enclosed by the macro 

cultural reference group of the potential consumer. Within this context the exact 

socio-economic reference groups formed by the home environment and other 'class' 

referents will clearly play a key role in determining whether or not any given consumer 

g enerates an interest in Chinese ceramics specifically, or whether they learn to derive 

utility from a partially or wholly different form of consumption. 

Having entered the field of Chinese ceramics, however, the cognitive perceptions of 
the consumer will then be further contextualised by the beliefs and predispositions 

which are learned from the Chinese art reference group. The perceptual inputs, 

received from the many different sources of communication which emanate from this 

group arc by nature self perpetuating. They have been shown to significantly cross the 
boundaries of the macro-cultural reference groups but without negating specific 
learned diffcrenccs. In effect what is created, through the process of'meaning transfee 
(Clifford) or the 'social life of [the] things' (Appadurai), is a level of 'artistic capital 

stock' (Bongard) which predisposes the consumer to perceiving or cognitively 

ascribing different levels of signal utility to specific objects and object types. 

In behavioural terms, the members of the subculture are, of course, largely mirroring 
the nonnative behaviour to be found in the culture as a whole. As Foxall puts it in 

describing macro-cultures: 

"What individuals perceive of their world is not a result of physical factors alone or 
even of their motives and attitudes. It depends also on their cultural frames of 
reference, the ways in which values are attached first to products and services and then 
communicated by those goods as they convey the meanings on which culture 
depends. " (p. 206) 
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What aspects of this study have shown, however, is that in the case of the buyer of 

antique Chinese ceramics we can go one step further than Foxall: given the fact that 

physical factors such as age (Latin 'antiquitas'l) have negligible impact on the 

perception of the consumer and that rarity and even damage can be overridden by 

other non-physical factors, it can be strongly inferred that individuals' perceptions 

depend not just 'also' but 'very largely' on their cultural frames of reference. Thus the 

process of opinion forming regarding different 'brands' is much the same for antiques 

as it is for FMCG, the difference lies in the mechanism by which it is enacted: In the 

case of antiques it is almost entirely a function of culture, with such deliberate 

marketing as takes place focussing on the enhancement of cultural meaning, whereas 
in the case of FMCG opinion is formed by marketing and culture is a factor. 

The strength of this case is enhanced considerably by the evidence, given in the thesis, 

of the full extent to which subjective perceptions of utility are influenced by the 

reference group. The reference group not only creates strong predispositions but also 
influences the cognitive process right down to the moment of transaction. This is 

enacted most strongly by the operation of 'authority', a term which accurately reflects 

not only the willingness of those in a position to offer judgements of worthiness 

enhancing attributes (positive indications of consensus approval), to do so, but also the 

willingness of the consumer to believe in the validity of those judgements. 

The extent to which 'worthiness enhancing factors, such as the use of provenances or 
descriptive keywords, can be seen to be inputs created by the reference group itself, or 

are simply inputs which semiotically appeal to the general motivational characteristics 

of consumers per se is perhaps a moot point. The fact that many of the 'worthiness 

enhancing factors', such as the connotations of words like 'fine' or 'rare' or the 
importance of a 'branded' provenance are common to the overall culture 162 Coca- 

Cola" is a "superior" fizzy drink - would suggest that the latter was the case. It is 

perfectly arguable, however, that such broadly shared phenomena are themselves 

162 Notwithstanding the fact that the exact connotations are very likely to be inter- 
culturally variable. 
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culturally learned rather than being indicative of biologically inherited motivations. 

Without anticipating the provision of a definitive answer, an examination of the 

motivational characteristics illustrated by the present study can certainly provide strong 
inferences. 

ý7.5.5.2 Motivational Characteristics 

The findings of the study are clearly supportive of the sociological and anthropological 

perspectives where the 'antique' object achieves meaning, and hence value, only when 

it the spheres of what psychologists term reference groups. The data has shown 

that a significant part of the exact cognitive evaluation process is behaviourally 

manifested by the generalised trait of 'brand' recognition and predisposition. Theexact 

degrees of 'brand confidence' which any given consumer will be imbued with are 

clearly infinitely subjectively variable in that they are dependent upon the exact inputs 

to which each consumer has been subjected. The sum total of the self-perpetuating 

communicative outputs of the cultural and sub-cultural reference groups, however, can 

be seen to have a significantly aggregative effect. To use the same analogy as was 

tentatively suggested in Chapter 1, the reference group authorities, through their 

output, fulfil essentially the same role in the creation of 'brand' familiarity and 

confidence, as does advertising and marketing in the field of Fast Moving Consumer 

Goods. This is true whether the intent is present, as in the case of auctioneers, or 

'whether 
the intent is perhaps not present, as in the case of academics. The process can 

meaningfully be referred to as 'The Creation of Artistic Capital Stock! and is essentially 

'a 
broadening of the concept as first put forward by Bongard and later developed by 

Grampp and Frey and Pommerehne. 

In the responsiveness to 'brands' the consumer of *antiques' can clearly be very much 

equated in behavioural terms with the consumer of Fast Moving Consumer Goods. 

This is a finding which whilst it may not be considered startling is nevertheless 

significant. The fact that the active conceptualisation of 'brand' amongst consumers of 

antiques' can be extended to include aspects of provenance, style point and other, 

, more contextualising descriptives such as 'Mark and Period', might perhaps suggest 
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that some harmonisation of the approach to the attitudes and beliefs of the consumer 

as a whole might be possible. 163 

In terms of motivation, the underlying function of the 'brand' inputs can be seen to be 

the seeking of both affiliation and autonomy. 'Brand' concepts can be seen to enter the 

cognitive equation not just in the form of attitudinal predispositions towards' types' but 

also in the final stages, where the consumer encounters a specific potential acquisition. 
At this stage of supplemental analysis, the consumer assesses the signal terminology 

which immediately surrounds the object and either makes, or comes close to making, 
the final evaluation of utility which results in the purchase decision. 

That affiliation and autonomy seeking motives should characterise the evaluation 

process of 'antiques' would again be in keeping with the findings of consumer 
behaviourists in the wider field; for the cases where consumption involves strong 

possession attachment. If strong possession attachment to the ownership of 'antiques' 

can be taken as a given then the findings of this study adds strength to the arguments 

of consumer behaviourists. If it cannot be taken as a given then the consumer 
behavioural context would suggest that it should be. 

This behavioural parallel between the consumer of 'antiques' and the consumer of Fast 
Moving Consumer Goods gains further depth from the fact that the latter is seen to 

more closely and affectively associate the possession of strong attachment goods with 
the perception of the self. The almost completely social context in which the 
perception of the 'antique' consumer has been shown to operate can leave no doubt, if 
indeed there were any, that the purchase decisions of the antiques buyer is centrally 
and fundamentally related to the perception of self and, perhaps equally importantly, to 
the projection of the self 

163jt is accepted that this might be construed as an instinctively felt rather than a solidly 
supported observation and that brand, style point and even the concept of provenance 
are often synonymous in the field of FMCG. 
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The notion that self image, and particularly its projection, are of such fundamental 

importance to the purchase decision can be strengthened by two further observations: 

Firstly, that the consumer is clearly ultimately seeking autonomy but that the autonomy 
is dependent upon affiliation. The ownership of a'rare'piece, with a'good' 

provenance, from an 'authoritative' style point, is sought, but the autonomy that this 

offers is very largely dependent on the basis of these 'qualities' being recognisable by 

others. 

Secondly, in addition to the intrusion of 'authority' on the cootive process at the 

point of object/consumer interaction, the consumer has also been shown to be 

responsive to highly affective and often illogical inputs right up to the point at which 

the transaction is made. This is manifested in a variety of ways but is most observable 
in factors such as the significance of a piece being fresh to the market and in the 

creation of 'mood' around a point of sale. The consumer must not only make a 'good 

buy'but must be seen to be making a 'good buy, one wrong word from the dealer, the 

failure to offer a big enough reduction to the asking price or even negatively construed 

body language on the part of others in the vicinity and the transaction will not be made. 

In seeking to perfect and project the desired self-image through the acquisition of 

I antiques' the consumer is highly interactive, very reliant on the inputs and anticipated 
inputs of indications of consensus approval, and fundamentally competitive. Indeed a 
biologist might well argue that the element of social competition underlay the whole 

process. 

As a final word, it must be said that there are clearly countless variations and 

exceptions. Issues of personality and life-stage must play a part in the cognitive and 

even behavioural aspects of the decision making process as must the degree of real 

cognition. Simon Kwan, one of the most notable Chinese 'collectors' put forward the 
belief that five percent of 'collectors' had an understanding of what they were doing, 

164 the remaining ninety five percent were effectively 'sheep' (his word) . Perhapsthere 

164 Interview 23 08 1994 
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are some consumers who genuinely do achieve autonomy through their acquisitions. 
The question might well be asked of Charles Saatchi who has recently made a 

considerable contribution towards raising the profile of the 'Young British Artist' 

movement. It is certainly interesting that the Royal Academy Exhibition of 1997 

incorporating so much of his collection and so cleverly titled "Sensation" is being 

sponsored by Christie's! 

7.6 Self Critical Reflections, Outcomes and Conclusion 

7.6.1 Reflections 

From the outset it was stated that the inter-disciplinary approach towards a question 

which had not been previously been attempted and lacked -a defined frame of reference 

was fraught with difficulties. In particular the risk of traducing, or even ornitting 

relevant aspects of the several disciplines examined was keenly felt and apologia were 

made in advance. In most cases, it is not felt that this is a significant weakness of the 

study. The focussed weight of the empirical data, both qualitative and quantitative 

could certainly not have been equalled in usefulness to the present question by the 

output of any of the other disciplines. Where, as is likely/possible, specific ideas or 

notions can be expanded upon, or questioned, the input would be eagerly sought. It is 

not felt that the findings of the research could be disproved by work which is currently 

extant. Equally, the fundamental debt to the ideas and formulations of those cited 

must be emphatically acknowledged. 

In specific terms it is felt that future work on similar fines, should there be any, would 
benefit from a correlation of the exact sales examined quantitatively with the 
qualitative observation of the events at, and surrounding them. Ideally, the same sales 
should be observed, then quantified, then analysed. 
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7.6.2 Outcomes and Conclusion 

In the development of a quantitative methodology for the analysis of the auction 

process and in the development of a qualitatively supported model of the behaviour of 

the consumer of 'antiques' the research has made a substantial contribution to 

knowledge. 

The research has also shown that the consumer of 'antiques, by which term 'art' is 

included, is not the dfferentiated 'collector' as has traditionally been observed but is in 

all basic respects a consumer like any other. Given also that the perceptions of utility 
in the antique market are essentially generated not by the inherent qualities of the 

product, but by the process of 'advertising', it is suggested that further analysis of the 
field might yield useful insights into the motivations and behaviour of the consumer per 

se. The 'products' in the ever developing 'antique' market are objects which are 

already in e)dstence, the market is intrinsically elastic, the perceptions of utility are 

simplycreated.. Ina sense the dividing fine between 'culture' and advertising could 
be said to be almost indiscerruible: Advertising of FMCG's is now so fully invasive, 

certainly in Western culture, as to be in essence cultural, and 'culture', in the elevated 

sense of the word, has in effect been shown to a form of advertising. Ile creation of 
'brand' perceptions in the art world is in fact advertising in its purest form, since the 

products themselves have no actual use. 

In terms of the development of more accurate and theoretically applicable methods of 
I valuatiod, of which this thesis has been a tentative first step, the suggested way 
forward is to attempt to quantify the generation of artistic capital stock in the 

construction of 'brands', to structure the inputs provided by style points and to 

qualitatively enumerate the interactive activity at the person/object interface. 
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APPENDIX A. PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION: SUMMARY OF ACTlVrI7Y 

Participation as a Buyer 

It is difficult to enumerate the full extent of participation and observation of the 

market, which has been undertaken in the course of the present study. The average 

weekly participation has consistently involved visiting at least six shops or antique 

centres and two antique fairs, often many more than this were visited. In many cases, 

such visits would be repeat visits to any combination of a body of approximately sixty 
I regular' outlets. This allowed relationships to be developed with a wide variety of 
dealers, over a period of time which facilitated both the observation of their patterns of 
business and wide ranging discussions regarding the nature of the 'valuation' process. 

An average of three car boot sales and a minimum of three auctions were also visited 

each month. The auctions most regularly visited as a buyer were Phillips, Ringwood, 

Christie's South Kensington and Kidner's Pennington. 

In addition to the observation of the UK market research visits were made to Hong 

Kong, Canton, Shanghai, Paris and Amsterdam. In each location as many points of 

sale as could be identified were visited and both formal and informal interviews were 
conducted. 

Participation as a Seller 

Christie's South Kensington, where fortnightly, specialised sales of Oriental Ceramics 

take place was regularly used as a point of sale. The main salerooms of Sotheby's and 
Christie's were also used on an occasional basis. 

The following are those retail points of sale which were used more than once: 

Goodwood Racecourse 
Portobello Road 
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Kempton Park 

Shepton Mallett 

Bermondsey Market 

SandownPark 

In addition other points of sale were used as 'one off' experiments and the following 

permanent points of sale were also maintained: 

Torr Bridge Antiques, Devon. (Family business) 

Taunton Silver Street. (Regular stall maintained as part of above) 

Artemesia, Hampshire. (Space rented) 
Parade Antiques, Devon. (Space rented) 

Participation as a Valuer 

Private valuations were undertaken through Torr Bridge Antiques. Occasional 

consultancy work was undertaken on behalf of HM Customs and Drummond Reed 

Associates, including experience as legal 'Expert Witness'. 
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THE NANKING CARGO - Fashion and Aesthetics in the Market Place 

Good afternoon, my name is Tim Foster, I have been a research 
assistant with the Built Environment Division for twelve months 
now. My work is aimed at underpinning the Fine Art Valuation 
courses in the division. This is the first time I have addressed 
an academic audience on an academic subject so I would like to 
quote f rom the Social Science Division programme concerning this 
series of talks: 

"Presenters to the seminars are particularly encouraged to use 
them as an opportunity of listening to informal and friendly 
co=ent" 

This is a sentiment I wholeheartedly endorse, so I would like to 
emphasise right from the start, that any thoughts from staff will 
be gratefully received. 

I an going to talk today for forty five minutes after which I 
believe there will be time for questions and discussion. I shall 
start off by talking about the Nanking Cargo. Then I shall go 
on to discuss the broad questions of aesthetics, fashion, and 
even the ethics of the market place, which I believe the study 
throws up. I shall finish by outlining briefly how I hope to 
make at least some contribution towards answering the questions, 
through my current research. 

To cut a very long story short, in 1514 the Portuguese first 
arrived off the coast of what had previously been to Europeans 
an almost totally mythical place known of only from the hearsay 
tales of returning crusaders, and the reports of travellers like 
Marco Polo. The place of course was China. The mystique with 
which China was endowed in Europe was greatly enhanced by the 
very few pieces of porcelain which had arrived in the West over- 
land through the focal point of the Middle East. Europeans 
simply had no idea what porcelain was and how it was made. It 
was rare, had magical qualities and was therefore much prized. 

At the time the Portuguese were f ar advanced of the rest of 
Europe in navigational terms and f or almost 

,a century, they 
enjoyed a monopoly an the trade with China. From the beginning 
of the 17th century however, the British and Dutch finally caught 
up, reached China and the competition for trade with the Far East 
was on. By the middle of the 18th Century British, Dutch and 
Portuguese ships has been joined by French, Danish and Swedish 
vessels. The profits were immense and Chinese porcelain was 
commonplace in* the households of even the 'middling sort' of 
European. 

on 
* 
the 8th January 1752, a Dutch ship, the Geldermalsen, sixteen days into her return voyage loaded with Tea and Porcelain for the 

auctions in Amsterdam hit a reef in the South China Sea and sank, taking 70 of her crew with her. There she was to lie for the 
next two and a half centuries, a sealed time capsule. The story has the makings of a romantic tale and Christies were not slow to notice this. 3320 



In 1986 , when news broke of the discovery of the ship by Captain. 
Michael Hatcher, a salvage expert working from Singapore, and of 
Christies forthcoming auction of the cargo, I had been collecting 
Chinese porcelain for two or three years. I was naturally 
fascinated and excited by the idea. Not only could I talk to my 
f riends about Chinese' porcelain without receiving a quizzical 
look but I could read about it in the newspapers and watch it on 
the News. It was wonderful, I even got the sale catalogue for my 
birthday. 

After the initial excitement had worn off, however I did start 
wondering. I wondered about the effect that 150,000 pieces of 
18th Century Export porcelain was going to have on what was after 
all a very small market. Surely it would debase meagre 
collections such as my own and bring prices down. It had to. 
In a sense, it was a bit of a cheat, I had spent three years 
grubbing around antique shops, junk shops and markets to gather 
together af ew pieces and suddenly they had come up with a whole 
boat load. Anyway, I consoled myself with the positive aspects 
of the discovery, considered the prospect of acquiring a piece 
of datable, almost documentary porcelain and waited for the sale. 

In the event, I need not have worried, either about the effect 
on the market or about acquiring a piece for myself. The prices 
were astronomical, it just did not make sense. They were selling 
the items of f in large lots and yet people ended up paying up to 
four times as much for pieces as they would have paid for an 
identical piece which had survived in the hands of humans for two 
hundred years. I was at the time nothing short of astonished. 
In retrospect, however, I realise I was just naive. 

Christies had done a brilliant marketing job. They not only got 
the auction into the papers and onto the Nine O'Clock News once, 
they sustained the coverage and backed it up with a major 
campaign of talks, mailshots, promotions, even 'Nanking Cargo' - The Video. It was an outstanding piece of auctioneering almost 
everything went for between three and seven times the top 
estimate. The sale brought in ten million pounds. Many of the 
lots were aimed at dealers, after all, not many private 
collectors would want to bid for a set of 240 tea bowls and 
saucers and the bulk of the lots were bought by dealers. The 
dealers then took the porcelain home, all over the world, sold 
it to a public who couldn't get it off their hands fast enough 
and doubled their money almost over night. Discussions with a 
dealer in Alresford last week revealed that the morning he opened 
up to sell the pieces of the cargo he had a fifty yard queue 
outside his shop*and proceeded to sell four and a half thousand 
pieces in two days. This was not unusual, a dealer in Lymington 
tells a similar tale. Christies had captured the public imagýnation and very effectively created a market which was 
almost totally unrelated to the established market for Chinese 
Porcelain. 

At this point we begin to touch on aesthetics. Just what was it 
that the public had spent considerable sums of its money on. 
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Well, from the point of view of a Chinese Porcelain collector, 
it had spent its money on something that was incredibly dull. 
The Geldermalsen was carrying bog standard blue and white tea 
wares of the most mediocre type. Aesthetically, I suppose it is 
preforable to most porcelain produced in this country since the 
Victorian era but compared to the Chinese Porcelain they could 
have bought for the same money, it was nonsense. There are many 
much more attractive pieces which are not expensive. So why did 
they buy'it? And why did they pay so much money? 

The obvious answer is that the provenance, cachet and interest 
of something from a ship wreck makes it infinitely more 
desirable. - There is, I would concede, a degree of truth in this. 
Surely, however, a piece which has survived on the surface for 
two hundred years, been handled and used by countless people from 
our history, grown up with by children during the Napoleonic 
wars, hung in the gloomy interiors of the Victorians and on the 
walls of British homes during the dark years of the two World 
Wars, surely these objects have provenance, interest and an 
appeal just as great. 

Besides, the Nanking Cargo was not the first. Hatcher had 
previously discovered a much more interesting cargo from a Ming 
trading Junk, one hundred years older and considerably rarer. 
This had contained 20,000 pieces of porcelain which had been sold 
in a series of auctions with no accompanying hype and had 
initially resulted in very disappointing prices. So what was 
different about the Nanking Cargo, apart from the fact that it 
was vastly inferior - well, it had been on television. I believe 
this is the simple reason for the success of the Nanking Cargo. 
It was nothing to do with aesthetics or even the appreciation of 
history, merely the result of clever TV and press coverage. 

To further emphasise this point, it can be pointed out that 
porcelain does not deteriorate in the same way as other antiques 
such as paintings, furniture or sculpture, it remains the same 
as the day it was made, unless you leave it in sea water for a 
long time, then it deteriorates quite considerably. The 
porcelain in the Nanking Cargo varied in condition but almost all 
the overglaze colours had disappeared on the few polychrome 
pieces and even the blue and white pieces had seriously degraded 
glazes. Most of the pieces were in such a condition that had a 
dealer come across them without the all important sticker 
attached he would at best have used it to eat his breakfast off 
and in all likelihood, held have thrown it away or given it to 
a young collector to learn from. He would have known that no 
collector would have bought it. 

Clearly aesthetics had nothing to do with the public's eagerness. 
In essence, the objects from the cargo of the Geldermalsen have 
ended up as expensive conversation pieces in households all over 
this and other countries, in most of which, there is little or 
no understanding of the objects themselves. In a word they were 
simply fashionable. I suppose some people would argue that in 
that respect they have a value in their own right, but what 
value?. 322 



Well, in 1988, only two years after people had been queuing in 
the street, a number of pieces, clearly identifiable by their 
stickers, appeared on the market again - at Christies - they were 
catalogued, illustrated and estimated in line with their supposed 
value - and nobody wanted them. 

Sold Estimate Bidding 
1986 1988 reaches 

Pair Milk Jugs E1410 E1000-1500 E620 
Pair Tea Pots E2037 E1500-2500 F. 700 
Single Tea pot E1097 E800-1200 E450 
Pair Vomit Pots f. 1864 E2000-3000 f. 1400 
Pair Butter Tubs E3700 E2000-3000 E1300 
Spittoon F. 1065 ESOO-1200 f. 380 

one could go on, remember this was in 1988 when the economy was 
still booming, these are amongst the more interesting lots from 
the original sale and the 1986 prices would have been doubled by 
dealers. 

One useful thing about the influence and near monopoly of the big 
auction rooms is that they do serve as a pretty reliable 
indicator of the market as a whole. If it is not selling at 
Christies or Sothebys then it's because it's not selling 
anywhere. The figures above, therefore, are sufficient evidence 
to indicate a serious collapse in the desirability of the Cargo 
(and the value of 150,000 mini-investments) and I believe 
conclusively prove that the market was artificially created and 
based not on anything intrinsic about the objects but on nothing 
more substantial than good hype. 

Now, I mentioned I would touch on the subject of ethics in the 
market place and I suppose this is where we touch on the sphere 
of the Social Scientists with whom we share this seminar. We 
live in a society increasingly dominated by advertising but I 
believe the general public place trust in Auction Houses of the 
standing of Christies and whilst there is no guarantee offered 
or contact entered into, people expect when they buy an antique 
that it will at least hold its value and they hope that it will 
appreciate. Anyone who bought pieces of the Nanking Cargo and 
tried to sell them now would lose a considerable proportion of 
their money. (The only two lots to come on the market in London 
this year both failed to reach anything like their reserves). 
I don't believe this is a good thing for the trade as a whole and if it were a sign of things to come in our corporate world then 
I think it would be bad. If you believe in the free market 
economy, the value of direct marketing and the fact that an 
Auctioneer has a responsibility only to the vendor thý. n there is, 
I suppose, no ethical question. It is clearly subjective and as far as the Built Environment Division is concerned, it is an 
aside. Incidentally, I don't think Christies were being cynical in this case, I think they surprised themselves. It only concerns me slightly that they don't use their new found 323 
knowledge and power to distort the market knowingly. 



I would like now to focus on our culture, that is, the British 
Culture. What does the phenomena of the Nanking cargo tell us 
about ourselves and the art market in this country. Well, just 
to reiterate, we have a fashion for what was fundamentally 
supposed to be an aesthetic object which was created overnight, 
went into rapid decline almost immediately and in reality had 
nothing to do with aesthetics in the first place. What does this 
tell us about our general level of aesthetic understanding, and 
what does it tell us about our knowledge of what is good and bad 
in terms of art and the antique. In other words, about our 
taste. 

In 1947, a design Historian called John Gloag wrote an 
interesting pamphlet in which he outlined what he saw as the 
golden age of English design from 1660 to 1830 when the ideas of 
classical proportion and tradition were understood and adhered 
to. He then goes on to explain the Victorian debasement of 
design when we mistook ornamentation for design: 

"The Industrial Revolution accelerated the debasement of design: 
The eyes of the English died sometime between 1830 and 1880 and 
the people soon sank to the level where they mistook comfort for 
civilisation. Only slowly and painfully did the nation recover 
its sight and it is still more than half blind" 

The recovery of sight of which Gloag talks is obviously due to 
the Arts and Crafts, and Aesthetic movements of the late 19th 
Century but even here, ironically,. we get further proof of the 
fickleness of English taste. For it was Whistler who popularised 
the Kangxi blue and white prunus design which today fetches a 
matter of a few hundred pounds as against the equivalent of up 
to twenty thousand pounds- in the early years of this century. 
The object . - Is the same, the aesthetics are the same, the pieces 
nearly a hundred years older but the price is a mere fraction. 
I don't know what the current views are in the design world but 
I personally find little fault with John Gloags arguments. 

There is nothing inevitable in this lack of aesthetic consistency 
and understanding. It is not part of the human condition, it is 
part of the European condition. Even a brief study of the 
culture which produced the Nanking cargo will show us a clear 
contrast. Let us take a look at changing fashion in China. The 
objects you are seeing now were produced by the Chinese for the 
Chinese, they were not pieces made for export to Europe. 

SEE FIGURE 1 
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Clearly there is a strong degree of continuity over the whole 
period of Chinese artistic production ranging f rom 100OBC to 
nearly 2000AD. The same continuity can be seen in the f iner arts 
of painting and calligraphy. The Chinese know what they like and 
they understand why they like it with a clarity that is very hard 
f or a Westerner to understand - If something was good three 
hundred years ago, it is still good today. There is such a thing 
as a clearly identifiable Chinese taste. In Ming times, four to 
five hundred years ago, when t4e were fighting the Wars of the 
Roses, Chinese scholars were collecting ancient jades, bronzes 
and the classic Sung ceramics. In 1993, they are still 
collecting jades, bronzes and Sung ceramics. What is more, they 
will not be tempted outside their criteria of what is good. 
There is virtually no single element of Western Art or Design 
that has found its way into the Chinese psyche or repertoire. 
The only things they took from the West in return for their 
porcelain, lacquer, silks, ivories etc were silver, opium and 
curiosities such as clocks and scientific instruments. Contrast 
this Chinese imperviousness with the almost ubiquitous absorbtion 
of Chinese design into our own decor. 

It is not the aim of my Thesis, however, to prpve that Chinese 
culture, taste and understanding of aesthetics is superior to our 
own, nor is it even the aim of the Thesis to examine this. The 
Thesis, in other words, the research. is aimed at finding out what 
it is that makes the market in this country so susceptible to 
f ashion and what moves it. How can a piece be worth twenty 
thousand pounds in 1904 and only a few hundred in 1990, when it 
is aesthetically and historically the same object. Why did the 
value of Ming blue and white rise so dramatically in the 1970's, 
why were the London dealers, Marchants able to engineer a 
substantial rise in the value of Blanc-de-Chine?. 

Scholars have obviously looked at the question of fashion in the 
art market, Haskell for one and more notably, Gerald Reichtlinger 
in his 'Economics Of Taste'. All previous attempts to approach 
the issue however have been based on largely anecdotal evidence. 
In an area f raught with dif f iculties I wanted to be as scientif ic 
as possible and decided the most scientific measure of the 
aesthetic or fashionable value of an object was how much someone 
would pay for it on the day. 

Taking Sothebys and Christies as being a fair reflection of the 
market as a whole, I decided, therefore, to look at, categorise 
and 'add up' every Lot of Chinese porcelain that had come under 
the hammer at the main auction rooms between 1914 and the present 
day. This, I believe, is the only was to accurately identify the 
movements of the market. Whilst this technique owes a lot to the 
work of Reichtlinger, it has never been done in a systematic or 
exhaustive manner. Once these movements have been identified and 
established beyond dispute, one can then start to look for the 
causes of these movements. The exact method of doing this will 
undoubtedly depend on what the statistical gathering throws up. 
Currently the plan is to carry out a thorough search of all media 
comment contemporary with market changes in order to see what may have passed for the hype of the time. 325 



I can go into more detail about the research and techniques if 
anyone is interested but essentially I think I've been talking 
long enough and would like* to give you the opportunity to 
respond. 
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